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Dear Board Members:
The Board of Supervisors of the Baytree Community Development District will meet
Wednesday, September 26, 2018 at 1:30 p.m. at the Baytree National Golf Links Meeting
Room, 8207 National Drive, Melbourne, Florida. Following is the advance agenda for the
meeting:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Roll Call
Community Updates
A. Security
BCA
B.
Approval of Minutes of the August1, 2018 Meeting
New Business
A.
Consideration of Contract Extensions
i.
Landscape Maintenance Agreement
ii.
Aquatic Management Agreement
iii. Pool Maintenance Agreement
iv. Janitorial Maintenance Agreement
Facility Use Agreement for Pool Facility
v.
B.
Consideration of Agreement with Grau & Associates to Provide Auditing
Services for the Fiscal Year 2018
Consideration of Website Compliance Proposal from VGlobalTech
C.
Ratification of First Amendment to Small Project Agreement with Bella
D.
Custom Builders, Inc.
Discussion Items
E.
i.
Discussion of Suntree Bank
Discussion of BCA Speeding Committee Recommendation
ii.
iii. Discussion of Holiday Lighting
COD Action Items/Staff Reports
A.
CDD Action Items
B.
Additional Staff Reports
i.
Attorney
11.
Engineer

iii.
6.

7.
8.
9.

1.
Roadway Work
Speed Humps
2.
District Manager's Report
1.
Field Manager's Report

Treasurer's Report
Consideration of Check Register
A.
Balance Sheet and Income Statement
B.
Supervisor's Requests
Public Comment Period
Adjournment

The second order of business of is community updates. Section A is an update from Security,
Section B is the BCA update.
The third order of business is the approval of the minutes of the August 1, 2018 meeting. The
minutes are enclosed for your review.
The fourth order of business is the discussion of new business items. Section A is the
consideration of the contract extensions. All extensions are enclosed under Sub-Sections 1 - 5.
Section B is the consideration of agreement with Grau & Associates to provide auditing services
for the Fiscal Year 2018. A copy of the agreement is enclosed for your review. Section C is the
consideration of the website compliance proposal from VGlobalTech to regarding ADA
requirements. A copy of the proposal is enclosed for your review. Section D is the ratification
of the first amendment to the small project agreement with Bella Custom Builders, Inc. A copy
of the amendment is enclosed for your review. Section E are the discussion items. Related back
up materials are enclosed under Sub-Sections 1 - 3.
The fifth order of business is COD Action Items and Staff Reports. Section A is the presentation
of the CDD action items enclosed for your review. Section 2 of Staff Reports is the District
Engineer's Report. Sub-Section 1 is the consideration of the roadway paving proposal. A copy
of the revised proposal from Goodson Paving is enclosed for your review. The speed humps
proposal will be provided under separate cover. Section 3 of Staff Reports is the District
Manager's Report. Sub-section 1 is the presentation of the Field Manager's Report that will be
provided under separate cover.
The sixth order of business is the Treasurer's Report. Section A includes the check register
being submitted for approval and Section B is the balance sheet and income statement, which is
enclosed for your review.
The seventh order of business is Supervisor's Requests.
The eighth order of business is the Public Comment Period where the public has an opportunity
to be heard on propositions coming before the Board as reflected on the agenda, and any other
items.

The balance of the agenda will be discussed at the meeting. In the meantime, if you have any
questions, please contact me.
Sincerely,
_,
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Jason Showe,
District Manager
Cc:

Dennis Lyles/Michael Pawelczyk, District Counsel
Melissa DeFrancesco, District Engineer
Darrin Mossing, GMS

MINUTES

MINUTES OF MEETING
BAYTREE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Baytree Community Development
District was held on Wednesday, August 1, 2018 at 1:30 p.m. at Baytree National Golf Links,
8207 National Drive, Melbourne, Florida.
Present and constituting a quorum were:
Carol Witcher
Melvin Mills
Richard Bosseler
Jerry Darby
Richard Brown

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary

Also present were:
Jason Showe
Michael Pawelczyk
Mary Ellen Samitas
Alan Scheerer
William Viasalyers
William McLeod
Valerie Scott
Numerous Residents
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS

District Manager
District Counsel
District Engineer
Field Operations Manager
Field Manager
DSI Security
DSI Security

Roll Call

Mr. Showe called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m., called the roll and the Pledge of
Allegiance was recited. All Supervisors were present.
Mr. Showe: We have a public hearing on the budget later in the meeting. Anyone who
wants to speak on the budget, can fill out a form, so we can orderly manage that process. We
will take them in the order in which they are received. During the public hearing, we will try to
keep everyone to three minutes. Please don't duplicate points that other people are making, to
help try to move the process along.
SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.

Security

Community Updates

Baytree COD

August I, 2018

Mr. McLeod: Bill McLeod, Operations Manager for DSI Security Services (DSI). We
took over the account on July 1. I received a few emails stating how the transition went. We had
a few emails afterwards from residents stating how they were concerned because of the lines that
were being formed at the guardhouse, from us checking IDs.

If you have any questions

concerning our transition or what's going on with security, I would be happy to answer them.
Ms. Wagner: Joanne Wagner, Isles of Baytree (10B). I was under the understanding
during the presentation, that there would be some training for us.
Mr. McLeod: Yes. I'm going to let Val speak. She is our Regional Sales Manager for
DSI. She is in touch with Tech Solutions who is in charge of that program.
Ms. Scott: I have some forms on the table, but they are also on the website. It's going to
be mentioned in the newsletter that Mr. Darby is putting out. Your Visitor Management System
(VMS) is not going live until October 1st, That was a decision that was made to let us get our
feet wet, initially. Anyone who takes these initial steps by Saturday, August 25t\ the following
week, they will receive an email inviting them to go online and do everything that they need to
do on the system. It gives you the opportunity to explore the system, put in your personal
information, your permanent visitors, etc. It still will not be live. You cannot enter your day-to
day guests until October 1 st . If you were to go in tomorrow and get started, you are not going to
get that email, inviting you access to the system, until after the August 25 deadline. In the days
following the 25 th, you are more than welcome to do it as soon as you would like, but just don't
expect to get anything back, until after August 25 th• The second deadline is September 22nd•
You have training scheduled. I believe that those dates are Friday, September 14th and Sunday,
September 16th, but that could possibly change to Saturday, September 15 th• There would be two
sessions to allow those who work, who can't get here on Friday, to come back in either on
Saturday or Sunday. I think Jerry's newsletter is going to speak to that as well. We will firm up
those dates, depending on the availability of this room. I will be back for that. We will have
Tech Solutions on board on Friday. I will stick around and help anyone. We are offering to
work with those of you who aren't computer savvy or comfortable with it. Is there anything
else?
Ms. Wagner: I have vendors constantly coming to see me, which is fine. All they have
to do is to say that they are going to the pool and they get a day pass. Is that correct?
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Ms. Scott: Jason brought it to our attention, but I think Bill made a concerted decision to
leave the voicemail, because it sounded so good, but I think he is changing that.
Mr. McLeod: I will change the voicemail today before I leave. Nothing about the
message is going to change, just the voice. If you call and leave a message, we are going to
make sure that your vendor can come through.
Ms. Wagner:

They are not checking for anybody right now.

complaints from my residents, and I observed this myself.

I just received two

They are all doing something

different.
Mr. McLeod: I had to come out here personally and collect a lot of data from a lot of
different places, because there was no way that my officers could've gotten to the information,
because it was in so many different places. We simply didn't have phone numbers. What
happened was that you had a different program being used by another security company called
Safeguard. We were using that to call people. That shut down on us unexpectedly. We had no
idea that it was going to shut down on that particular day, so at that point, because this is a soft
gated community, we can't deny anybody access to the community, so we had to let them
through. Of course, we want vendors to be able to get to their customers, so the decision was
made by me, to let them through, until 1 could get all of the phone numbers consolidated onto
one sheet. I've done a pretty good job of it. It took me six hours one day, sitting in the
gatehouse, to get those numbers. Right now, I'm in the process of typing those into the form that
I sent to Jerry and Jason. I put everybody in alphabetical order, because its more efficient that
way. I'm manually putting in the telephone numbers that I have. I'm not even sure if they are
correct or not.
Ms. Scott: We have names and addresses and he's trying to match them.
Mr. McLeod: I'm trying to match up any and all telephone numbers associated with an
address. That way, the phone calls can start happening again.
Mr. Darby: Joanne, your list of your residents is in a PDF format. Do you happen to
have that in an Excel spreadsheet?
Ms. Wagner: No.
Mr. McLeod: I have it all in Excel and its ready to go. I'm just manually having to put
in the telephone numbers.
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Ms. Wagner: I know that there is new staff up there, but IOB is separate from Baytree.
Our vendors come in and say that the guards are sending them to this Baytree. Could they just
ask them to go into IOB?
Mr. McLeod: I will adjust that. I had a lot of turnover the first couple of weeks with my
officers. I guess some of them thought that it was going to be a much easier post with a lot less
activity. Now we have educated people and pretty good staff up there now. That's my fault,
which I apologize for. I simply forgot to tell them that there are two Baytrees. I will make sure
that they know that.
Ms. Wagner: I appreciate your time.
Mr. Mills: Make sure that they ask for photo IDs. It doesn't have to be a Driver's
License. I had a party come in, that said the address and they let them right in. They didn't take
her license plate number.
Mr. McLeod: I addressed that with all of my officers. I don't know how long ago that
happened.
Mr. Mills: Two weeks ago on a Sunday.
Mr. McLeod: They have been counseled on that before, but I'm going to be honest with
you. A lot of times, I have gotten emails from residents and even a couple of Board Members
that were concerned, because of what appeared to look like they were just letting people in.
They allowed residents through that had already been identified, that the officer knew personally.
Mr. Mills: I understand.
Mr. McLeod: Quite frankly, I'm getting some nasty pushback from some people for
having to present their IDs. They are not coming from vendors or guests. They are coming from
residents themselves. I've gone through this issue with two Site Supervisors. One resident is an
ex-police officer. You are not going to get him to move. He's fine, but that's part of the issue
too. They simply don't want a confrontation, so they just let them through. We had an incident
last night where the guard felt like, if he didn't hit that gate switch fast enough, you would've
lost a gate arm, because the driver was going very fast. It was a resident that lives on Baytree
Drive. We are trying to work as best as we can, with what the HOA has asked ofus, but we also
live in the reality ofsome people are simply going to give us a lot of pushback and not adhere to
these rules.
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Mr. Darby: We talked about, issuing those residents a permanent pass, so they could just
use the pass to go through. Have you done that?
Mr. McLeod: We can't because they are angry that they even have to slow down. When
our officers try to approach them about that, they are already in a confrontational manner. I
don't want to turn a bad situation worse, by even saying, "Sir, just give me your photo ID, so I
can issue you a permanent pass and let you through the next time that I see you." They don't
even want to hear that. Like I said, this is not a widespread issue, but it's enough where its four
or five per shift. So, with three shifts a day, we are getting anywhere between 12 to 13 residents
who don't want to present their IDs. It does create a concern for the officer, because the officer
doesn't want to get into a confrontation. I'm hoping for the sign, "All Guests Need to Present
ID" stops them, but a statement made last night was, "I live here and I pay my bills, so I don't
see why I have to stop."
Mr. Mills: You may want to suggest to that resident that there are transponders available
that they can use.
Mr. McLeod: They are so mad, by having to stop, that they don't listen to the guard.
Maybe if Jerry could put something in the newsletter, saying that any resident not wanting to
slow down for the guard, might want to consider getting a transponder. We are simply doing
what the CDD asked ofus and no more.
Ms. Scott: Technically, not a lot of the process has changed and there won't be a huge
change. The issue is that the processes that were in place, were not being done and now we are
getting resistance. It happens often. People resist change. Even though it's been in the rules and
the scope of work, we are getting some pushback. It's not unusual.
Mr. McLeod: This is not new to me. I am working with my officers to try to find that
balance.
Mr. Rusnak: George Rusnak, 8030 Kingswood Way. During the month of July, I had
two guests that were asked by the guards if they wanted to be put on the permanent list.
Mr. McLeod: This is something that I re-trained the officers on. I spent a lot of time out
here with the officers, observing them, to ensure that they are doing what the Post Orders are
asking. I caught that, not too long ago, and put a stop to it. One officer is no longer here. The
officers are learning. It's a lot of information to take in and I'm doing the best I can in training
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and re-training. As the emails come in, I'm addressing them with those officers and with my
Site Supervisor, in order to mitigate those occurrences from happening.
Mr. John Sims:

John Sims, 319 Sandhurst Drive.

The CDD exists without any

credentials and was established by the developer to limit taxes and restrict people from coming
m.
Ms. Witcher: Excuse me. We are currently discussing security.
Mr. John Sims: This is greater than security.
Ms. Witcher: You have three minutes.
Mr. John Sims: These things are happening and exist within the community. There are
451 homes. The conversations that I had about the security and the existence of Baytree, goes
back to the $10 million that has been drained out of this community. Part of that goes to
maintaining the security, but when you come through the gate out there, you are only checked if
you are in a car. I see people taking their afternoon walk to the community, so it's far more
extensive than just security. I think it's time that we reassess the existence of the COD, because
the functions that they perform that we are taxed on, are also taxed by the County for the same
functions. So, we are paying a double tax for the same services. There are a lot more issues here
than just security. It frustrates me, because like other people, I don't want to stop every time I
come through the gate, and I don't care to see someone on a bicycle riding through the
community or riding down a golf course trail, having access to the backs of all our homes.
Those things are far deeper than just the security. I believe that its time that we validated the
existence of the CDD. There is no Charter. It's simply an assumption of what was established
by the developer and realtors when the community was first developed. I certainly don't need a
tax increase, which I just received, to pay for something that I already pay the County for. It's
frustrating, and not just to me, but my neighbors are frustrated too. Let's get rid of this and get
an attorney to sue the CDD to recover the money that residents have paid over the past years.
Not just the COD, but the administration and lawyers that have put these things in place that
have no validity.
Ms. Witcher: Thank you.
Mr. Mills: I have a suggestion, but I don't know if that will work or not. If they get
residents license tag numbers and give it to Jason, we could send that resident a letter.
Mr. Showe: Names would be more helpful.
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Mr. Mills: They don't have time to get a name.
Mr. McLeod: You are absolutely right, but unfortunately when I'm trying to open the
gate to protect you from loss, I'm not getting a name.
Mr. Showe: If they don't have a transponder, I won't have their license plate.
Mr. Mills: If can get the license plate number, we can check to see who that resident is.
Correct?
Mr. Showe: No. We have no access to Sheriff's records to verify license plates.
Mr. Darby: Only driver's licenses.
A Resident: When we first moved in here, if someone came to the gate, they used to call
us to let us know that someone was at the gate. Are they going to still do that?
Mr. McLeod: Yes ma'am. I hate to say this, but we are taking a temporary hiatus from
that, just because of the fact that I don't have a list that consolidates everybody's name with a
telephone number. I just obtained that the other day by manually entering, on a spreadsheet,
everyone's telephone numbers. I don't know if they are good or not. Some of them go back
three years and some go back six years. I'm using whatever I have. So, we will see if we have
good numbers or not when my officers get that spreadsheet back, which will be this week.
Ms. Scott: We are band-aiding a little bit until the VMS is up. To answer your question,
when you are registering a visitor, you will have the ability to get a text message to advise you
that someone was just scanned through. That will be an automatic notification that you can set
up when you are registering a visitor.
A Resident: How do we get the correct numbers to you?
Mr. McLeod: Just call the gatehouse. The officer may not answer all the time, because a
lot of traffic goes through, but if you leave a message saying, "I'm so and so and I live at this
address, please update my telephone number," they will write that down. Please give it two days
before you do that, because they still don't have that updated list yet from me. When they do
that, they will be able to change the numbers.
Ms. Scott: Referencing the address is probably the easiest way to identify yourself when
you call to associate a phone number with the address.
Mr. Tucker: Duane Tucker, 7984 Kessington Court. I would like to express an opinion.
I think it's highly inappropriate that our CDD Board and your company uses Barb's voicemail,
due to the nature of her departure.
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Mr. Showe: We already addressed that. It was changed.
Mr. Tucker: I'm just expressing my opinion.
Mr. Showe: I understand.
A Resident: Are the people on our permanent roster still on it, or do we have to redo it?
Mr. McLeod: We have to redo it, because when we lost that original system, that was a
proprietary system to Allied Universal. We were using it for a week or two, until they turned it
off and we can' t use it anymore. When we lost that, we lost the permanent guest list.
Mr. Decker: Scott Decker, 6 1 2 Deerhurst Drive. I filled out paperwork that had all of
the people that I wanted to be able to visit me. When Barb was there, she would flip through the
list and find the name.
Mr. McLeod: I understand that, but we have so many lists in the guard shack and don't
know what's accurate and what isn' t. We don't know how far back these permanent guest lists
go. We don't even have consistencies between the forms that were used to obtain those lists.
Mr. Decker: So I have to redo my list?
Mr. McLeod: Yes.
Mr. Showe: You will be able to do that online. Jerry and I talked about this.
Mr. Decker: I had to take a day off today to go before the Board, because you hold your
meetings in the middle of the week when people work. All of the other HOAs that I have been
part of, hold their meetings in the evening when everybody can attend. Now I have to do more
work to redo my list. That's time that I have to take away from my family and my job, just so I
can redo things, because you guys aren't accommodating me.
Mr. Mills: I've been on the Board for 1 0 years. We had meetings in the evening, but
only 6 to 1 0 people attended, not like today. It was the wishes of the Board, not to continue
meeting at night. I agree with you 1 00%.
Mr. Decker: What time of night?
Mr. Mills: Each meeting was held at 7:00 p.m.
Mr. Decker: I've only been here for two years, and don't care about the previous eight
years. The point is that I had to take some time off from work in order to talk to the Board to
make sure that you hear what I have to say, because you represent me.
Mr. Mills: I understand.
Mr. Showe: Is there anything else for security?
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A Resident: How different can you be? Baytree Drive is a public road. Anyone can
come in, whether or not they have identification. You cannot stop them, so I don't understand
why homeowners have to pay to get a new system, that is absolutely unnecessary, and cannot
safeguard us anymore. I've been living here since 1999 and I've never had a problem with any
of the security systems. I'm amazed to see what's going on now. Can you tell me how safer I
would be with your system?
Mr. Showe: That's not a question for the security team, but if the Board chooses to
answer, they can. We had a lot of discussion about that, at the Board meeting when this firm was
selected and I think that the minutes refer to that.
Mr. Darby: DSI was the lowest bidder, including everything that they provided. They
were lower than our prior security firm. Going with the prior firm, would've cost you more.
DSI was the lowest bidder and that's why we chose them.
The Resident: Not based on the report that I've seen.
Mr. Darby: You didn't see all of the competitive bids. They were the lowest bidder. If
you look through prior minutes, you will find that.
Ms. Witcher: Please come to the meetings. Don't just come for the aftermath of what we
had to go through.
The Resident: We don't have to come to the meetings. You should be sending us an
explanation, because we are paying for your fees. We don't have time to come to the meetings.
People have jobs to do.
Ms. Witcher: The minutes for every meeting are online. We do not do anything in the
shadow. It's a State of Florida entity.
Mr. Showe: Is there anything else for security? Hearing none, we will proceed to the
BCA update.
B.

BCA

Ms. Hill: Jan Hill, 1103 Balmoral Way. I am the Treasurer of the BCA. The CDD and
the BCA formed a committee to address speeding, and determined that the problem was on
National Drive, Old Tramway Drive, Kingswood Way, Baytree Drive and Balmoral Way. They
identified the problem with the police not writing enough tickets and not present at the hours
when there were the most problems, which is when school was in session, evenings and
weekends. They suggested that we approve speed bumps, flashing radar signs, more signage
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about slowing d ,vn and stop igns at all intersections. They went through a lot of di cussion
and the final recommendation was to get heriff J v to al locate u m re people at the prop r
ti mes and instruct t hem to issue tickets, not ju 1 warning tickets. but acnial ticket . They fel t that
would

olve the problem.

l f that doesn't , ork. tlashing radar signs

trategicaU along Baytree Drive. and speed hump and Oashing radar 1gn
Kingswood Wa , Old Tramwa Drive,

hould be placed
hould be placed on

ational Drive and Balmoral Way .

M r. Darb. : Ms. J-lill, as a point of clarification. do you mean speed humps?
Ms. Hil l :

p e d humps, not speed bumps. Apparentl . everyone in th group aid that

the residents .real l don ' t want speed bumps, because it cause people to screech to a halt in front
f them, so th people that Live near those bumps. hear squeali ng all night long and. that would
not be acceptable. As far as tJ,e pavi lion. we are sti l l waiting for the Planning and Zoning
approvals, so we can break ground. In the meantime, Jason and I ordered eight tables for the
pavilion, one of which is ADA compliant. Those are already here and in storage, ready to go
whenever we have a pavilion. We were worried that the pavilion would be up before we had
tables. We wanted to have a celebration once we get it up and going. We also had been
discussing how that's going to be managed. Fairway Management said that they. would charge
the BCA an additional $ 1 00 per month to take care of the rental fees, deposits and the calendar.
lf we want the inspections after each use and cleanup, then it would be $40 an hour. We will get
together and work that out, to be an exact amount, so we know how much the BCA needs to
retain that fee and how much would be passed along to the CDD. They were concerned, because
they thought that they had to take the trash away. I said, "No, trash was already picked up from

the swimming pool and tennis courts and we didn 't need to duplicate those services." That's all
that I have for the BCA.
Mr. Darby: Just as a point of order, the BCA had a list of recommendations.
Mr. Showe: I don' t know that I've seen those recommendations. It might be best if
somebody has them so we can distribute them to the Board. I don't know that all of the Board
Members have seen those.
Mr. Darby: I have them.
Mr. Showe: I can distribute them to the Board and at the next meeting, you can take
them under consideration.
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS

Approval of Minutes of the June 6, 2018
Meeting

Mr. Showe: The minutes from the June 6, 201 8 meeting were included in your agenda
package. We received some comments, prior to the meeting and those will be incorporated into
the final version. We can take any other changes or updates to the minutes, at this time.
Mr. Darby: On Page 1 7, halfway down, I said, "one year 's assessment, " not "one

month 's assessment. " Further down where Mr. Mills is speaking, "when the guards come in "
should be "when the guests come in. "
Mr. Showe: If there are no other changes, a motion to approve the minutes, as amended,
would be in order.
On MOTION by Mr. Mills, seconded by Ms. Witcher, with all in
favor, the minutes of the June 6, 201 8 meeting, as amended, were
approved.
New Business

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.

Review and Acceptance of Fiscal Year 2017 Audit Report

Mr. Showe: The last page is your Report to Management, which has a note this year.
We typically provide an amended budget at your December meeting, but the meeting was
cancelled. There is a statutory guideline to have an amended budget. Essentially, all that budget
does is recognize Fund Balance, which is carried into your General Fund to cover any expenses
that may go over. This happens with a lot of our Districts, especially if a project doesn't get
completed in that fiscal year, so we may spend the money the next year. You j ust have to
recognize the revenue, but that did not get gone in time. We notified our staff and we will keep
up with that Fund Balance. Other than that, it's a clean audit. The financials are good. We can
take any corrections, changes or questions or a motion to approve and accept the audit.
On MOTION by Mr. Darby seconded by Mr. Bosseler with all in
favor, the Fiscal Year 201 8 Audit Report was accepted.
B.

Public Hearing
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On MOTION by Mr. Mills, seconded by Mr. Bosseler, with all in
favor, the public hearing was opened.
i.

Consideration of Resolution 2018-06 Adopting the Fiscal Year 2019
Budget and Relating to the Annual Appropriations

Mr. Showe: This Board reviewed this budget several times, so I would just like to give a
general overview. This shows you the revenues for Fiscal Year 2018-2019. Obviously, 2019 is
higher with the projected assessment increase. Because of "Roadway Projects" and other items,
the IOB contribution increases. "Miscellaneous" is for transponder fees and revenues from
"Water Aerobics. " We budgeted $4,000, but those costs offset the expenses that we have on the
other side. Under "Operating," "Total Projected 9/30/18" is what we expect to spend for the full
year. "Proposed Budget FY 2019" is what we have budgeted, so there's very little change on the
administration and operations side. The Fiscal Year 2019 operations include the new security
contract, which is considerably higher than the one we had before. We also have reserves. This
is where a lot of the assessment allocation is going for the new assessments. The reserve total
last year was $133,000, and this year its $266,000 for 2019. For your proposed assessments,
$1,884.67 was projected for 2019, per home, which is an increase of $347 annually. I will note
that the original budget that the Board was presented with, when they started this process, had an
increase of $406. They made several reductions both to the lake bank project and Roadway
Pavement Management Fund, as well as reducing some additional capital projects that were
scheduled to bring that down to $34 7. The history of your assessments, also includes debt
service, which the Board has not increased assessments since 2014. There is a $100 increase in
201 4 and adding in the debt, which is no longer assessed, you will see that the total assessment
that you saw in your tax bill was higher in 2008, 2009 and 2010. This information was included
in the letter each resident received. The new security contract that we talked about, increased
$24,000 over the previous contractor. They were the lowest bidder of the three bidders, which
included your current vendor. The vendor we had previously, bid much higher than we were
paying, so we awarded that to the lowest bidder. In 201 4, the District Engineer recommended
increasing your Roadway Pavement Management Fund, which used to be $60,000 per year, but
the recommendation, at that point, was to get it up to $100,000 per year, so we have been slowly
increasing that by 8% ever since. That increased from $60,000 to $88,000, which is in the new
budget, or $28,000 that the Board absorbed into the assessments, without increasing it prior to
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this meeting. We also had over $35,000 for storm debris cleanup from the hurricanes that came
through. The District also needed to look at replenishing their First Quarter Operating Reserve,
which is important, because even though our fiscal year starts in October, we don't get
assessments in until January, so the District has to have enough funds in the bank to cover
October, November and December, so we can continue operations. There were some additional
increased costs. Previously, the Board budgeted $15,000 per year for lake bank restoration. Last
year, the District Engineer stated that wasn't enough and we needed to increase that amount.
The original recommendation was $27,000 in the current year, $61,000 in 2019 and almost
$100,000 in 2020. The Board asked the engineer to go back and re-analyze that program, to see
if a lower amount could be budgeted. We can stretch the time of restoration out. For Fiscal Year
2019, tennis court refurbishment is planned, which will include new fences, new benches and
court resurfacing. There is currently no way for a vendor to get around the court to get that
tennis court light back up, so we plan to accomplish that at the same time. We've budgeted more
money for pool furniture and looked at a camera system for the rear gate, which is in the budget
for Fiscal Year 2019, but the Board is going to look at that now. The proposal is $4,000, but the
District's actual cost will be about $ 1,800. The Board is also going to consider re-paving the
recreation parking lot area. The proposal was to split that cost with the BCA. We handed out
revised costs and we will have the District Engineer go over those with you, before any decisions
are made. The Board continues to do sidewalk repairs, tree removals for trees damaging the
sidewalks and drainage repairs. Obviously, if there are issues with the drainage that are the
responsibility of the CDD, we want to be able to make sure that we can clean those up. These
are some additional things that the Board is looking at, not for 2019, but in the future. It depends
on what funds and projects they approve.

I know that specifically they want to look at

landscaping improvements at the front entrance, rear entrance and all the monuments could use
some refreshing. Mel and I are coordinating ways that may be done. The gate operators were
put into operation in 2007/2008. Right now, based on your Reserve Study, we've programmed
those in for 2021. That's part of the plan. Last year, the CDD Board committed to cleaning all
of the common area sidewalks twice per year. That was a specific request of the BCA and we
have now accomplished that. We do speed enforcement with the Sheriff and hire off-duty
officers to control speed enforcement throughout the community. We added benches along
Baytree Drive and Balmoral Park. We added LED light arms to the gates. We already added a
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better camera system at the front gate, which allows us remote access. We can check those 24
hours a day, even if we are not onsite. We've done the Kingswood Way landscaping and
lighting improvements, at both entrances and at the monuments. As the lights go down, we are
now replacing them with LEDs to save on long-term costs. That's an overview. I will take any
Request to Speak forms from residents, at this time. This is a public comment period and not
necessarily a question and answer session. You will have three minutes and then we will move
on to the next person. The Board will have an opportunity to respond to any and all questions
that they choose to, at the end of the public comment period. The first form is from Bruce
Lindsay. Please stand up and state your name and address for the record.
Mr. Lindsay: Good afternoon. I ' m Bruce Lindsay, 425 Birchington Lane. This is my
first meeting here. I've been in Baytree for a year. It would be helpful, when you go through the
budget to have some percentage differences in here, because we can flag things a lot easier.
What really got me was the 22.6% increase. That's a lot. That's more than a lot. That's huge. I
run facilities and I do more with less every single year. I cut stuff off left, right and sideways,
because we don't have the money to do it. I'm looking at the budget, and there are things in your
three-year plan that could be deferred. I don't see why we need to have new patio furniture.
That seems to be something that's discretionary. I don't know anything about the situation. I
don't support the gate cameras. I really support removing the tree and having funds to take care
of drainage. I have to say in all fairness, that I've been waiting for a year-and-a-half to have my
sidewalk replaced. My recommendation is real simple. Defer a lot of the special capital projects
that we have for the next three or four years. I would like to see a five-year plan. Thank you.
Mr. John Sims: Ask the County to assess the non-ad valorem tax that didn't get imposed
that they already collect on other County taxes. Fourteen years is a long time to have a CDD. In
real terms of a CDD, you have no right to exist. You don't do anything that the community can't
do for itself. If you drive into other communities, they have the same security that we have. We
have a guy at the gate saying, "So and so came through. " When so and so comes through, I find
them in my neighborhood banging on the door. This is ridiculous. You are not doing your job
or not doing what you proposed to do. It just isn't working. We need to re-assess what the
Baytree community needs, not what the Baytree CDD needs. I don't think you are guys are
doing anything that really adds value. My taxes have gone up. There's nothing there that
doesn't happen naturally in the County. You should dissolve and remove the Baytree golf course
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from the community. I just paid a $22,000 bill to have my roof replaced because golf balls are
banging on it. Three or four of my neighbors have the same problem. We have dents on our
roof. You guys don't do anything to stop this and you gave up your rights. I think you need to
assess your management and just simply get out of the business, because it's not working. My
neighbors are telling me the same things.
Mr. Showe: That's three minutes.
Ms. Witcher: Thank you very much.
Mr. Showe: Next is Scott Decker.
Mr. Decker: I want to echo points of Mr. Lindsay, because you heard more than once,
that a 22.6% increase is ridiculous. Every major organization that I have ever been part of has a
five-year plan. You guys don't have one. If you didn't plan for an emergency repair because
hurricanes come through, news flash, we live in Florida. You forecast it and say, "Hey, this
could happen, " assess the risk and make a plan based on that. That would not cause to have a
22.6% raise in one year. As far as deferring, the pool equipment is fine. The tennis court could
be deferred. Do we really need more parking? Folks park on the side of the street. What
projects have to be done? I teach my 13-year-old all the time, what does a person need? It's an
adult concept that you as Board Members representing me, should understand and use for
strategic planning, versus sending out a letter saying, "We are only increasing 1. 9%," which is
deceitful in my view, because it's actually 22.6%.

Shame on you for not being able to

strategically plan, because if you had a contingency plan, you could incrementally raise
assessments as necessary. All I heard on the speeding was more money coming out of my wallet
for every single one of those ideas. I don't want to keep giving you more money. We are doing
fine. News flash, for all the folks in here, if you could tell the speed of a vehicle with your eyes,
all of the radar companies would be out of business and the police industry would not have radar
devices. Just because you think a car is speeding, doesn' t mean that it is. Thank you.
Mr. Showe: The next speaker form is from Wally Sims.
Mr. Wally Sims: 630 Deerhurst Drive. My issue of course is the massive increase. You
guys want to build another parking lot, but think about the maintenance. Here we are broke and
you want an additional $165 from all homeowners. You guys have already bought furniture for
the pavilion and you haven't even built it. Who uses the bocce ball courts? I've never seen
anyone on it. Who is going to use that pavilion? People are not going to bring small kids out
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there when its 91 degrees. I think you guys need a lot more accountability. You are taking our
financial interest and it needs to stop. Next year, you will increase again, because you are going
to have a problem with maintenance of the pavilion. That's it.
Mr. Showe: Next is Dolly Matadial.
Ms. Matadial: 7994 Bradwick Way. I have a suggestion for the Board. This subdivision
has homes ranging from $300,000 to $1 million. You should increase by a percentage on the
value of the home, not a flat rate. It is unfair to those people and the older generation that's
living here, to pay $300,000 a year in taxes. Secondly, regarding the landscaping, when you are
outside coming in, you wouldn't believe that this subdivision has homes as valuable as $ 1
million. Instead of having to change annuals every three months, put in permanent plants that
would be much more appealing. We should know what's going on. It is not difficult for the
CDD to send out letters to residents to get the opinion of homeowners about whether they want
to do this or not. The BCA had been trying to build that pavilion for such a long time and we
objected to it. Voting members should be sending out letters, instead of going around to the
homeowners. The by-laws say that they must not do that. In the interest of my fellow residents,
I think we can all be united in the interest of all of us, because lot of people would not be able to
qualify for homes if we keep increasing. It's so unnecessary. That's all I have to say.
Ms. Witcher: Thank you, Dolly.
Mr. Showe: Next is Joy Morgan.
Ms. Morgan: Joy Morgan, 663 Deerhurst Drive. Regarding Mr. Decker's remarks about
evening meetings, I think that the Board needs to reconsider that. Even though most of us are
retired, demographics are changing and those of us who are retired, were involved in other things
that keep us away from meetings during the middle of the day. The few meetings that I attended
during the day, only a handful of people attended. The only time that I have seen a crowd like
this, was a year ago when we were all locking arms about Barb's departure and the way that it
was handled. I think it's unconscionable, when I looked at the budgets and how things have
gone through the years. There are a couple of contracts that have not been re-competed in over
1 0 years. I think that you are doing due diligence, if you are not re-competing those contracts.
With all due respect, GMS is located in Orlando. When I brought things to the Board and the
Board asked GMS to take care of it, I don't see anything happening until two days before the
next CDD meeting. So that tells me that they don't review the minutes until right before they are
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coming to the next meeting, handling issues that should've been handled four weeks prior. I
want the Board to reconsider the contracts that have not been re-competed in the last 10 years.
Like you did for the security contract, you should do a three or six-month extension, so you have
time to do a re-compete, to make sure that we are making the best decision for the community.
Thank you.
Mr. Showe: Next is Vince Curry.
Mr. Curry: I think that you are making some major mistakes as a management group.
You do not have goals set and a very short-term version. You need to start dividing the projects
into emergency maintenance, long-term maintenance and wants. By taking the projects and
piecemealing it, you are overpaying significantly. The biggest one is wetland maintenance.
They are in beautiful shape. We had no complaints about the status of the permits. By the way
that you are doing it, you are paying a lot of money, by piecemealing it. Take a look at it and do
it on a regular cycle, versus all at once. You will save a lot of money that way. Secondly, you
should allow the County to provide services. For us to pay the Sheriff to come in here and
monitor all roads, even though we have speeding problems, versus paying the County to do that,
is ridiculous. If you want to tell me why you think that's okay, I would love to hear it. That's
just one service that we should be getting from the County. I live across from the lake on
Balmoral. Regarding maintenance of that lake, I'm the original owner of the house, and I can't
recall one time that I have seen some maintenance on that lake, of any significance. I have no
idea what's being done in our fiscal year, but I can tell you that it's not adding up to whatever
dollars were spent on that. You guys have a major maintenance problem and the management of
it. I'm in the process of selling my house. I had it on the market for the last six months and it
did not sell. I moved away and I had to move back because it did not sell. The main complaint
is that our fees are too high, compared to anywhere in the area.
Mr. Mills: That's not true.
Mr. Curry: Not only that, they are going to go up. That's not going to make the situation
better, it's going to make it worse. That happens because of mis-management. That's assuming
that you guys even have the legal right to be here. We have a lawyer that's going to tell us,
that's the case, because he's supposed to be working for us, but he's working for them. The last
thing that I want to say is that anytime . . .
Mr. Showe: That's three minutes.
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Mr. Curry: Thank you very much.
Mr. Showe: Next is Bob Eksten.
Mr. Eksten: Bob Eksten, 8053 Old Tramway Drive. Nobody likes to see that kind of
increase; however, I think the Board has done their due diligence and having been on the Board
in the past, I know that they have long-range plans. I know that the District Engineer mapped
our road maintenance over at least an eight-year period, so there is some long-term planning
going on that you may not be aware of. I think the Board has a fiduciary responsibility to us to
maintain our property values. If you sell your house, you can get a reasonable price for it. To do
that, you need to have constant attention paid to maintenance of the roads, common areas,
recreational facilities and what not. Even if you don't go by the tennis court area, a prospective
buyer of a home in Baytree will look at the pool and tennis courts, to see what kind of condition
they are in. The fact that the parking lot is not paved, sends the message saying, "Maybe th is
commun ity doesn 't really have the wherewithal to properly maintain its facilit ies." I guess I'm
saying that I am in favor of the increase. I hate to see it, and I blame it on the fact, that in the
letter sent out by the Management Company where it talked about the Board of Supervisors
working harder to keep assessments level over the past several years, was totally wrong. As a
few people recommended, we should've laddered these increases on a gradual basis over a
period of years, because we knew that capital reserves were not adequate. We knew that a long
time ago. I think now that we are just paying the piper. We should've done something earlier,
but to protect property values, I look at it this way. There is a 22% plus increase in fees, which is
$347. If your property, your home, declines in value by just 2%, say a $500,000 home, you've
lost $10,000, or if you have a $250,000 house, you've lost $8,000. It's a bigger issue than just a
one-time or yearly amount that we are going to have to pay. I want to protect my property
values, because we will all sell our homes at some point. I want my price for that home to be up
where it should be. This is a premiere community. We have a lot of competition from Viera.
Mr. Showe: Your three minutes are up.
Mr. Eksten: Thank you.
Mr. Showe: Next is Ann Peterson.
Ms. Peterson: I came to say what Bobby said. I agree with him. I have lived in Baytree
four-and-a-half years and I like it here. I moved here, because I lived in a different community
where the fees were a whole lot higher. I don't know where people that were looking at your
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house were looking, but they weren't looking at a gated community like this one. I've served on
boards, especially ones where you don't get paid anything, and I just want to say thank you to the
current and prior Board Members. I appreciate your time and service and the fact that you are
trying to maintain the value of our community.
Mr. Mills: Thank you.
Mr. Showe: Next is Matt Canina.
Mr. Canina: I just want to echo a few things. I appreciate the Board's work. I think that
the 22.6% increase is excessive. I think you guys should re-examine some of your priorities.
The pavilion doesn't do anything for me. You will be maintaining it for the rest of your lives
here in Baytree. I played on the tennis courts. They are fine for the next few years. I don't
know how much it costs, whether its $50,000. How much is it?
Mr. Showe: $ 1 6,000.
Mr. Canina: Can we split that up over two years to reduce what we are going to have to
increase our dues to? You want to pay $4,000 for a camera system. I monitor my house and
office for $80 a year. The cameras are $ 1 00 each. You can essentially buy 1 0 cameras for
$ 1 ,000 and monitor them for $80 a year, yet you want to pay $4,000. That's ridiculous. There is
a sidewalk in front of Mr. Lindsay's house that has mountains that will literally cause someone
to break a leg or an ankle. Jason told me a year-and-a-half ago that we were getting quotes on
that. Where are the quotes?
Mr. Showe: We have them and are getting them updated from the vendor right now. The
Bo;ird didn't take any action on it at that time and we are still looking at them.
Mr. Canina: We are paying to store furniture for a pavilion that might not ever exist.
Mr. Scheerer: There's no cost for storage.
Mr. Canina: But you bought furniture.
Ms. Witcher: We didn't buy them.
Mr. Scheerer: The BCA bought it.
Ms. Hill: The CDD did not spend a penny.
Mr. Canina: It kind of pushes us towards either building a pavilion or sell the furniture.
Ms. Hill: No. The pavilion is funded by the BCA. That money was already spent.
Tables were already purchased, which cost you nothing.
Mr. Canina: Alright, but it's going to cost us $ 1 00 more for someone to manage a list.
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Ms. Hill: No. That's coming from the BCA.
Mr. Canina: Its $80 per Sheriff, every time they come into our neighborhood to shoot
radar. It's silly. That' s $ 1 60 a week. Again, I just think that everyone needs to look at the
numbers and consider priorities for the work. You just write checks. Please fix the sidewalks.
Mr. Show: Next is Jan Hill.
Ms. Hill: The pavilion is not costing the COD anything. The only thing that they might
end up spending is for the parking lot. That was their choice. The BCA offered to share that
cost. That is their choice. We just said, "As long as you are doing the street out in front, it

makes sense to do the little parking lot," whether they decided to do it or not.
Mr. Canina: The piecemeal paving is another issue.
Ms. Hill: The deal is that as long as they are paving the street, they should pave that little
parking lot.
Mr. Canina: I agree with you.
Ms. Hill: The idea was that they would save money. You are not talking about a big
parcel of land, anyway. It's not that lush. It adjoins the tennis courts and the swimming pool
and it will eventually join the pavilion. Just so that everyone knows, your increase did not come
from this pavilion. Beyond that, I disagree with Bob. My house gets some refurbishing every
year. Appliances wear out and things need repainting, but so does our community. I think it
should've been done incrementally over the years. I've been here 1 5 years and we've never had
an increase. $350 over 1 5 years is reasonable. I wish I could keep up my house for that. That's
my two cents.
Mr. Showe: Next is Carol Fox.
Ms. Fox: Carol Fox, 804 1 Daventry Drive. I heard you talk about the money expended
for the Sheriff. I don't think we are getting our monies worth, paying 8 tickets for $ 1 0,800. If
we hired them, why aren't they doing what we request, which is write tickets to slow them
down? If they are not doing what we asked them to do, let's take that $ 1 0,000 and put it towards
speed bumps.
Mr. Showe: That was the last of the forms that I have. Is there anyone that would like to
make a public comment at this time?
Mr. Harden: Mike Harden, 982 Balmoral Way. I have been part of this community for
close to 1 5 years. I think that we should see an increase. My point of view has been about 1 0
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years of having any kind of increase. Most of what I hear coming from the audience, relates to
issues that have been going on at CDD meetings or HOA meetings, in the past that have been
discussed in great detail many times and no one comes to the meetings. The only time that
people come to the meetings is when all of a sudden, we have an increase. A lot of the
suggestions that you make are really good suggestions, but those suggestions were discussed by
the Board and the Management Company. I'm a licensed real tor and have been for about 1 5
years. I'm also the Vice President of a large corporation for almost 3 0 years. During that period
of time, I learned some things about budgeting. I was also a member of the CDD for four or five
years. In that period of time, in each of those years, increases were discussed by the CDD. In
each of those years, they were voted down. Always, the goal has been to try to do what we
needed to do in the community with the funds that we had. If you look at the things that we are
doing over those 1 0 years and how the budget was balanced, you will see that the CDD took a
hard look at those areas before they did anything. For instance, the parking lot issue for repaving
and the tennis courts were discussed, for at least, at the time that I was on the CDD and five
years beyond. So, we discussed that for almost 1 0 years and have not done anything, due to the
lack of funds. Quite frankly, I would like to say to all of you on the CDD, I really appreciate
what you've done. Most importantly, as a real estate person, that has deals in this community, as
well in all of the other communities around here, Baytree is viewed by most people as a senior
community. They wondered many times, how it is that we can maintain this community, when
all of these other communities can't. The reason that we can do that is because the CDD does all
of the work.
Mr. Showe: Sorry Mike, that's three minutes. Is there anyone else?
Ms. Martin: Yes. I'm Linda Martin. I want to address the speeding issue. It's really
critical that you get in touch with the Sheriffs Office. If the Sheriff is too busy to deal with it,
there are Sergeants of traffic, Commanders and Lieutenants on the Traffic Unit. That's who you
need to speak to and voice your concerns about tickets not being given. The only other thing that
I have a question about on the budget, is the $1 1 ,000 for cleaning sidewalks and curbs in the
public area. I have a hard time understanding why it' s that expensive. I want to know if we can
do it cheaper.
Mr. Kane: Jack Kane. I've been going to these meetings for 1 8 years now and read the
minutes on the website. I don't like people calling members of the Board at their home and
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cursing them out. That has happened in the past. Please don't do that. The other thing is, most
people say, "Well if you can 't afford it, don 't live here. " That's a rotten thing to say. Please
remember those two things. Most importantly, let's wrap this up before martini time.
Mr. Showe: Are there any other comments?
Ms. Pinkerton: Nancy Pinkerton, 674 Deerhurst Drive. We have lived here for 22 years.
We love Baytree. We love the way it looks and that people that come to visit can't get over how
beautiful it is. I don't plan to sell my house. They will have to carry me out. My children will
be selling the house, so anything that we can do to keep Baytree beautiful, we are all for it.
Mr. Showe: Is there anyone else? Seeing no other hands, we will return it back to the
Board for discussion.
Mr. Mills: I would like to address the group if l may. I have been on this Board now for
1 0 years. I owned my own business in Maryland. At one time, I had 3 5 employees. So, when
someone says to you that you can't manage money or can't budget money, I take that very
defensively. When I left the company a year ago, we had sales of over $3 to $4 million, which
for a small company is a lot of money. We made profits every year. I would like to address
some of the issues. Number one, is the Sheriff. We pay Sheriff Deputies on the side. When the
Sheriff sends Deputies into the community, we do not pay that bill. The County is paying that
bill. I emailed Sheriff Ivey. I got a response from him, which the Board received, that he is
sending more troops in here. I think we should look at paying those officers and we will discuss
it. With regards to a plan, the street plans have always been on hold, since I have been on this
Board for 1 0 years, because we don't have the money. That has been an issue, as Mike said,
earlier, ever since I have been on this Board. In 20 14, I suggested that we raise assessments by
$200. You thought that I would've killed somebody in the community. It was in an uproar. If
we implemented the $200 in 201 4, we wouldn't see the $340 increase today. All of us are
residents in this community, and every one of us, are going to pay that increase. I want to be in a
beautiful community. Someone mentioned mailers. Mailers cost us money. Postage is not free.
The internet is free. You can go on the internet and read the minutes. We are going to ask if we
can get in the magazine that the BCA is doing. We will have a column i n there. It is important
that you know what is going on. To sit and critique the Board for not doing their job, is unfair.
You need to come to the meetings. A lot of these issues have been discussed. They have been
talked about. The flags have been raised. We have to keep the community looking pristine. I
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was on the internet on Friday. There are 28 homes in Baytree for sale. I want those people to
maximize the benefit of their home. It's the appreciation in value that all of us want. If we let
the County take this community over, can you imagine them coming in every week and mowing
the grass? Can you imagine them coming in twice a year and cleaning the sidewalks? I don't
think so. The CDD does serve a purpose and the CDD was chartered. I think that the attorney
can address that issue and I hope that he does. The CDD is here to represent all of you and we
are doing the best job that we possibly can do, with the money that we have. We have run out of
money. I said that in 201 4 and here it is 20 1 8 and we are discussing the same issues.
Mr. Brown: I am the new person on the Board. As it relates to speeding, I think
spending $ 1 0,000 for 8 tickets is a waste of money, so I did a little digging. You have to
remember that the Police Officers that are in here on our dime, are off duty officers, so when
they write a ticket, they have to go to court, when that ticket goes to court. They do that on their
time, not their paid time. So, if I was a cop, do you think that I would write you a ticket? I think
the results of the committee that was set up by the BCA and the CDD to look at other options,
recommended speed humps. I have no problem saying, "Maybe we should find out how much it

costs to put in a speed hump along Baytree Drive." I live on a speedway called Old Tramway
Drive, and I want to tell all of the people that live in the back, "Thank you for living back there,

but when you come down Old Tramway Drive, can you drive 25 mph, please." The other thing is
the sidewalks. I am the one who caused that. The reason that I caused that is because I am the
Chairman of the ARC Committee for the BCA. The By-Laws say that you as a homeowner are
responsible for your sidewalks. The new Board at the BCA started to issue fine letters to
residents who weren't cleaning their sidewalks. I came before this Board before I became a
member of this Board and said, "How can you have a dual standard in this community, where

the BCA can fine homeowners for not keeping their sidewalks clean, but we can 't fine the CDD
for keeping their common area sidewalks clean?" The result of that was the $ 1 1 ,000 to keep the
sidewalks clean in the common areas.
Mr. Darby: I just want to make a couple of comments and I'm probably going to echo
what everyone else had said. This was a painful decision, being relatively new to the Board. A
22.6% increase is definitely a huge increase. There's no question about it. It's a huge amount of
money, relatively speaking, but when you think about it, its only $34 a year for the last 1 0 years.
Nothing has been done for a lot of different reasons and frankly this community is getting older.
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Just like your house, we have to invest in it. It's unfortunate when you have to put a new roof on
it, or you have to do siding or windows, but that's a fact of life. When you look at the increase,
its 95 cents a day. Who here, cannot afford 95 cents a day? Administrative costs only went up
3%, while operating expenses only went up 2%. It's the reserves that we really need that went
up 97%. Our capital spending last year was $8,200. The average over the last 1 0 years was
$46,000, so why is it that we only allocated $8,200 in capital? This year, it's more like
$120,000. Yes, some of these items are discretionary expenses, but that's in keeping look with
the premiere look and aesthetics of this community. They could be cut out, no question about it,
or we can take on debt to pay for some of these things, but all you are doing is kicking that down
the road. At some point in time, you are going to pay the piper. We discussed amongst the
Board, many times, whether it is better now to pay now or pay later, but something is going to
come up. The one thing that concerns me is the lake bank project. Were the original figures
$40,000, $60,000 and $90,000?
Mr. Showe: There was about $30,000 in 2018 and we only budgeted $15,000. There
was $60,000 in 2019 and $96,000 in 2020.
Mr. Darby: So we cut that back arbitrarily to $30,000; more than $ 1 5,000 but way less
than $19,000. Now if we have a good storm, that means it is probably even bigger than that. It's
a concern, because this is going to affect people's foundations. It's affecting their houses, if it's
not addressed, and those are areas where I think we can be more diligent and need to be going
down the road. My point is, we may have increased this year, but we may have an increase the
following year for other reasons. I think this is just a fact of life of an aging community that we
have to address before it slips off into the void.
Mr. Mills: I had one other comment that I forgot to mention. There's been a lot of
discussion about the landscaping and not going out for bid. For the purpose of this meeting, I got
a proposal from another contractor. That contractor was $45,000 higher than we are currently
paying today. Are the services the same, we don't know. The quality of service that we are
getting now, I'm not happy with. Jason knows that I'm not happy and so does Alan. We are
going to be meeting with the owners of Tropic-Care again, to try to get this rectified. If you go
down the sidewalks at the front gate, you see garbage laying along the side. They don't pick it
up when they mow or when they are edging. That's got to stop. I just want you to know that we
did get a bid from someone else for landscaping, and that's what it came back at.
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Mr. Showe: Are there any other comments from the Board?
Ms. Witcher: No.
Mr. Showe: At this point, Resolution 201 8-06 is up for Board consideration.
On MOTION by Mr. Darby, seconded by Mr. Bosseler, with all in
favor, Resolution 201 8-06 Adopting the Fiscal Year 2019 Budget
and Relating to the Annual Appropriations, was adopted.
ii.

Consideration of Resolution 2018-07 Imposing Special Assessments
and Certifying an Assessment Roll

Mr. Showe: The second part of that budget process is Resolution 2018-07. Attached to
this resolution is the adopted budget that you just approved, as well as the Assessment Roll for
the entire community. It is a large Excel spreadsheet that has the assessments levied on every
property in the community on it. We can take public comment on this, but this is strictly just for
levying the assessments.
On MOTION by Mr. Mills, seconded by Mr. Bosseler, with all in
favor, Resolution 2018-07 Imposing Special Assessments and
Certifying an Assessment Roll, was adopted.
On MOTION by Mr. Darby, seconded by Ms. Witcher, with all in
favor, the public hearing was closed.
C.

Discussion of Fiscal Year 2019 Contracts

Mr. Showe: We intend to bring back the renewal of the contracts for maintenance
services at your October meeting. The contracts that we are looking at are for the pool, lakes,
landscaping and pool cleaner. We can open this up for discussion, if there are any that you want
us to look at other vendors for, or we can take those individually under each Board Member's
responsibility, but I just wanted you to start thinking about that. You can get in touch with me if
you want to make a change. The pool contract started at the end of 2016. The lake provider is
ECOR, the landscaper is Tropic-Care and then there's a guy that cleans the pool and empties the
trash. If you can let me know your feelings on those before the next contract, we will bring those
extensions back for you.
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Mr. Pawelczyk: Just remember, you have 30 day terminations in all of those contracts, at
a m1mmum.
Mr. Showe: Correct.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Regardless, you can extend it. I think there was a suggestion in the
audience to extend it and exercise your right to terminate at any time, should you choose to either
bid it out later, bid it out now or towards the end of next year.
Mr. Showe: We intend to bring all ofthose back at the next meeting, so that will give us
time to do that.
Mr. Mills: Based on what I heard today, I would like to work out all of the issues that we
have with them, currently, and get them to perform better. I can't see spending $40,000 more if
we don't have to.
D.

Approval of Fiscal Year 2019 Meeting Schedule

Mr. Showe: Each year, we bring back the schedule of meetings. The draft schedule is in
your agenda package. Meetings are at 1:30 p.m. here, following the same schedule that you have
now. You have the flexibility as a Board to alter that or change it as you like. It is important to
note that you can change that throughout the year. That doesn't lock you in to only those
meetings. However, the Board wants to proceed with that, but we are required by law to
advertise the annual meeting schedule, pursuant to Florida Statutes.
Mr. Brown: Based on some of the feedback, should we have some of those meetings in
the evening?
Mr. Showe: That's up to the Board.
Mr. Bosseler: I won't be at the next meeting.
Ms. Witcher: Why don't we approve what we have and then we can discuss times.
Mr. Showe: You have to approve a time and a date.
Ms. Witcher: But we can change it.
Mr. Showe: You can change it later.
Mr. Mills: Why don't we keep the schedule that we have. I agree with the gentleman. I
would like to go back again and try another evening meeting.
Mr. Showe: You can always add a meeting.
Mr. Darby: I suggest that the October meeting be held in the evening and see how that
works.
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Mr. Mills: I won't be at the October meeting.
Mr. Bosseler: Neither will I.
Mr. Pawelczyk: ·For the October 3rd meeting, we have two Board Members not attending.
You can change the date right now to a new date, to make sure that you know that you are going
to be here, or have the meeting at the end of September. It's up to you. This is the time that you
can make that change. That way, we won't be scrambling for three people. If something
happens, you are going to have to cancel the meeting.
Mr. Mills: Meeting at the end of September would suit me better. Will it suit you better?
Mr. Bosseler: Yes.
Mr. Showe: Wouldn't we have to advertise that specially, because it's in September and
it's not a regular meeting?
Mr. Pawelczyk: No, you can advertise it as part of your meeting schedule.
Mr. Mills: How about the last Wednesday in September?
Mr. Pawelczyk: The 26thMr. Bosseler: Go with the 26th•
Mr. Showe: What time? I have a conflict that day at 2:00 p.m.
Ms. Witcher: Maybe a morning meeting.
Mr. Showe: Evening should be fine.
Mr. Mills: Let's do 7:00 p.m.
Mr. Showe: We are going to have to verify if this room is available. We had that
challenge with booking it for the training, if you recall.
Mr. Darby: That is correct.
Mr. Mills: How about the library?
Mr. Showe: There is going to fee a book it, and with voting and everything else going
on, most of our libraries end up being booked up during that time period.
Mr. Brown: What about the IOB Clubhouse?
Mr. Showe: We would have to get with them.
A Resident: This might have been brought up, but it needs to be brought out there again.
Did we completely discard the option of trying a Saturday meeting? Most people are off on
weekends. That's a middle of the road compromise.
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Mr. Showe: I think we may have issues with staff coverages on that day. I'm not saying
it's not possible, but I don't know that I could commit to that.
Mr. Mills: The Fairfield Inn in Viera have meeting rooms. They just advertised it in the
newspaper. Maybe we can have it over there.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Just so you know, sometimes hotel meeting rooms cost you up to $300.
Mr. Mills: That's true, but we can check it out.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You could just direct Jason to advertise one meeting and then bring back
the meeting schedule again for consideration. It's really up to you. Or you can adopt this, "as
is," with a note to Jason. You might have to pay for two advertisements, so you can address
those and give Jason time to find a place.
Mr. Mills: Let's adopt it "as is."
Mr. Darby: October is no good, so we need to change it to September 26.
Mr. Brown: Why don't we make it September 26 at the same time, but between now and
then, check out what might be available.
Mr. Showe: That will work.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Why don't you just add September 26 and leave October 3. That way
you can figure out which date you are going to have the meeting.
Mr. Showe: Like I said, I will find coverage for the meeting that I have that day.
Ms. Witcher: What are we voting on?
Mr. Showe: A motion to approve the schedule "as is," adding September 26 at 1:30 p.m.
and I will look at options for moving the December meeting to an evening meeting. If that's the
direction of the Board.
Mr. Mills: Are we crossing out October 3?
Mr. Showe: No, I think what Mike is saying is to leave that for now.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Just in case. Then you can decide on the time. Jason or GMS typically
has that cancelled, so I think that the direction from the Board would be to get consensus as soon
as possible, on which day. That way, you can fulfill your requirements.
Mr. Darby: That's reasonable.
On MOTION by Mr. Darby, seconded by Mr. Mills, with all in
favor, the Fiscal Year 2019 meeting schedule, as amended, was
approved.
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E.

Discussion of Security Camera Proposal

Mr. Showe: Jerry wanted us to bring back this proposal for the camera for the rear gate
system. We allocated $4,000 in the budget. That was a placeholder for the project. We had him
re-bid it, and its $1,644 for that camera system. If the Board wanted to, we could approve it.
Mr. Darby: When reviewing the security function up front, the new camera system that
we put in, works very well. Its superior and gives Alan access via cell phone. They are totally
blind when it comes to the back gate. There have been a number of issues with the back gate,
with people tailgating and things going on, that we feel could be much better monitored by
putting a new system in, this year, and not deferring until next year. I was pleasantly surprised
that the cost came in way lower than what we thought it would be, relative to the budget, so my
recommendation, is to give these guys as much capability as possible, to monitor both the back
and the front gate, to proceed with this expenditure this year.
Mr. Mills: I agree.
On MOTION by Mr. Bosseler, seconded by Mr. Mills, with all in
favor, the security camera proposal for the rear gate, in the amount
of $ 1 ,644, was approved.
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.

CDD Action Items/Staff Reports

CDD Action Items

Mr. Showe: We just received the quote for replacing the fountain LED lights today. It is
$1,600. I know that the Board was looking at that for future expenses. We had an issue with the
fountain timer. That was repaired, and then they noticed that the motor was bad as well, so we
approved a motor repair.
Mr. Darby: Didn't we just repair that last year?
Mr. Mills: Yes. How many times did we repair this motor?
Mr. Showe: There are two separate components, there's a pump and a motor.
Mr. Scheerer: I don't know exactly what was replaced from last time, but I don't believe
that it was the motor. I believe that it was the pump.
Mr. Mills: If the motor was repaired last time, I wouldn't repair it again. Get a new
motor.
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Mr. Showe: It is for a brand-new motor.
Mr. Scheerer: We are not rebuilding it. It will be a brand-new motor.
Ms. Witcher: Do we have to vote on that?
Mr. Showe: No. We went ahead and did that already to get it moving, but Alan and I
looked at fountains in other communities. A brand-new fountain, is in the neighborhood of
$1 0,000 to $15,000.
Mr. Darby: When will this be done?
Mr. Showe: I authorized it two days ago when I received the initial quote. They are
doing it as quickly as they can.
Mr. Mills: What about the LED lighting?
Mr. Showe: I have not approved that yet. The Board was asking for that information.
We have the quote.
Ms. Witcher: Why don't we hold off on that for a while.
Mr. Darby: Do we have funds for it?
Mr. Showe: I recommend at this stage, holding it for next year, when the additional
revenues come in from the assessments. The lights are working and this would just be an
upgrade. I would wait until some of those lights go out and we have a problem with the lights, to
replace them with LEDs.
Mr. Mills: How long is this quote good for?
Mr. Showe: It's a typical 90-day warranty. They normally give you 90 or 30 days on the
quote. I think it's a good estimate. Alan has done a full audit of all the lights, so we are working
on repairing any lights that need to be repaired throughout the community.
B.

Additional Staff Reports
i.

Attorney

This item was discussed below.
ii.

Engineer
1.

Consideration of Roadway Paving Proposal

Ms. Samitas: You have a copy of the updated roadway paving proposal, for the 2018
road restoration, which we previously discussed. It included sections of Old Tramway Drive,
Linford Court, up to National Drive. The proposal is keeping within the work that has been done
before. We are just under $60,000, which is under budget. Are there any questions?
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Mr. Mills: Does it include the parking lot?
Ms. Samitas: It does not include the parking lot, which is the dirt lot at the pool.
Ms. Witcher: It has findings on it.
Mr. Showe: She did procure a revised parking lot quote.
Ms. Witcher: Does that have to go through St. Johns, because we are putting a solid
surface on the ground?
Ms. Samitas: Yes it does, because its greater than the threshold of impervious area.
There are two separate things that we are talking about. Even though we want to do a single
mobilization, resurfacing does not require a permit. Obviously, it's just maintenance. Even
putting pavement on top of dirt, does technically require a permit modification. Jason, what did
you provide the Board?
Mr. Showe: I just handed them the revised proposal for the parking lot, as well as what
order of magnitude it is.
Ms. Samitas: What you have in front of you is a proposal for $56,000 from Goodson,
just for the pool parking lot. There are a couple of questions that I'm still trying to get answers
from Goodson. One of the things that I want to ask them is to make sure that it includes a
reduction for a single mobilization. The other is about the 12-inch subgrade. I would like to see
if we can reduce that by 50%, because in looking what's out there now, I don't think that you
need to raise the grades too high. You already have dirt there. We may be able to go with a 6inch base, which could have potential savings, but it's expensive to do this.
Mr. Mills: That parking lot is not going to have a lot of traffic, so we can go with the
smaller base.
Ms. Samitas: I was thinking about the 6-inch base. I don't think that it will affect the
overall design.
Ms. Witcher: Garbage trucks and recycling trucks go down that road to hit that part of
National Drive, where they turn around. Are they turning around in our lot or in the street?
Mr. Mills: I think they turn around at the golf course.
Mr. Bosseler: They do.
Mr. Brown: I've seen them in the parking lot. They don't go all the way around. They
go in half way and back out.
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Ms. Witcher: So it might not be worth it to cut it down six inches. It will cause wear and
tear.
Mr. Darby: So this is a parking lot, not a road?
Mr. Showe: Correct. Considering that the Board wants to look at a single mobilization, I
think it might be best to let her see what the pricing would be. Just for your information, she
presented a rough order of magnitude, which is what would be Atkins cost to oversee that
project. There is some permitting, site design and all that needs to occur with it. That would be
an additional cost on top of the construction.
Ms. Samitas: This is for Board consideration. If you haven't seen this before today, take
some time to look through it and come up with some questions. The purpose of that is so we get
it permitted and designed properly. I came across a couple of sketches that maybe Ed had done.
If you are going to spend the money to do this, I didn't know if you wanted to take some time to
put striping on it for parking and signage or just put asphalt on it.
Mr. Darby: Some things we are required to do.
Ms. Witcher: We have to do the ADA items.
Mr. Darby: I am struck by the fact that we have almost an $80,000 expenditure here,
which originally was $40,000 to be split. In my opinion, it's a no go.
Mr. Mills: Exactly.
Mr. Showe: I think that we can let her go back and look at the numbers. She said that
there are some options that she's going to try to work on, to see if that helps to reduce the price.
We would look at doing the road paving at the same time, if we choose to go that way. We can
hold that. I think the pricing is good for a little while.
Ms. Witcher: The roadway paving?
Mr. Showe: Yes.
Ms. Samitas: Yes.
Mr. Mills: Is there anyone else that we can get a quote from?
Ms. Samitas: For the pool parking lot or for the roadway maintenance?
Mr. Mills: The pool parking lot.
Ms. Samitas: I think it would be a good idea to get another bid.
Mr. Mills: That's a good idea.
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Ms. Samitas: He did comment to me that their prices might seem a little high, because
there was a small quantity. That's why I want to make sure that he's considering a single
mobilization.
Mr. Mills: Probably not.
Mr. Darby: Just for a matter of clarification, the area that is projected to be paved in this
proposal, is exactly where the gravel is now. Does that include graveling over that one area
where the palm tree is?
Ms. Samitas: It does include part of that area, the area between the pool and the tennis
courts.
Mr. Darby: There's an area right next to the pool where there's a big chunk of grass,
where we just replaced that palm tree. Are we going to pave over that or leave it grass?
Mr. Mills: Leave it grass.
Ms. Witcher: It has to be striped to be in ADA compliance. It's going to take up that
entire area.
Mr. Brown: That's an additional cost too.
Mr. Showe: The striping would be an additional cost.
Ms. Samitas: I don't think that there were any tree removals. When I received the quote
from Goodson, we stuck with the general limits of what's dirt now, but it does include that finger
that goes to the north, between the pool and the tennis courts. It will cost a little money to design
it properly with grading and making sure that the water goes somewhere and doesn't just sit on
your pavement and create potholes. Goodson could do a limited amount of grading when they
are out there. They've done it before. They just can't sign and seal the plan or do a permit
modification. You have an a la carte list of fees from us.
Ms. Witcher: If we don't do the parking lot, are we required to pave in order to meet the
ADA requirements? Do we have to pave something or can they pour cement?
Ms. Samitas: The ADA should be required by code, because of the pavilion that's going
up.
Ms. Witcher: That's fine. We are going to pave something there.
Ms. Samitas: You can. What I have seen in the past, is that you just put in a concrete
pad with your striping and signage. It has to be connected by a sidewalk to the pavilion.
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Mr. Showe: We can work that out in a multitude of ways, should you choose not to pave
it.
Ms. Witcher: Okay.
Mr. Mills: We can just put a handicapped pad in.
Ms. Witcher: It's just a matter of how much we have to have.
Ms. Samitas: We've done that at Wickham Park before.
Ms. Witcher: How many do we have to have? Do you know?
Ms. Samitas: I don't know off hand.
Ms. Witcher: Could you find out for the next meeting?
Ms. Samitas: Yes.
Mr. Showe: We will bring those back again. I don't know if there's any rush on getting
the roadway paving done until we are set and firm on those.
•

Attorney (this item was taken out oforder)

Mr. Showe: I skipped over Mike's report.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The only thing that I have is whether the Board wants to address the
Charter issue. That's really up to the Board.
Mr. Mills: Yes.
Mr. Pawelczyk:

The District was established by Ordinance in 1992. Bonds were

validated shortly after, and the Judge determined that the District was established. There's a
Final Judgement for that summary. That was done before we were District Counsel. The
Charter for the District is Chapter 190 of the Florida Statutes. There's a link to Chapter 190 on
the website. Nothing has been presented to our office, to indicate that this District was not
otherwise established, in accordance with Florida Law. We would be happy to review anything
that's presented.
Ms. Witcher: Thank you.
iii.

District Manager's Report
1.

Mr. Scheerer:

Field Manager's Report

Good afternoon. Jason provided a copy of the Field Report.

The

swimming pool is operating properly. Staff inspects the restrooms and pool area when they are
onsite. The main pool sign on the center of the turf area, collapsed the other day. We had that
reinstalled yesterday. We also replaced the florescent light in the restroom with a new LED
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The gates are all working properly. Staff is still installing transponders on resident

vehicles. The gates are operating with minor repairs.

We are having ongoing issues with

tailgaters. It seems like every week, we are putting the gate back up. Just so everybody knows,
these new gates were installed with nylon nuts. When somebody hits it, it allows the gate arm to
fall freely. If we had regular bolts and nuts on there, you would probably rip a hole in your new
gate arm. The cost to replace the arm is about $800 or $900 per arm, since they are LED gate
arms. It's kind of an inconvenience, but having the nylon nuts on there, saves a lot of money on
damage to the gates.
Mr. Showe: It allows staff to make those repairs without having to incur additional costs,
so it saves the District and residents from paying additional fees.
Mr. Scheerer: We were out here one day and at the end of the day when we were getting
ready to leave, we received a call about a broken gate arm. We had a storm blow through here. I
received a call from security and checked it on the video. Sure enough,- the gate arm went up, a
gust of wind came through and just pulled the arm right off the operator. I think you saw me
putting the gate arm back up. That's why. Nobody hit it.
Mr. Mills: What's the fee for putting it back up?
Mr. Showe: If someone damages it and we put it back up, we send them a bill for $ 1 50.
Mr. Mills: You know Richard and I are owed $ 1 50, because we put the front gate arm
back up one day.
Mr. Scheerer: Thank you.
Mr. Showe: Just because you see the gate arm off, it' s not always because somebody hit
it. There are issues where those nylon nuts come loose.
Mr. Scheerer: With the new LEDs, there's a pigtail wire that comes down and joins
together. I 've seen where that pigtail wire got caught up in the operator, causing the gate arm to
go up and down a little bit and then pop off. I think we have a lot of those kinks worked out,
because we received positive feedback on those. ECOR does your lakes around here. They are
doing a good job keeping the lakes and outfall structures clean. As was alluded to earlier, we
have a meeting scheduled with the owners of Tropic-Care for Monday morning to review their
contract and a list of concerns that we have. Mel, Jason and I met with Dave not too long ago.
We continue to meet with that contractor every other week, to perform site inspections, which is
per contract. Monthly irrigation inspections are performed by Blue H20. We talked about the
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fountain. Staff is testing the monument lights each week when we are onsite. We are converting
them over from florescent to LEDs. A few of those are already installed. I had some good
feedback on that. We will continue to do that. We do that at no charge to the District. You just
pay for the light. Our staff does that labor at no cost to you while we are onsite. There was a
request to install a solar light on the rear "Residents Only" gate. That was installed. Apparently,
there was a problem with the solar panel. We came out here today and replaced that out and that
light is working now. We received a request to add a "Please Be Prepared and Show Your ID"
sign at the front gate. We were also asked to order additional, "Gate Closes Each Vehicle"
signage. We ordered the signs and will install them in the requested locations. As discussed
earlier, we received the new tables for the pavilion. They are being stored at no cost in our
storage facility in Osceola County.

When the pavilion is completed, we will have them

assembled and brought onsite. With that, I can answer any questions you might have, with
respect to the Field Report.
Mr. Brown: Can you change "Gate Closes Each Vehicle " to "Gate Closes After Each

Vehicle?"
Mr. Scheerer: Sure. I want to introduce you to William Viasalyers, who is a new Field
Manager with GMS. He is going to be your new Field Manager. After 1 0 years as your Field
Manager here, it's been a blessing. I'm not going anywhere. I will continue to work with GMS.
I can't tell you just how exciting it's been to be here. I will always be involved and will be out
here from time to time, just not under the weekly portion of our contract. GMS field services
requires that we are here once a week. There was a comment about things taking longer to get
done. We try to do things at no cost to you, if we can. We have enough skill. Will is highly
skilled, having 1 0 years experience in building maintenance and field operations for CDDs. We
don't have to train him and he's doing a great job. He has been here each day for about a month.
That's all I have.
Ms. Witcher: Alan, I would like to thank you for your service here.
Mr. Scheerer: I'm still going to be here. Thank you so much.
Mr. Mills: For those of you who don't come regularly, I must say that GMS does a lot of
things behind the scenes and do not bill us, as well as Tropic-Care. I think we also have to bare
that in mind, because sometimes when we have a storm and trees are down and the brush needs
to be cleaned up, Tropic-Care comes and doesn't charge us at all.
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A Resident: Does the new arm weigh enough to do some damage to cars?
Mr. Scheerer: Sure.
Mr. Showe: Oh yeah.
Mr. Scheerer: That arm weighs slightly more than the old one.
A Resident: I'm just wondering about the rubber pads near the gate.
Mr. Scheerer: The speed humps?
The Resident: Yes. One is out to the side. They seem to sit there four to six weeks.
Mr. Scheerer: It takes a little bit longer to come out and repair the speed tables. The
Board allowed us to remove the two from the exit side. We had some challenges from a few
residents and a few vendors, due to the fact that they did not have to slow down to go over that
hump. Those speed humps are great temporarily. It's a GNR technology speed hump. They are
very easy to install. We've had them in here for eight years, but they finally got to the point
where we couldn't secure them. Angel, one of our maintenance guys came out last week and
reinstalled those. I know that they were sitting there for a while.
Mr. Showe: That process requires some specialized equipment that we don't have all the
time.
The Resident: Is GMS responsible for the storm sewers within Baytree? If they are, we
are well into the hurricane season. Has anyone inspected the storm drains to make sure that they
are free of debris?
Mr. Scheerer: That is a great question. To some degree, the COD owns and manages the
stormwater system throughout your community. Prior to hurricane season, GMS has a team of
people that will come out and physically look inside each drain. If there's any debris, we will
pop the grates. They are heavy, so it takes two people. We will pull debris out of there. Now,
we don't go physically into that manhole or get into the pipe. We are not injecting anything. We
go through the stormwater systems for our properties, prior to hurricane season, typically May
and sometimes into June, which is the start of hurricane season. That's a function that we do at
no cost to you.
The Resident: Could you review Saddleworth?
Mr. Scheerer: Sure.
Mr. Bosseler: The entire neighborhood needs it, especially after the winds that we had a
few weeks ago.
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Mr. Scheerer: Tropic-Care removes debris from the storm drains . We go over the inside
of the storm drains.
Mr. Bosseler: They don't do it.
A Resident: They are all covered up with debris.
Mr. Scheerer: We will take care of it.
Mr. Showe: It's not really part of their contract. They do it as needed. That's not an
area that they maintain, either. They try to help us out as much as they can.
Mr. Scheerer: If we need to do it, we will do it.
Mr. Showe: Is there anything else for the Field Manager? Hearing none,
Treasurer's Report

SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
A.

Consideration of Check Register

Mr. Showe: In your General Fund, we have checks 53153 through 53247 for $90,61 0.53
and June payroll for $738.80, for a total of $91,349.33. Alan and I can answer any questions
about those invoices, if you have any.
Mr. Darby:

The repair on the license plate camera was $1 ,270.

Isn't that under

warranty?
Mr. Showe: That was the one at the rear gate. After they replaced the one at the front
gate, they installed the old camera at the rear gate. That was really just labor for them to pull the
old camera off and recycle the one that we had at the front gate. It was not under warranty, but
we were able to save some money by using the camera that we took from the front gate, and use
it at the back gate, at least for now, until we authorized the new camera system.
On MOTION by Mr. Mills, seconded by Ms. Witcher, with all in
favor, the Check Register was approved.
B.

Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Mr. Showe: No action is required by the Board. We collected all of your assessments.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Regarding the lawsuit that was filed against the Baytree CDD in Federal
Court, Jason shared that summons and complaint with you. It was served on the District after
your last meeting. We are not going to discuss the complaint. The plaintiff sued the Baytree
CDD and 30 other CDDs in Federal Court. What they are alleging is that your website is not
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accessible to the blind, in accordance with the ADA Law. So, it's an accommodation issue.
This is news to everyone. You will recall that, a couple of years ago, there was a Statute that the
State of Florida passed through the Legislature, that required all Special Districts to have a
website, whether you are a CDD or not. It required you to put certain information on it and
adhere to certain guidelines, according to Chapter 189, of the Florida Statutes. None of this was
mentioned. We are on the second tier of this because cities have been hit with this as well.
Unfortunately, Baytree is one of the named defendants. It's not a joint lawsuit, it's a single
lawsuit. The good thing is that the District has certain protections. You have an insurance
company that's defending you in this lawsuit. The insurance company makes decision on what
goes on with respect to the lawsuit. It's similar to when you are in a car accident. We are at the
point now where you have a couple of options.

The plaintiff is negotiating a Settlement

Agreement with your lawyers, Roper and Roper. They have been assigned all of these cases by
the insurance provider, EGIS. All of these cases are being handled by this law firm. The
settlement that's being proposed, requires the District to pay approximately a not-to-exceed
amount of $2,500. All Districts would be under the same settlement. The settlement is a joint
settlement under the 30 different lawsuits. The second part of the settlement would require the
District to, within 90 days, fix its website and make sure that the blind can access its site. When
you first hear that, you think that's crazy, but apparently, there is software out there, that allows
the blind to use their mouse and scroll over a document, like it's a PDF, and read it to them.
They can scroll over a picture and it will say what the picture is. The only way that happens is if
the document is properly created as a PDF. So, if l scan a PDF on my Xerox copier and send it
to Jason, and he puts it on the website, it's not going to be real. You have to imbed something in
the picture that says what it is, if there are pictures. I don't even know if we have pictures on our
website.
Mr. Showe: Probably not.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The plaintiff, as you might expect, does not live in Baytree and doesn't
have any use of the website, but that really doesn't matter. It's similar to ADA lawsuits. The
one thing that you can do is to have a Shade Session. We would have to announce that Shade
Session with a date and time of the next meeting and say who is going to be there. At a Shade
Session, you would leave your regular meeting, the public would be dismissed, and you would
talk about any litigation, litigation strategy, litigation expenses and how the District would
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proceed. There would be a Court Reporter to transcribe the minutes of the Shade Session. The
reason for that, is after the litigation is over, the transcript becomes public. The Shade Session
requires an advertisement. You can do that, or you can move to approve the settlement, in an
amount not-to-exceed $2,500, with the understanding that the District is going to have to bring
its website into compliance. GMS has other Districts involved in this litigation. It is my
understanding that they have other Districts that are going to follow the actions taken by those
Districts. Not all of my Districts have been sued, and not all of GMS Districts have been sued.
Those are your choices. What we don't know is what it is going to cost to bring your website
into compliance. The law firm that represents you is working with someone to gather that
information, and would present it at a Shade Session, should we have one. That's up to the
Board. Whether they present it or not, it's very likely that the insurance company may be
requesting your blessing to move forward with the settlement. That's all I'm going to say, unless
you have any questions, but I can't discuss the litigation. The way that I've approached this or
lawyers in my office approached it or lawyers representing CDDs in other law firms approached
this, is the question for the Board should not be that you have to have a Shade Session to discuss
the $2,500 settlement, it should be whether or not you just want to follow the insurance
company's recommendation to go with the settlement and not have the Shade Session. That is
the decision before you. The question is whether you want to move forward with the Shade
Session settle the case under those terms.
Mr. Darby: I think part of that decision is what the cost is of getting to compliance.
Mr. Brown: Are we going to be required to have accommodation done to our website?
No matter what we do, we have to redo our website to accommodate the blind.
Mr. Mills: No matter what.
Mr. Showe: To answer the question, we are trying to figure out how we are going to do
this, economically for all of our clients. That may mean, paring down some of the website,
because that's one thing that we hear. We would take the pictures off and things that are not
legally required to be on the website, to limit liability. I will note that, on all of our websites, we

added, "Ifyo u have pro blems access ing th is, please contact the District Manager." We tried to
do those things now. To simply answer your question, it's going to be all of the Districts, no
matter what.
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Mr. Pawelczyk: I have a District, where the Management Company already worked to
negotiate a price to bring their website into compliance. It was not $10,000. It was something
considerably less. I can't recall what it was, but I think that the one thing that all of these
Districts have, is the ability to negotiate a reasonable price, based on economies of scale. They
will be doing multiple website adjustments. Should you choose to approve this settlement, the
90 days doesn't start.
Mr. Showe: I think its 1 8 months.
Mr. Mills: We don't have to make a decision today.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The defendant's lawyer is asking you to schedule a Shade Session to
discuss those items, litigation expenses and strategy. This is not a lawsuit that my office is
defending. The insurance company is going to handle this and you would be responsible for
whatever they decide. Your cost is really going to be the upgrade. I don't think it's going to be
that much.
Mr. Showe: It's not.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't know what it is.
Mr. Darby: A Shade Session would require a Court Reporter and an attorney.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That's why I wanted guidance from the Board. I discussed this with
Jason and other Managers and they said, "Why spend money and time ifyou know what direction

you are going to take. " It's really up to the Board to make a decision on this. If anything
changes, in other words, ifyou were to move a not-to-exceed amount of $2,500, we can always
change that. Let's say that information is brought to us that is going to cost $70,000 to fix your
website, we are going to bring it back to you and say, "Jason scheduled a special meeting to

reconsider your motion. " We are not signing anything. We are just trying to get direction and
move forward under those limited terms.
Ms. Witcher: I think we should go ahead with this.
Mr. Pawelczyk: You would be authorizing the settlement of the Defeo versus Baytree
COD lawsuit, in an amount not-to-exceed $2,500, with the understanding that the District would
be responsible to bring its website into compliance, with the terms of the proposed Settlement
Agreement within the timeframes set forth wherein. How is that?
Mr. Bosseler: That's good.
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Mr. Darby MOVED to authorize the settlement of the Defeo
versus Baytree COD lawsuit, in an amount not-to-exceed $2,500,
with the understanding that the District would be responsible to
bring its website into compliance, with the terms of the proposed
Settlement Agreement within the timeframes set forth wherein, and
Mr. Mills seconded the motion.
Mr. Brown: I am opposing this, because I've been through seven of these.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I understand why you are opposing.
Mr. Brown: It is called "reasonable accommodation" under Federal Law.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I fully understand that. I think that's the right move to make. If any
members of the public want to see a copy of the complaint, Jason has it. No one is trying to hide
anything. As information becomes available, we will disseminate it to the Board. Anyone who
wants the information that's sent to the Board can request it.
On VOICE VOTE with all in favor, authorizing the settlement of
the Defeo versus Baytree COD lawsuit, in an amount not-to
exceed $2,500, with the understanding that the District would be
responsible to bring its website into compliance, with the terms of
the proposed Settlement Agreement within the timeframes set forth
wherein, was approved. (Motion Passed 4-1)
SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Supervisor's Requests

Ms. Witcher: Did you find out anything about the rules on the money sitting in the bank
that can't be over $150,000?
Mr. Showe: If the Board is amenable, we don't have any objection to move that out of
Wells Fargo. Actually, our Accountants prefer a different bank, not that we haven't noticed
anything wrong with it. If the Board feels more comfortable, we can certainly make that change.
Ms. Witcher: I was just wondering about if the FDIC covers $150,000.
Mr. Showe: I will have to double check. I think we have some additional coverages,
because we are a Governmental agency.
Mr. Mills: Do we pledge our assets? If you pledge your assets then it is covered. I don't
believe that we do.
Mr. Pawelczyk: No. I don't think so.
Mr. Showe: I will check that for you.
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Ms. Witcher: It wasn't specifically to move it out of Wells Fargo. I just wanted to know
what we covered, because we have $300,000 in there.
Mr. Pawelczyk: She's just making sure that we have coverage if Wells Fargo fails, so we
can get our money back from the Government.
Mr. Showe: I will double check.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Usually they have money spread into different accounts.
Mr. Showe: Correct.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That is a good question.
Mr. Darby: Jason, we talked at a meeting or two ago, about video surveillance at the
pool. Have we received any further information?
Mr. Showe: We have a quote, but I don't think that the Board considered that yet. I can
get that to you.
Mr. Darby:

Thank you.

Also, at the last meeting, we talked about the amended

Amenities Rules. Will those be posted on the website?
Mr. Showe:

Yes.

We just finished those this week.

We went through them and

tightened them up. We wanted to have the minutes so that we could make sure that we capture
everybody's changes. Mike reviewed them and we are wrapping those up as we speak and will
post them to the website. A lake bank restoration schedule to 2025 was promised. Finally, we
received some correspondence earlier today about the Suntree lake bank on Lake 5. Are we
going to defer that to a future meeting? It' s up to the Board. We discussed that multiple times.
Mr. Darby: Yes, I know that we have. I think we should take a look at it one more time.
Mr. Showe: If the Board's direction is to add that to the next agenda, we certainly can do
that.
Mr. Darby: I would like to have Board discussion.
Mr. Mills: We also need to address the sidewalk issue in front of the gentleman' s house.
Mr. Showe: I'm updating the quote. Dave contacted me earlier last month and we are
updating those quotes. The quote that we had was about a year old. Before I authorize anything,
I wanted to get with the vendor. We will work with Carolyn, because what we quoted was a
replacement of all sidewalks. There may be some locations that we don't want to do. Once I
receive the quote, I will take a look at it.
Ms. Witcher: There is one in the Windsor area.
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Mr. Showe: There are a couple on Royston Lane that have a couple of loose panels. The
one that is always a challenge is at the end of the Berwick cul-de-sac. I think we have to look at
that one. I know that the residents wanted to keep that tree.
Ms. Witcher: The last I heard, he's happy with it.
Mr. Showe: I'm getting quotes for it and I will coordinate with you, once I receive them.
Mr. Darby: Jason, is it possible to provide the roadway paving proposal to all of the
Supervisors?
Mr. Showe: If you send it to me, I will forward it to the Board.
Ms. Samitas: Do you have any questions about that?
Mr. Darby: I have to look at it.
Mr. Brown: Did we get a cost for a speed hump across Baytree Drive, just so we have an
idea?
Mr. Showe: We can task the District Engineer to look at that, but I will tell you, if you
are talking about one that looks like it's part of the road, that's far more expensive than the
temporary ones that we would have put in. We will have the District Engineer price those out.
Mr. Pawelczyk: We just received a quote for Coral Bay. You also have to put up a sign.
Mr. Showe: And arrows on the ground.
Mr. Brown: Since we removed the speed bumps at the front gate exit, the area looks
terrible. Can we clean it?
Mr. Scheerer: What you have there are a series of holes from every speed table that we
had. We will see if we can get somebody to fill that in for us.
Ms. Witcher: The concrete around there is all chipped up.
Mr. Mills: I would like to suggest, if we are going to do speed humps, that we look at
maybe doing a temporary one, and then when Goodson is paving, put in permanent ones. Let's
try the temporary ones first on Baytree Drive, and then get a proposal from Goodson for four or
five speed humps.
Mr. Brown: I have to go back and look at the BCA's recommendation. I know that there
was one along Baytree Drive, one on Old Tramway Drive and one on National Drive.
Mr. Mills: There were two on Kingswood Way.
Ms. Witcher: Let's try to put them where there's not a house.
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Mr. Darby: I suggested that you put them in one high traffic location and see if it has an
effect.
Ms. Samitas: Meanwhile, I will get a price. It's probably a unit price.
Mr. Mills: Bring a per unit price, if you can.
Mr. Scheerer: Just something to think about, if you put a sign on Baytree Drive and you
have high winds, those signs are going to blow into someone's front yard. You have to identify
that there is a speed table ahead, and then have the descending markings leading up to the speed
table in both directions. Just some food for thought.
Mr. Mills: I would like to thank everyone for coming today and sharing your concerns
and input with us. We listened, but I want you to know that you can trust this group of people.
We are here for you. We are not going to spend your money foolishly, because it's our money
that we are spending as well. I just want to thank you again for coming. We appreciate it.
Public Comment Period

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

Mr. Showe: At this time, we will take audience comments.
Ms. Fox: Are these meetings recorded?
Mr. Showe: Yes.
Ms. Fox: Why can't you burn a CD?
Mr. Showe: We can if we are asked to. We do it frequently.
Ms. Witcher: That doesn't comply, does it?
Mr. Pawelczyk: No. It's a public record, so anyone can request it. I don't know if you
can email it, because it's too big.
Mr. Showe: We have software that we can use.
Ms. Witcher: Is that ADA compliant? Would that get us off the hook?
Mr. Showe: I'm not sure. We will have to find out.
A Resident: I'm on the Speeding Committee. Can you put up more stop signs on
Baytree?
Ms. Witcher: You can make a four-way stop on Bradwick Way and Baytree Drive.
Mr. Showe: Is there anything else?
Mr. Bosseler: If September 26 doesn't work, maybe we can try for October 1 7 as an
alternative.
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Mr. Showe: We approved the schedule as it is now.
Mr. Bosseler: You were going to confirm the location.
Mr. Showe: The direction that I received was to look for a location for the December
meeting and hold it at night. The plan is to hold the meeting in September, cancel the October
meeting, but we are leaving it on the calendar for now, in case its needed. If something happens
and that September meeting doesn't work, we will find an alternate date that works for the
Board. Are there any other public comments? Hearing none, we need a motion to adjourn.
Adjournment

NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS

On MOTION by Ms. Witcher, seconded by Mr. Mills, with all in
favor, the meeting was adjourned.

Chairman / Vice Chairman

Secretary / Assistant Secretary
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SECTION A

S ECTION 1

SECOND AMENDMENT TO THE LANDSCAPE AND IRRIGATION MAINTENANCE
SERVICES AGREEMENT BY AND BETWEEN TROPIC-CARE LANDSCAPING
SERVICES, INC., AND THE BAYTREE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
This Amendment is made and entered into as of the 26th day of September, 2018, by and
between:
The Baytree Community Development District, a local unit of special purpose government
established pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida Statutes, located in Brevard County, Florida, and
with offices at 135 West Central Blvd., Suite 320, Orlando, FL 32801, ("District"), and
Tropic-Care Landscaping Services, Inc., a Florida corporation located in West Melbourne,
Florida, with offices located at 7635 Progress Circle, West Melbourne, FL 32904 ("Contractor").
RECITALS
the District was established by an ordinance of the Brevard County Board of
County Commissioners for the purpose of planning, financing, constructing, operating, and/or
maintaining certain infrastructure, including surface water management systems, potable water
distribution, wastewater collection, roadways, landscaping, parks, indoor and outdoor
recreational facilities and uses: and
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS, the District currently provides landscaping, irrigation, and grounds
maintenance services within the District; and

on August 15, 2016, the District and Contractor entered into the Landscape
and Irrigation Maintenance Services Agreement ("Agreement") with an effective date of October
1 , 201 6, attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein as Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS,

pursuant to Section 3 of the Agreement, "Commencement of Services", the
Agreement may be extended for two additional twelve (12) month periods upon agreement of the
parties in writing and subject to appropriation of funds by the District's Board of Supervisors;
and
WHEREAS,

pursuant to Section 3 of the Agreement, "Commencement of Services", the
parties desire to extend the agreement for a period of one (1) year (to September 30, 2019); and
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS, the District and Contractor entered into First Amendment of Agreement on
August 2nd, 2017;
the Contractor has proposed no increase to the rates in Section 5, "Basis for
Compensation and Payments" of the Agreement for the period of October 1, 20 1 8 through
September 30, 2019, is attached hereto and incorporated by reference as Exhibit B; and
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS, each of the parties hereto has the authority to execute this Amendment and to
perform its obligations and duties hereunder, and each party has satisfied all conditions precedent
to the execution of this Amendment so that this Amendment constitutes a legal and binding
obligation of each party hereto.
Now, THEREFORE, based upon good and valuable consideration and the mutual
covenants of the parties, the receipt of which and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
the District and the Contractor agree as follows:
Section 1.
The Agreement is hereby affirmed and continues to constitute a valid and
binding agreement between the parties.
Section 2.
Section 3 of the Agreement is hereby amended to extend the term of the
Agreement for one ( 1 ) additional year so as to run from October 1, 20 1 8 to September 30, 2019.
Section 3.
All remaining terms and conditions of the Agreement are hereby adopted,
reaffirmed and incorporated as if restated herein.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed this Agreement on the day and
year first written above.
ATTEST:

COMMUNITY
BAYTREE
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

Secretary

Chairman / Vice Chairman

ATTEST:

TROPIC-CARE OF FLORIDA,
INC.

Printed Name:_______

Printed Name: ________

Exhibit A:
Exhibit B :

Landscape and Irrigation Maintenance Services Agreement (Dated August 15,
20 1 6)
Section 5a, "Basis for Compensation and Payments"

Exhibit B -Section Sa: Basis for Compensation and Payments
a.
Provided that the Contractor shall strictly perform all of its obligations
under the Agreement, and subject only to additions and deductions by Work Authorizations as
set forth in Article 8, the Owner shall pay to Contractor for its Services as set forth in Article 2, a
Fixed Fee in the amount of$ 7,500.00 , on a monthly basis plus additional fees for services
rendered in connection with Work Authorizations as defined below.
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SECOND AMENDMENT TO THE AQUATIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES
AGREEMENT BY AND BETWEEN ECOR INDUSTRIES, INC., AND THE BAYTREE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

This Amendment is made and entered into as of the 26th day of September, 2018, by and
between:
The Baytree Community Development District, a local unit of special purpose government
established pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida Statutes, located in Brevard County, Florida, and
with offices at 1 35 W. Central Blvd, Suite 320, Orlando, FL 32801 , ("District"), and
ECOR Industries, Inc., a Florida corporation located in Melbourne, Florida, with offices
located at 2820 Electronics Drive, Melbourne, FL 32935 ("Contractor").
RECITALS

the District was established by an ordinance of the Brevard County Board of
County Commissioners for the purpose of planning, financing, constructing, operating, and/or
maintaining certain infrastructure, including surface water management systems, potable water
distribution, wastewater collection, roadways, landscaping, parks, indoor and outdoor
recreational facilities and uses: and
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,

District; and

the District currently provides aquatic maintenance services within the

on August 3, 20 1 6, the District and Contractor entered into the Aquatic
Management Services Agreement ("Agreement") with an effective date of October 1 , 2017,
attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein as Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS,

pursuant to Section 5 of the Agreement, "Term", the Agreement may be
extended for two additional twelve (12) month periods upon agreement of the parties in writing
and subject to appropriation of funds by the District's Board of Supervisors; and
WHEREAS,

pursuant to Section 5 of the Agreement, "Term", the parties desire to extend
the agreement for a second period of one (1) year (to September 30, 2019); and
WHEREAS,

the Contractor has proposed no increase to the rates m Section 3,
"Compensation" as of the Agreement for the period of October 1 , 201 8 through September 30,
2019, and incorporated by reference as Exhibit B; and
WHEREAS,

each of the parties hereto has the authority to execute this Amendment and to
perform its obligations and duties hereunder, and each party has satisfied all conditions precedent
to the execution of this Amendment so that this Amendment constitutes a legal and binding
obligation of each party hereto.
WHEREAS,

Now, THEREFORE, based upon good and valuable consideration and the mutual
covenants of the parties, the receipt of which and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
the District and the Contractor agree as follows:
Section 1.
The Agreement is hereby affirmed and continues to constitute a valid and
binding agreement between the parties.
Section 2.
Section 5 of the Agreement is hereby amended to extend the term of the
Agreement for one ( 1 ) additional year so as to run from October 1 , 20 1 8 to September 30, 2019.
Section 3.
All remaining terms and conditions of the Agreement are hereby adopted,
reaffirmed and incorporated as if restated herein.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed this Agreement on the day and
year first written above.
ATTEST:

BAYTREE
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

Secretary

Chairman / Vice Chairman

ATTEST:

ECOR INDUSTRIES, INC.

Printed Name:________

Printed Name: ________

Exhibit A:
Exhibit B :
Exhibit C:

Aquatic Management Services Agreement (Dated August 3, 20 1 6)
First Amendment to Aquatic Management Services Agreement (Dated August 2,
201 7)
Section 3, "Compensation"

Exhibit C -Section 3: Compensation
Section 3. Compensation. District agrees to compensate the Contractor in accordance
with Attachments "A" and "B". Contractor shall provide the District with an invoice on the first
of the month on a monthly basis stating the services provided in the proceeding month. Payment
shall be made by the District after the approval of the invoice by the District Board of
Supervisors.

f

Ecor
Aquatic weed control
& Natural Areas Management
2840 Electron ics Drive - Melbo urne, FL 32935
Phone (321) 254-0930 - Fax (321) 254-4695

ATTACHMENT A
AQUATIC SERVICE SCOPE OF WORK

f

This Agreement made the date set forth below, by and between ECOR Industries Inc. also hereinafter called
ECOR, and
Baytree Community Development District
135 West Central Blvd Suite 320
Orlando, FL 32801

One Year: 1 0/01/1 8 - 09/30/1 9
Monthly Thereafter

hereinafter called "Customer". The parties hereto agree as follows:
ECOR agrees to maintain the lakes and control structures referenced in accordance with the terms and
conditions of this agreement as listed below:

Control of invasive and exotic emerged shoreline grasses, cattails, torpedo grass, etc., growing up to
the high water mark.
♦ Control of filamentous, macrophytic, and planktonic algae.
♦ Control of invasive and exotic floating vegetation such as hyacinths, waterfem, and duckweed.
♦ Control of invasive and exotic submerged vegetation such as pondweed, eleocharis, and hydrilla.
♦ Supplemental stocking of the first 200 triploid grass carp.
♦ Monthly inspection and treatment as may be required by ECOR to maintain a clean body of water.
♦ Monthly inspection and treatment of the control structures to keep them open and free of emergent
vegetation. E COR is not responsible for any mechanical repairs to the structures.
♦ Reports indicating general location of washouts or erosion. ECOR is not responsible for any repairs.
♦

Optional Services - Quoted As Needed:
♦ Triploid Grass Carp - $8 per fish
♦ Mechanical vegetation removal and disposal - $40 per man hour
♦ Dead fish or trash removal and disposal - $40 per man hour
Service Fees:
A statement and invoice for the month's inspection and treatments will be mailed at the end of the
month. Customer agrees to pay ECOR in the following manner and amount with terms of Net 30:
Monthly Fees

$2,413
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AQUATIC SERVICE ADDENDUM
1.

ECOR's "Aquatic Service Agreement" will be conducted in a manner consistent with integrated lake management practices.
This may include chemical and biological control along with the acceptance that some species of vegetation may be beneficial
in maintaining a balanced aquatic ecosystem. ECOR is fully insured, licensed, and certified with documentation provided
upon request.

2.

It is the Customer's responsibility to notify ECOR of all work areas that are designated as mitigation sites and have desirable
plants installed. ECOR assumes no responsibility for damaged plants where Customer has failed to notify ECOR of such
areas.

3.

ECOR will not be responsible for removal of dead vegetation such as cattails, hyacinths, o r torpedo grass, which may take
many months to decompose. ECOR may provide a quotation for such services upon request.

4.

ECOR will not be responsible for the cleanup of any dead fish unless directly resulting from a negligent application by
ECOR such as using an aquatic herbicide inconsistent with label directions. Fish kills may occur for a variety of reasons
including but not limited to runoff, algae blooms, cloudy weather, water temperature, and low dissolved oxygen. ECOR may

provide a quotation for such services upon request.
5.

ECOR will not be responsible for the removal of trash or debris unless contracted to do so as an optional service.

6.

ECOR will not be responsible for the installation or maintenance ofany aeration devices.

7.

ECOR will notify the Customer of any deficiencies in the water control structures that may require repair.

8.

ECOR will notify the Customer of any erosion or washout problems. The report will site the specific lake with a general
location (ie. Lake I 0, northeast comer). ECOR is not responsible for any repairs or maintenance of erosion or washout areas.

9.

ECOR advocates the use of triploid grass carp as a biological means of lake management. The stocking of these carp or any
other fish is not provided for in this agreement unless so stated.

10. Water use restrictions after treatments are not often required. When restrictions are required, ECOR will notify the
Customer in writing ofall restrictions that apply. ECOR wi11 not be held liable for damages resulting from the Customer
failing to fo1low restrictions.
1 1 . Customer agrees to pay ECOR upon completion of the work as reported and invoiced for that month with terms of Net 30.
Past due balances shall be assessed a finance charge of 1 .5% ( 1 8% APR) until the entire balance is paid in full. In the event
that the Customer fails to make payments as required, the account may be considered by ECOR, at its option, to be in default
and the Customer shall be responsible for the payment of all costs of co1lection, including reasonable attorneys fees, as
allowed by law.
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BAYTREE COM MUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 201 8-1 9
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL
ATTACHMENT A - 30 SITES
NOTE: Please refer to site maps. Use the map/site numbers listed below to find general
location of each site. The map/site number and site name shall be referenced on all invoices.
CONTROL
STRUCTURE
CS-5

CS-1
CS-6A
CS-8
CS-6B
CS-6
CS-7
CS-4

CS-14
CS-1 1
CS-1 3
CS-1 2

CS-1 0
CS-3
CS-2
CS-16

LAKE
NUMBE R
L-1 A
L-2
L-3
L-3A
L-4
L-5 & 6
L-7
L-7A
L-8, L-8A
L-9
L-1 0
L-1 1
L-1 1 A
L-1 1 B
L-1 2A
L-1 2B
L-1 2C
L-1 2D
L-1 3
L-1 4
L-1 5
L-1 6
L-1 7
L-21
L-22
L-23
L-26
L-27
L-28
L-29

LOCATION
DESCRIPTION
Kingswood/Berwick
Birchinaton/Sandhurst
Hole #5 - East of Tee Box
Hole #5 - West of Tee Box
Hole #8
Deerhurst Drive - East Side
Royston Lane - Southeast Side
Royston Lane - Southwest Side
Daventrv/Bradwick - West Side
Bradwick Wav - Lot 28
Old Tramway/Linford - North Side
Hole #1 2 Tee Box
Back Gate - South Side
Hole #1 1 Tee Box
H ole #1 2 Green - East Side
Hole #1 2 Green - West Side
Hole #1 3 Tee Box - West Side
Hole #1 3 Tee Box - East Side
Hole #1 3 Fairway and Green
Hole #1 5 Tee Box - Balmoral Wav
Hole #16 Tee Box - Balmoral Way
Hole #16 Green/Hole #17 Tee
Hole #18 Green
Belford W ay
Arundel Way - West Side
:Jld Tramway/Dorset - Southeast Side
Duncastle Court - North Side
Glastonburv Place
Hole #1 - West Side
Balmoral Park
North Side of Old Tramway/Chatsworth

MONTHLY FEE
ANN UAL FEE
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ACRES
1 .67
8.22
1 .92
2.43
5 .84
1 0.64
0.63
0.37
3.07
0.59
1 .78
0.96
0.98
1 .45
0.53
1 .25
0.92
1 .23
4.01
2.25
1 .91
1 .54
0.95
1 .64
2.41
2.54
0.49
0.20
0.20
0.07

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

MONTH
65.00
3 1 0.00
72.00
90.00
220.00
405.00
27.00
1 8.00
1 1 6.00
25.00
68.00
37.00
37.00
55.00
20.00
48.00
35.00
46.00
1 52.00
85.00
75.00
60.00
36.00
62.00
92.00
96.00
22.00
1 2.00
5.00
1 2.00
1 0.00

$ 2,41 3.00
$ 28,956.00

f

Ecar
Aquatic weed control
& Natural Areas Management
2840 Electron ics Drive - Melbou rne, FL 32935
Phone (321} 254-0930 - Fax (321) 254-4695

ATTACHMENT B
NATURAL AREAS SERVICE SCOPE OF WORK

This Agreement made the date set forth below, by and between ECOR Industries Inc. also hereinafter called
ECOR, and
Baytree Community Development District
135 West Central Blvd Suite 320
Orlando, FL 32801

One Year: 10/01/18 - 9/30/1 9
Monthly Thereafter

hereinafter called "Customer". The parties hereto agree as follows:
ECOR agrees to maintain the natural areas and mitigation sites as listed and in accordance with the terms
and conditions of this agreement:

♦ Every other month inspections and treatments, by a State Certified Applicator, as may be required by ECOR
to maintain a clean site in compliance with St. John's River W.M.D permit requirements.
♦ Chemical treatment and control of FLEPPC Class I & II Exotic Plant Species.
♦ Chemical treatment and co:ntrol of miscellaneous invasive plants Typha spp., Salix caroliniana, Ludwigia
spp., Eupatorium spp., and Sesbania as well as invasive vines.
♦ Removal of any trash littering the site at the time of inspection/treatment.
♦ Service reports detailing target vegetation, materials applied, and any deficiencies that may require attention
beyond the scope of our work.
Optional Services - Quoted As Needed:
♦ Mechanical vegetation removal and disposal
♦ Plant installation
Service Fees:
A statement and invoice for the month's inspection and treatments will be mailed at the end of the
month. Customer agrees to pay ECOR in the following manner and amount with terms of Net 30:
Every Other Month Fee $480
Baytree COD Attachment B - Page I of2

BAYTREE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 201 8-1 9
NATURAL AREAS MANAGEMENT
ATTACHMENT B - 1 0 SITES
NOTE: Please refer to site maps. Use the map/site numbers listed below to find general
location of each site. The map/site number and site name shall be referenced on all invoices.
SITE
NUMBER
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8
PM-3
PM-5

SITE
LOCATION

Ashbourne Court/Bavtree Drive
Northwest corner of Lake 26, behind Lot 20-8
Between Lot 1 4-H & Lot 26-E
Behind Lot 40 Rovston Lane
Behind Lots 33-A to 37-A, Chatsworth Drive
South of Lot 1 5-0, Southoointe Court
Between Lot 1 1 -0 & Lot 1 2-0, Balmoral Way
Behind Lot 53-G Daventry Drive
East side of Lake 21
Behind Lot 6-J , N orth side of National Drive

MONTHLY FEE
ANNUAL FEE
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SURFACE
ACRES
0.26
0.14
0.27
0.17
0.48
0.26
0.39
0.18
0.74
0.29

MONTH
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
30.00
20.00
25.00
20.00
45.00
20.00

$
$

240.00
2,880.00

S ECilON 3

SECOND EXTENSION TO THE SERVICES AGREEMENT BY AND BETWEEN
W.V.M.R. ENTERPRISE, INC., d/b/a BEACH POOL SERVICE AND THE BAYTREE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
This Second Extension to the Services Agreement (the "Extension") is made and entered into as
of the 26th day of September, 2018, by and between:
The Baytree Community Development District, a local unit of special purpose government
established pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida Statutes, located in Brevard County, Florida, and
with offices at 135 W. Central Blvd, Suite 320, Orlando, FL 32801, ("District"), and
W.V.M.R. Enterprise, Inc. d/b/a Beach Pool Service a Florida corporation located in
Melbourne, Florida, with offices located at 135 Tomahawk Dr, Unit B-1, Indian Harbor Beach,
FL 32937 ("Contractor").
RECITALS
the District was established by an ordinance of the Brevard County Board of
County Commissioners for the purpose of planning, financing, constructing, operating, and/or
maintaining certain infrastructure, including surface water management systems, potable water
distribution, wastewater collection, roadways, landscaping, parks, indoor and outdoor
recreational facilities and uses: and
WHEREAS,

and

WHEREAS,

the District currently provides pool maintenance services within the District;

on May 4, 2016, the District and Contractor entered into the Service
Agreement ("Agreement") with an effective date of May 9, 2016, attached hereto and
incorporated by reference herein as Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS,

pursuant to Section 3 of the Agreement, "Term", the Agreement may be
extended for two additional twelve (12) month periods upon agreement of the parties in writing
and subject to appropriation of funds by the District's Board of Supervisors; and
WHEREAS,

pursuant to Section 3 of the Agreement, "Term", the parties desire to extend
the agreement for a period of one (1) year (to September 30, 2019); and
WHEREAS,

there will be no increase to the rates in Section 2, "Compensation" as of the
Agreement for the period of October 1, 2018 through September 30, 2019; and
WHEREAS,

each of the parties hereto has the authority to execute this Extension and to
perform its obligations and duties hereunder, and each party has satisfied all conditions precedent
to the execution of this Extension so that this Extension constitutes a legal and binding obligation
of each party hereto.
WHEREAS,

Now, THEREFORE, based upon good and valuable consideration and the mutual
covenants of the parties, the receipt of which and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
the District and the Contractor agree as follows:
Section 1.
The Agreement is hereby affirmed and continues to constitute a valid and
binding agreement between the parties.
Section 2.
Section 3 of the Agreement is hereby amended to extend the term of the
Agreement for one ( 1 ) additional year so as to run from October 1, 201 8 to September 30, 2019.
Section 3.
All remaining terms and conditions of the Agreement are hereby adopted,
reaffirmed and incorporated as if restated herein.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed this Agreement on the day and
year first written above.
ATTEST:

BAYTREE COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

Secretary

Chairman / Vice Chairman
Date: ------, 2018

ATTEST:

W.V.M.R. ENTERPRISE, INC.

Printed Name:-------

Printed Name: -

- -----

Date: , 201 8
----Exhibit A:

Services Agreement (Dated May 4, 201 6)
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FIRST AMENDMENT TO THE SERVICES AGREEMENT BY AND BETWEEN
4444 INTERNATIONAL, INC., d/b/a COVERALL AND
BAYTREE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
This First Amendment to the Services Agreement (the '1An,endment") is made and
entered into as of the 26th day of September, 201 8, by and between:
BAYTREE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, a l ocal unit of
special•purpose government established pursuant to Chapter 1 90, Florida
Statutes, being situated in Brevard County, Florida, and whose address is 135 W.
Central Boulevard, Suite 320, Orlando, Florida 32801 (the "District''),
and

4444 INTERNATIONAL, INC., a Florida corporation, whose busi ness address
is 60 1 S. Lake Destiny Road, Suite 165, Maitland, Florida 32751 (hereinafter
HContractor").
RE.CITALS
WHEREAS, the District was established by an ordinance of the Brevard County Board of
County Commissioners for the purpose of planning, financing, constructing, operating, and/or
maintaining certain i nfrastructure, including surface water manageme�t systems, potable water
distribution, wastewater collection, roadways, landscaping, parks, indoor and outdoor
recreational facil ities and uses: and

the District currently contracts for janitorial maintenance/cleaning services
within the District; and
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS, on February 7, 2018, the District and Contractor entered into the Services
Agreement ("Agreement"), attached hereto and made a part hereof as Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS, the compensation to the Contractor is proposed to be changed pursuant to
Contractor's proposal, attached hereto and made a part hereof as Exhibit B; and

each of the parties hereto has the authority to execute this Amendment and to
perfonn its obligations and duties hereunder, and each party has satisfied all conditions precedent
to the execution of this Amendment so that this Amendment constitutes a legal and binding
obligation of each party hereto.
WHEREAS,

Now, THEREFORE, based upon good and valuable consideration and the mutual
covenants of the parties, the receipt of which and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged,
the District and the Contractor agree as follows:
1

Section 1.
The Agreement is hereby affirmed and continues to constitute a valid and
binding agreement between thti pa�ies.
Section 2,

Section 3 of the Agreement is hereby replaced with the fo llowing:

Compensation. In exchange for providing the Services,
Section 3,
the District shall pay the Contractor a monthly amount of FOUR HUNDRED
FIVE AND 00/1.00 ($405.00) DOLLARS (the "Contract Price") for services
rendered, and in accordance with the Proposal. The Contract Price shall include
all costs, expenses, profit and overhead in connection wit� the provision of
Services by Contractor, including but not limited to those incurred by Contractor
for reimbursables, employees, insurance, attorneys, vendors, materials, supplies,
chemicals, contractors, repairs, maintenance, computers, telephone, long distance,
and Internet services, equipment, etc., as necessary to perform the Services,
except as otherwise specifically stated in the Proposal. Any additional
compensation for additional duties or work shall be paid only upon the written
authorization of the District Board of Supervisors in the form of an amendment to
this Agreement or the District Manager of the District, where permitted.
Contractor shall provide the District with a monthly invoice before the last day of
each contractual service month representing the monthly installment due for that
month. All invoices are due and payable upon receipt.

AU remaining tenns and conditions of the Agreement are hereby adopted,
Section 3.
reaffinned and incorporated as if restated herein.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,

year first written above.

the parties hereto have signed this Agreement on the day and

ATTEST:

BAYTREE COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

Secretary

Chairman / Vice Chairman
Date: ------, 2018

2

CONTRACTOR

WITNESSES:

4444 INTERNATIONAL, INC., a Florida
corporation

Print name:--

By: ------------
Title: ------ ------

-------

Print name:

Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:

------ -

-

-

this _ _ day of _____, 201 8

Services Agreement (Dated February 7, 20 1 8)
Coverall Proposal

3

0

COVERALL
Health-Based C leaning Syste �'J

FO SERVICE AGREEMENT

The U11dersl9ned ("CUSTOMER"} hereby accepts the proposal of James Hunter, an Independent Coverall Health-Based
Cleaning System4' Franchise Owner ("FRANCHISE OWNER") for specified cleanlng services, and the parties agree that the
FRANCHISE OWNER will supply Health-Based Cleaning System'° Services for CUSTOMER's premises located at:
•Customer: Baytree/COO
•Street Address: 8207 National Drive & Wickham Road
•City, SttJte, Zip; Melbourne, Florida 32940
Upon the following tenns:
1.

Service Charge;
$405.oo• per month, plus taxes, tf appllcable; to Include (3) Three tlme(e) per week service. lnfllal ____
• Increase due to additional duties added
Service Days:
D Monday

D Tuesday

-0 Wednesday

D Thure(lay

0 Friday

D Saturday

O Sunday

The services are to be performed In the evening, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties.
2.

CUSTOMER acknowledges that all Health-Based Cleaning System® services will be performed by_ FRANCHISE OWNER.
FRANCHISE OWNER has successfully completed Coverall's Health-Based Cleaning System Training Program and has
Insurance and a janitorial bOnd.

3.

Included in the SeJVlce Charge wlll be service, cleaning supplies, and any equipment, which wllf be furnished by FRANCHISE
OWNER, The Service Charge does not Include liners, paper supplies, and toiletries, which can be provided at CUSTOMER'&
expense, at competitive prices. The Service Charge also does not Include any use tax, tax on sales, services or supplies, or
other suoh tax, wtiich taxes shall be paid by CUSTOMER. CUSTOMER agree& to reimburse FRANCH.ISE OWNER the amount
of any such taxes if paid by FRANCHISE OWNER on CUSTOMER's behalf.

4.

All services speclfled ln the Service Plan attached to this Service Agreement will be provided to CUSTOMER In a satisfactory
manner by the FRANCHISE OWNER. CUSTOMER acknowledges that only those Services and/or Additional Services
specifically ldentifted In the Service Plan wlll be provided under this SeNlce Agreement.

6.

Addltlonaf services, not included in FRANCHISE OWNER'& Service Charge, to be performed upon request, priced per
occurrence, at CUSTOMER'S expense, Include:

:r-�: .

�ri;;_. . .:�
_. _. - - �--.:- - --_ �-�- -_r�Lr--:-----__ :--. �-��- -�--�:�:-_�- -:-��_._=. - � =-:._·::. :·� ::_'. : .-�-�- :�J---�:�·_:�
_ . ___ -....:�Additional services accepted by: -------,-,...------------
Signature

6.

(a) The term of this Service Agreement Is for one (1) year. This one-year period shall begin on the date services are scheduled
to begin. Thie Service Agreement shall automatloally extend for additional one (1) year periods, unless at feast thirty (30) days
prior to each anniversary of the date services are scheduled to begin, either party gives the other written notice of its Intent not
to renew.
(b) Term\aatlon/Notjce: if a party to this Service Agreement falls to perform its obligations (the "non-performing partyj, the party
claiming non-performance shaU send the non-performing party written notice, specifying the manner of non-performance. This
notice wlll provide that the non-performing party shall have fifteen (15) days from receipt of the notice to cure or correot (he items of
°2012 Coverall North America, Inc.
FO Servfoe Agreement - General v102212
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www,coyeran,com

non-perfonnance (the •cure Period"). If these Items are not corrected or cured within the Cure Period, the claiming party may
Issue a thirty (30) day written notice of termination and/or pursue other available remedies for default.
If the CUSTOMER's notice under this f6(b) concerns service Issues, the CUSTOMER shalt permit the FRANCHISE OWNER
access to the premises durtng the Cure Period to cure the seivice issue; and shall also accompany the FRANCHISE OWNER
on an lnspection of the premises during the fifteen (15) day cure period. Fallure to oomply will entitle FRANCHISE OWNER to
collect the full amount due through the Tarm of this Service Agreement.
(o) Notwithstanding the above, FRANCHISE OWNER may, but shall not be obligated to, terminate this Service Agreeme.nt

lmmedlately for non-payment by CUSTOMER of Servroe Charges due,

7. The Service Charge will remain In effect for one year unless there are changes Jn the original specifications for the premises. In
the event of such changes, CUSTOMER will advise FRANCHISE OWNER accordingly, and an adjustment. in the Service
Charge, as agreed to by the parties, will be made.
8.

CUSTOMER agrees that H will not employ or contract with any of FRANCHISE OWNER's employees during the term of this
Service Agreement or for one hundred and eighty (1 80) days after termination of this Service Agreement, without FRANCHISE
OWNER'S written consent.

9.

Coverall North Amerlca, Inc. ("COVERALL") will bUI CUSTOMER monthly on behalf of the FRANCHISE OWNER CUSTOMER
agrees to pay COVERALL the amount that Is due and owing under the terrns of this Service Agreement within 10 days of billing
date. Late payments will Incur service and flnance charges. In the event of default on payment, CUSTOMER agrees to pay
COVERALL's and the FRAN.C HISE OWNER's attorney's fees and costs for collectlon.

1 o, Services shall be performed as statad In the Service Plan attached to this Service Agreement with the exception of the following
six (6) legal hollday.s; New Year's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day and Chris1mas Day.
No Service Charge credits will be issued for these holidays. However, service can be provided on these holidays at an addltlonal
cost If required. Services shall be scheduled during the hours approved or directed by manager/owner.
1 1 . If "Addltionaf Speclal Services• are Included In the Service Plan attached to this Service Agreement, and If CUSTOMER cancels
any periodic Speclal Services desof'ibed therein for which a prorated monthly charge Is lnduded in CUSTOMER'S total monthly
Service Charge, any amount owing by CUSTOMER for Special Services performed prior to the cancellation shall be payable In
full no later 1han five (5) days after the cancellation.
12. The undersigned warrant and represent that they have full authority to enter Into this Service Agreement, and that It will be
binding upon the parties and their respective successors and assigns.
13. This Service Agreement and attached exhibits con11titute the complete agreement of the parties concerning the provision of
cleaning services to the CUSTOMER, and supersedes all other prior or contemporaneous agreements between the parties,
whetherwritten or oral, on the same subject. No waiver or modification of this Seivlce Agreement shall be valid unless In writing
and executed by FRANCHISE OWNER and CUSTOMER. Addlttonally, In no event shall the terms and conditions of any
purchase order or other form subse�uently submitted by CUSTOMER to FRANCHISE OWNER becomes a part of this Service
Agreement, and FRANCHISE OWNER shall not be bound by any such terms and conditions.
14. This Service Agreement may be assigned by the FRANCHISE OWNER to COVERALL; and shall be automatically assigned to
COVERALL upon (a) termination of FRANCHISE OWNER's Janltortal Franchise Agreement for any reason; (b) expiration of the
Janitorial Franchise Agreement; or (c) unsatisfactory service to the CUSTOMER that fs not timely cured by FRANCHISE
OWNER.
CUSTOMER: Baytree/CDD

FRANCHISE OWNER: James Hunter

Slg171Jtul'f1 and Date

Sales Consultant (Signatu� and Date)

James Hunter, Independent Franohtse Owner ___
Print.Name and Tit/a

Print Name and Title

Jshowe@gmscfl.com
Eman Address

��18

_____
e ________
at,....
Setvlce Start D....,

Please emall or fax signed contract to: betty,parker@coverall.com or fax to: 407-875-0141

Oio12 Coverall North America, lno.
FO Service Agreement - General v10221 2
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SECOND AMENDMENT TO FACILITY USE AGREEMENT
. (Baytree CDD Swimming Pool)
THIS IS A SECOND AMENDMENT TO FACILITY USE AGREEM.ENT, dated the
____day of ______
_, 201 8, between:
BAYTREE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, a local unit of
special purpose government established pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida
Statutes, having the principal address of 135 W. Central Boulevard, Suite 320
Orlando, Florida 32801 (the "District"),
and
RENEE HUBERT, an individual, having the principal address of 1283
Millpond Road, Melbourne, FL 32940, GINA PALOMBI, an individual,
having a principal address of 321 Carmel Drive Melboume, FL 32940, and
an individual having a principal address of
(collectively, the
"Instructor").
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the District and RENEE HUBERT entered into a Facility Use Agreement, dated
August 25, 201 7, and an Amendment to Facility Use Agreement, dated December 22, 20 1 7, adding
GINA PALOMBI as an Instructor, and each pertaining to the use of District swimming pool facilities
by Instructor for the purposes of providing water aerobics instruction to Baytree residents and other
members of the public (collectively, the "Agreement"); and
WHEREAS, RENEE HUBERT, GINA PALOMBI, and the District desire to amend the
Agreement to add __________ as a party to this Agreement and as an Instructor; and
WHEREAS, ----,,,-,--,--- desires to be an Instructor under this Agreement and
agrees to abide by the terms of the Agreement, as amended; and
WHEREAS, the parties further agree; pursuant to Section 4 of the Agreement, to extend the
term of the Agreement through September 30, 201 9; and
WHEREAS, at a public meeting, the District Board of Supervisors authorized the proper
District officials to execute this Second Amendment to Facility Use Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants hereinafter
contained and other good and valuable considerations, the receipt thereof is hereby acknowledged, the
parties hereto do agree as follows:
Section I . The foregoing recitals are tiue and correct and hereby incorporated into this
Second Amendment to Facility Use Agreement.
Section 2.
Agreement.
Rev. 09-17-18

The Agreement is amended to add __

1

_____ as an Instructor under the

Section 3. Section 4 ofthe Agreement, entitled "Term," is hereby amended, to the term of
the Agreement through September 30, 2019.
Section 4.
following:

Section 1 2 of the Agreement, entitled "Notice," is hereby replaced with the

12.
Notice. Any notice required or permitted to be given or served by either party to this
Agreement shall be deemed to have been given or served when made in writing, and sent by EMAIL,
certified or registered mail or by overnight delivery by Federal Express, DHL, or other recognized
courier, addressed as follows:
District:

Baytree Community Development District
Attn: District Manager
135 W. Central Boulevard, Suite 320
Orlando, Florida 32801
Email: jshowe@gmscfl.com

with copies to:

Billing, Cochran, Lyles, Mauro & Ramsey, P.A.
Attn: Dennis E. Lyles, District Counsel
5 1 5 East Las Olas Boulevard, 6 th Floor
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301
Email: dlyles@bclmr.com

Instructor:

Renee Hubert
1283 Millpond Road
Melbourne, Florida 32940
Email: moslmimi@yahoo.com

And:

Gina Palombi
321 Carmel Drive
Melbourne, FL 3 2940
Email : ginagpa1ombi@aol.com

And:
Email: -------�

The addresses may be changed from time to time by either party by serving notice as above
required.
Section 5. In all other respects, the original Agreement between the parties dated August
25, 201 7, the Amendment to Facility Use Agreement, dated December 22, 2107, and any preceding
amendments not in conflict herewith are hereby ratified reaffinned and shall remain in full force and
effect as provided by their terms. The Effective Date of this instrument shall be October 1 , 2018.

Rev. 09-17- 1 8
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Second Amendment to
Facility Use Agreement and further agree that it shall take effect on the Effective Date defined therein.
Attest:

Assistant Secretary

BAYTREE COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
y
_
B _
: __ C_h_a_
ir....,
�
,/F. --"!�
,.._
.._ -----__ day of

�
018
�

INSTRUCTOR
Witnesses:

RENEE HUBERT, an individual

Print Name

Print Name
Witnesses:

Print Name

GINA PALOMBI, an individual
_/·\ ,
�1
y: ______=-=--'
·-->�·---B
Print:
_•�,,. ,,
_ ___ _,.,"f!-f-\___ __
Title: -

--------'L.....:..I'--,---,,--

_ _ day of
Print Name
Witnesses:

---------, an individu,al

Plint Name

Print Name
Rev. 09-17-18

__ day of ___ _, 20 1 8
_

20 1 8

SECTION 8

V

� Grau & Associates
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

951 Yamato Road • Suite 280
Boca Raton, Florida 33431
(56 1 ) 994-9299 • (800) 299-4728
Fax (56 1 ) 994-5823
www.graucpa.com

August 1 3, 2018
Board of Supervisors
Baytree Community Development District
c/o GMS, LLC
1 35 West Central Blvd, Suite 320
Orlando, FL 32801
We are pleased to confirm our understanding of the services we are to provide Baytree Community Development District,
Brevard County, Florida ("the District") for the fiscal year ended September 30, 201 8. We will audit the financial statements of
the governmental activities and each major fund, including the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively
comprise the basic financial statements of Baytree Community Development District as of and for the fiscal year ended
September 30, 201 8. In addition, we will examine the District's compliance with the requirements of Section 218.4 1 5 Florida
Statutes. This letter serves to renew our agreement and establish the terms and fee for the 201 8 audit.
Accounting standards generally accepted in the United States of America provide for certain required supplementary
information (RSI), such as management's discussion and analysis (MD&A), to supplement the District's basic financial
statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial
statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. As part of our engagement, we will apply certain
limited procedures to the District's RSI in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. These limited procedures will consist of inquiries of management regarding the methods of preparing the information
and comparing the information for consistency with management's responses to our inquiries, the basic financial statements,
and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We will not express an opinion or provide
any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express an
opinion or provide any assurance.
The following RSI is required by generally accepted accounting principles and will be subjected to certain limited procedures,
but will not be audited:
1)

Management's Discussion and Analysis.

2)

Budgetary comparison schedule

Audit Objectives

The objective of our audit is the expression of opinions as to whether your financial statements are fairly presented, in all
material respects, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles and to report on the fairness of the
supplementary information referred to in the second paragraph when considered in relation to the financial statements as a
whole. Our audit will be conducted in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America
and the standards for financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States, and will include tests of the accounting records of the District and other procedures we consider necessary to
enable us to express such opinions. We will issue a written report upon completion of our audit of the District's financial
statements. We cannot provide assurance that an unmodified opinion will be expressed. Circumstances may arise in which it
is necessary for us to modify our opinion or add emphasis-of-matter or other-matter paragraphs. If our opinion on the financial
statements is other than unmodified, we will discuss the reasons with you in advance. If, for any reason, we are unable to
complete the audit or are unable to form or have not formed an opinion, we may decline to express an opinion or issue a
report, or may withdraw from this engagement.
We will also provide a report (that does not include an opinion) on internal control related to the financial statements and
compliance with the provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a
material effect on the financial statements as required by Government Auditing Standards. The report on internal control and
on compliance and other matters will include a paragraph that states ( 1 ) that the purpose of the report is solely to describe the
scope of testing of internal control and compliance, and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the
effectiveness of the District's internal control on compliance, and (2) that the report is an integral part of an audit performed in
accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the District's internal control and compliance. The paragraph
will also state that the report is not suitable for any other purpose. If during our audit we become aware that the District is
subject to an audit requirement that is not encompassed in the terms of this engagement, we will communicate to
management and those charged with governance that an audit in accordance with U.S. generally accepted auditing standards

Baytree Community Development District
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and the standards for financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards may not satisfy the relevant legal,
regulatory, or contractual requirements.
Examination Objective
The objective of our examination is the expression of an opinion as to whether the District is in compliance with Florida Statute
2 1 8.41 5 in accordance with Rule 1 0.556( 10) of the Auditor General of the State of Florida. Our examination will be conducted
in accordance with attestation standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and will include
tests of your records and other procedures we consider necessary to enable us to express such an opinion. We will issue a
written report upon completion of our examination of the District's compliance. The report will include a statement that the
report is intended solely for the information and use of management, those charged with governance, and the Florida Auditor
General, and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties. We cannot provide
assurance that an unmodified opinion will be expressed. Circumstances may arise in which it is necessary for us to modify our
opinion or add emphasis-of-matter or other-matter paragraphs. If our opinion on the District's compliance is other than
unmodified, we will discuss the reasons with you in advance. If, for any reason, we are unable to complete the examination or
are unable to form or have not formed an opinion, we may decline to express an opinion or issue a report, or may withdraw
from this engagement.
Management Responsibilities
Management is responsible for the financial statements and all accompanying information as well as all representations
contained therein. Further, management is responsible for compliance with Florida Statute 2 1 8.41 5 and will provide us with the
information required for the examination. The accuracy and completeness of such information is also management's
responsibility. As part of the audit, we will assist with preparation of your financial statements and related notes in conformity
with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles based on information provided by you. These nonaudit services do not
constitute an audit under Government Auditing Standards and such services will not be conducted in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards. You agree to assume all management responsibilities relating to the financial statements and
related notes and any other nonaudit services we provide. You will be required to acknowledge in the management
representation letter our assistance with preparation of the financial statements and related notes and that you have reviewed
and approved the financial statements and related notes prior to their issuance and have accepted responsibility for them. In
addition, you will be required to make certain representations regarding compliance with Florida Statute 2 18.4 1 5 in the
management representation letter. Further, you agree to oversee the nonaudit services by designating an individual,
preferably from senior management, who possesses suitable skill, knowledge, or experience; evaluate the adequacy and
results of those services; and accept responsibility for them.
Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal controls, including evaluating and monitoring
ongoing activities, to help ensure that appropriate goals and objectives are met; following laws and regulations; and ensuring
that management is reliable and financial information is reliable and properly reported. Management is also responsible for
implementing systems designed to achieve compliance with applicable laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements.
You are also responsible for the selection and application of accounting principles, for the preparation and fair presentation of
the financial statements and all accompanying information i n conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles,
and for compliance with applicable laws and regulations and the provisions of contracts and grant agreements.
Management is also responsible for making all financial records and related information available to us and for the accuracy
and completeness of that information. You are also responsible for providing us with (1 ) access to all information of which you
are aware that is relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements, (2) additional information that we
may request for the purpose of the audit, and (3) unrestricted access to persons within the government from whom we
determine it necessary to obtain audit evidence.
Your responsibilities include adjusting the financial statements to correct material misstatements and for confirming to us in the
written representation letter that the effects of any uncorrected misstatements aggregated by us during the current
engagement and pertaining to the latest period presented are immaterial, both individually and in the aggregate, to the
financial statements taken as a whole. As part of our engagement, we may propose standard adjusting, or correcting journal
entries to your financial statements. You are responsible for reviewing the entries and understanding the nature of the
proposed entries and the impact they have on the financial statements.
You are responsible for the design and implementation of programs and controls to prevent and detect fraud, and for informing
us about all known or suspected fraud affecting the government involving (1) management, (2) employees who have
significant roles in internal control, and (3) others where the fraud could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Your responsibilities include informing us of your knowledge of any allegations of fraud or suspected fraud affecting the
government received in communications from employees, former employees, grantors, regulators, or others. In addition, you
are responsible for identifying and ensuring that the government complies with applicable laws, regulations, contracts,
agreements, and grants and for taking timely and appropriate steps to remedy fraud and noncompliance with provisions of
laws, regulations, contracts or grant agreements, or abuse that we report.
Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining a process for tracking the status of audit findings and
recommendations. Management is also responsible for identifying and providing report copies of previous financial audits,
attestation engagements, performance audits or other studies related to the objectives discussed in the Audit Objectives
section of this letter. This responsibility i ncludes relaying to us corrective actions taken to address significant findings and
recommendations resulting from those audits, attestation engagements, performance audits, or other studies. You are also
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responsible for providing management's views on our current findings, conclusions, and recom mendations, as well as your
planned corrective actions, for the report, and for the timing and format for providing that information.
With regard to using the audit's report, you understand that you must obtain our prior written consent to reproduce or use our
report in bond offering official statements or other documents.
With regard to the electronic dissemination of audited financial statements, including financial statements published
electronically on your website, you understand that electronic sites are a means to distribute information and, therefore, we are
not required to read the information contained in these sites or to consider the consistency of other information in the
electronic site with the original document.
Audit Procedures-General

An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements;
therefore, our audit will involve judgment about the number of transactions to be examined a nd the areas to be tested. An
audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. We will
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable rather than absolute assurance about whether the financial statements are
free of material misstatement, whether from ( 1 ) errors, (2) fraudulent financial reporting, (3) misappropriation of assets, or (4)
violations of laws or governmental regulations that are attributable to the government or to acts by management or employees
acting on behalf of the government. Because the determination of abuse is subjective, Government Auditing Standards do not
expect auditors to provide reasonable assurance of detecting abuse.
Because of the inherent limitations of an audit, combined with the inherent limitations of internal control, and because we will
not perform a detailed examination of all transactions, there is a risk that material misstatements may exist and not be
detected by us, even though the audit is properly planned and performed in accordance with U.S. generally accepted auditing
standards and Government Auditing Standards. In addition, an audit is not designed to detect immaterial misstatements or
violations of laws or governmental regulations that do not have a direct and material effect on the financial statements. Our
responsibility as auditors is limited to the period covered by our audit and does not extend to later periods for which we are not
engaged as auditors.
Our procedures will include tests of documentary evidence supporting the transactions recorded in the accounts, and may
include tests of the physical existence of inventories, and direct confirmation of receivables and certain other assets and
liabilities by correspondence with selected individuals, funding sources, creditors, and financial institutions. We will request
written representations from your attorneys as part of the engagement, and they may bill you for responding to this inquiry. At
the conclusion of our audit, we will require certain written representations from you about your responsibilities for the financial
statements; compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements; and other responsibilities required by
generally accepted auditing standards.
Audit Procedures-Internal Control

Our audit will include obtaining an understanding of the government and its environment, including internal control, sufficient to
assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements and to design the nature, timing, and extent of further
audit procedures. Tests of controls may be performed to test the effectiveness of certain controls that we consider relevant to
preventing and detecting errors and fraud that are material to the financial statements and to preventing and detecting
misstatements resulting from illegal acts and other noncompliance matters that have a direct and material effect on the
financial statements. Our tests, if performed, will be less in scope than would be necessary to render an opinion on internal
control and, accordingly, no opinion will be expressed in our report on internal control issued pursuant to Government Auditing
Standards.

An audit is not designed to provide assurance on internal control or to identify significant deficiencies or material weaknesses.
However, during the audit, we will communicate to management and those charged with governance internal control related
matters that are required to be communicated under AICPA professional standards and Government Auditing Standards.
Audit Procedures-Compliance

As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, we will
perform tests of the District's compliance with the provisions of applicable laws, regulations, contracts, agreements, and grants.
However, the objective of our audit will not be to provide an opinion on overall compliance and we will not express such an
opinion in our report on compliance issued pursuant to Government Auditing Standards.
Engagement Administration, Fees, and Other

We u nderstand that your employees will prepare all cash or other confirmations we request and will locate any documents
selected by us for testing.
The audit documentation for this engagement is the property of Grau & Associates and constitutes confidential information.
However, subject to applicable laws and regulations, audit documentation and appropriate individuals will be made available
upon request and in a timely manner to a cognizant or oversight agency or its designee, a federal agency providing direct or
indirect funding, or the U.S. Government Accountability Office for purposes of a quality review of the audit, to resolve audit
findings, or to carry out oversight responsibilities. We will notify you of any such request. If requested, access to such audit
documentation will be provided under the supervision of Grau & Associates personnel. Furthermore, upon request, we may
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provide copies of selected audit documentation to the aforementioned parties. These parties may intend, or decide, to
distribute the copies or information contained therein to others, including other governmental agencies. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the parties acknowledge that various documents reviewed or produced during the conduct of the audit may be
public records under Florida law. The District agrees to notify Grau & Associates of any public record request it receives that
involves audit documentation.
Our fee for these services will not exceed $3,400 for the September 30, 201 8 audit, unless there is a change in activity by the
District which results in additional audit work or if Bonds are issued.
The audit documentation for this engagement will be retained for a minimum of five years after the report release date. If we
are aware that a federal awarding agency or auditee is contesting an audit finding, we will contact the party(ies) contesting the
audit finding for guidance prior to destroying the audit documentation.
Our invoices for these fees will be rendered each month as work progresses and are payable on presentation. Invoices will be
submitted in sufficient detail to demonstrate compliance with the terms of this agreement. In accordance with our firm policies,
work may be suspended if your account becomes 60 days or more overdue and may not be resumed until your account is paid
in full. If we elect to terminate our services for nonpayment, our engagement will be deemed to have been completed upon
written notification of termination, even if we have not completed our report. You will be obligated to compensate us for all time
expended and to reimburse us for all out-of-pocket costs through the date of termination. The above fee is based on
anticipated cooperation from your personnel and the assumption that unexpected circumstances will not be encountered
during the audit. If significant additional time is necessary, we will discuss it with you and arrive at a new fee estimate.
We will provide you with a copy of our most recent external peer review report and any letter of comment, and any subsequent
peer review reports and letters of comment received during the period of the contract. Our 201 6 peer review report
accompanies this letter.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to Baytree Community Development District and believe this letter accurately
summarizes the significant terms of our engagement. If you have any questions, please let us know. If you agree with the
terms of our engagement as described in this letter, please sign the enclosed copy and return it to us.
Very truly yours,
Grau & Associates

Antonio J. Grau
RESPONSE:
This letter correctly sets forth the understanding of Baytree Community Development District.
By:
Title:
Date:
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ADDENDUM TO ENGAGEMENT LETTER BETWEEN GRAU AND
ASSOCIATES AND BAYTREE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
(DATED AUGUST 13, 2018)
Public Records. Auditor shall, pursuant to and in accordance with Section
1 1 9.0701 , Florida Statutes, comply with the public records laws of the State of Florida,
and specifically shall:

a.

Keep and maintain public records required by the District to perform the
services or work set forth in this Agreement; and

b.

Upon the request of the District's custodian of public records, provide the
District with a copy of the requested records or allow the records to be
inspected or copied within a reasonable time at a cost that does not exceed
the cost provided in Chapter 1 1 9, Florida Statutes, or as otherwise provided
by law; and

c.

Ensure that public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from
public records disclosure requirements are not disclosed except as
authorized by law for the duration of the contract term and following
completion of the Agreement if the Auditor does not transfer the records to
the District; and

d.

Upon completion of the Agreement, transfer, at no cost to the District, all
public records in possession of the Auditor or keep and maintain public
records required by the District to perform the service or work provided for
in this Agreement. If the Auditor transfers all public records to the District
upon completion of the Agreement, the Auditor shall destroy any duplicate
public records that are exempt or confidential and exempt from public
disclosure requirements. If the Auditor keeps and maintains public records
upon completion of the Agreement, the Auditor shall meet all applicable
requirements for retaining public records. All records stored electronically
must be provided to the District, upon request from the District's custodian
of public records, in a format that is compatible with the information
technology systems of the District.

Auditor acknowledges that any requests to inspect or copy public records relating
to this Agreement must be made directly to the District pursuant to Section 1 19.0701(3),
Florida Statutes. If notified by the District of a public records request for records not in
the possession of the District but in possession of the Auditor, the Auditor shall provide
such records to the District or allow the records to be inspected or copied within a
reasonable time. Auditor acknowledges that should Auditor fail to provide the public
records to the District within a reasonable time, Auditor may be subject to penalties
pursuant to Section 1 1 9. 1 0, Florida Statutes.

IF THE AUDITOR HAS QUESTIONS REGARDING THE
APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 1 19, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO
THE AUDITOR' S DUTY TO PROVIDE PUBLIC RECORDS
RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT/CONTRACT, THE
AUDITOR MAY CONTACT THE CUSTODIAN OF PUBLIC
RECORDS FOR THE DISTRICT AT:
GMS-CF, LLC
135 WEST CENTRAL BLVD., SUITE 320
ORLANDO, FL 32801
TELEPHONE: 407-841-5524
EMAIL: JSHOWE@GMSCFL.COM

-------

Auditor: -------

District:

Title: --------

Title: --------

Date: --------

Date: --------
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Website Compliance Proposal For

Baytree COD
(http://baytreecdd. org)
Website Accessibility for People with Disabilities a s per
Nondiscrimination requ irements of Title II of the American Disabilities Act {ADA)

Date

Version#

Comments

Author

May 25, 20 1 8

1 .0

Initial version

VB Joshi

June 1 8, 201 8

1 .1

Added document conversion cost

June 2 1 , 201 8
August 10, 201 8
August 1 3, 201 8

1 .2
1 .3
1 .4

August 28, 201 8

2.0

Added WCAG Standards Compliance
Added CDD Specific details
Updated pricing for simple, medium
and high complexity COD websites
Updated conversion and support costs
based on discussed scope

VB Joshi
Kristen Thornburqh
VB Joshi
VB Joshi
As per requirements from
Ariel and Valerie
As per meeting with

GMSCFL

Presented by: VB Joshi, CEO, VGlobalTech, Orlando, Florida

www.VGlobalTech.com
Email: contact@VGlobalTech.com

COPYRIGHT ©: This proposal is solely created by VGlobalTech team for its customers and
cannot be reproduced, copied, modified or distributed without written consent of
VGlobalTech. Any violations shall be prosecuted.
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1 .0 Introduction
Every i ndividual must have equal access to information whether it is i n person service
or online. This is a general agreement and understanding of access,
The Internet has dramatically changed the way state and local governments do business.
Today, government agencies routinely make much more information about their programs,
activities, and services available to the public by posting it on their websites. As a result,
many people can easily access this information seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
Many government services and activities are also provided on websites because the public
is able to participate in them at any time of day and without the assistan ce of government
personnel . Many government websites offer a low cost, quick, and convenient way of filing
tax returns, paying bills, renewing licenses, signing up for programs, a pp lying for permits or
funding, submitting job applications, and performing a wide variety of other activities.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and, if the government entities receive federal
funding, the Rehabilitation Act of 1 973 generally require that state and loca l governments
provide qualified individuals with disabilities equal access to their programs, services, or
activities unless doing so would fundamentally alter the nature of their programs, services,
or activities or would impose an undue burden. One way to help meet these requirements is
to ensure that government websites have accessible features for people with d isabilities,
using the simple steps described in this document. An agency with an inaccessible website
may also meet its legal obligations by providing an alternative accessible way for citizens to
use the programs or services, such as a staffed telephone information line. These
alternatives, however, are unlikely to provide an equal degree of access in terms of hours of
operation and the range of options and programs available.
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1 . 1 Common Problems and Solutions i n Website Accessibility?
1 . 1 .1 Problem : Images Without Text Equivalen ts
Solution: Add a Text Equivalent to Every Image
Adding a line of simple HTML code to provide text for each image and graphic will enable a
user with a vision disability to understand what it is. Add a type of HTML tag, such as an
"alt" tag for brief amounts of text or a "longdesc" tag for large amounts, to each image
and graphic on you r agency's website.
The words in the tag should be more than a description. They should p rovide a text
equivalent of the image. I n other words, the tag should include the same meaningful
information that other users obtai n by looking at the image. In the example of the
mayor's picture, adding an "alt" tag with the words "Photograph of M ayor Jane Smith"
provides a meaningful description.
In some circumstances, longer and more detailed text will be necessary to convey the
same meaningful information that other visitors to the website can see. For example, a
map showing the locations of neighborhood branches of a city library needs a tag with
much more information in text format. In that instance, where the map conveys the
locations of several facilities, add a "longdesc" tag that includes a text equivalent
description of each location shown on the map - e . g . , "City Center Li brary, 433 N. Main
Street, located on N orth Main Street between 4th Avenue and 5th Avenue."

1 . 1 .2 Problem: Documents Are Not Posted In an Accessible Format
Solution : Post Documents in a Text-Based Format
Always p rovide documents i n an alternative text-based format, such as HTML or RTF
(Rich Text Format), in addition to PDF. Text-based formats are the most compatible with
assistive technologies.

1 . 1 .3 P roblem : Specifying Colors and Font Sizes
Sol ution: Avoid Dictating Colors and Font Settings
Websites should be designed so they can be viewed with the color and font sizes set in
users' web browsers and operating systems. Users with low vision must be able to specify
the text and background colors as well as the font sizes needed to see webpage content.
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1 . 1 .4 Problem: Videos and Other Multimedia Lack Accessible Features
Solution : Include Audio Descriptions and Captions

Videos need to incorporate features that make them accessible to everyone. Provide
audio descriptions of images (including changes in setting, gestures, and other details)
to make videos accessible to people who are blind or have low vision. Provide text
captions synchronized with the video images to make videos and audio tracks
accessible to people who are deaf or hard of hearing.

1 . 1 .5 Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)
Understanding the Four Principles of Accessibility

The guidelines and Success Criteria are organized around the following four principles,
which lay the foundation necessary for anyone to access and use Web content. Anyone
who wants to use the Web must have content that is:
1 . Perceivable - Information and user interface components must be presentable
to users in ways they can perceive.
o

This means that users must be able to perceive the i nformation
being presented (it can't be invisible to all of their senses)

2 . Operable - User interface components and navigation must b e operable.
o This means that users must be able to operate the interface (the
interface cannot require interaction that a user cannot perform)
3. Understandable - Information and the operation of user interface must
be understandable.
o

This means that users must be able to understand the information as well
as the operation of the user interface (the content or operation cannot be
beyond their understanding)

4. Robust - Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted reliably by a
wide variety of user agents, including assistive technologies.
o

This m eans that users must be able to access the content as
technologies advance (as technologies and user agents evolve, the
content should remain accessible)

If any of these are not true, users with disabilities will not be able to
use the Web.
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Under each of the principles are guidelines and Success Criteria that help to address
these principles for people with disabilities. There are many general usability guidelines
that make content more usable by all people , including those with disabilities.
However, in WCAG 2.1 , we only include those guidelines that address problems
particular to people with disabilities. This includes issues that block access or i nterfere
with access to the Web more severely for people with disabilities.

See reference section at the end of this document for more information and websites
for ADA, Usability and other important compliance issues and solutions.

VGlobalTech development and busi ness managernent team
shall study these compliance guidelines a nd with our
techn ical capabiU ties apply these to make your website
accessible, compatible and ful ly functional for a l l people,
i ncluding those with disabil ities.
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2.0 Pricing
Website Complexity: High / Multiple Links, Docs, I mages, Slider etc on
V\Jebsites VGlobalTech team shall com plete the following critical tasks
for client website. All costs below are per website / C O D :
2 . 1 One time (conversion a n d compliance cost):

Estimated
hrs
Perform ADA Website Compliance Check for 30 - 40 hrs
current website - All webpages on the website.
Create a project plan, code review, html
updates, plugins / security updates (wordpress,
joomla, etc CMS websites)
Cross-Device Check (Website needs to appear 1 0 h rs
as per ADA standards on Mobile Phones,
Tablets, Desktops etc) . Braille Readers, Other
assistance technology compatibility
ADA Standards application (as per Section 1 40 - 50 hrs
above). ADA.gov, Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG)
P D F Documents conversion (to Text, HTML etc) 1 0-20h rs
as needed for ADA Compliance / Reader
Compliance
2 hr
Create a webpage showing websites ADA
Compliance efforts
Create customized footer with VGlobalTech's 2 h r
ADA Compliance Seal (valid for 1 year only)
Support (upto 1 h r / month) for the first year. 1 hr I month
Dedicated support person assigned
Task

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cost
$600

$ 1 50

$750
$300
$50
$50
$600

$2500 I

Total (one-time com pliance / conversion

one-time

cost)
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2.2 ADA Compliance Yearly Maintenance and U pgrade starting
after initial conversion is completed (Optional Mai ntenance) :

VGlobalTech team shall complete the following critical tasks for
client website. All costs below are per website / CDD:
Task
1 . Perform ADA Website Compliance Check for
current website - All new webpages on the
website
2. Cross-Device Check (Website needs to appear
as per ADA standards on Mobile Phones,
Tablets, Desktops etc)
3. U pdate footer with VGlobalTech's ADA
Compliance Seal (extended for cu rrent year)
4. Support (upto 1 hr / month) for the year
includ ing u pdates to newly added pages,
upqrade to new standards (if any)
5. PDF Documents conversion (to Text, HTML etc)
as needed for ADA Compliance / Reader
Compliance

Estimated hrs Cost
1 - 2 hrs /
month

$ 1 00

1 - 2 h rs

$75

2 hr

$75

1 hr - 2 h rs/
month

$700

2 - 3 h rs /
month

$250

$ 1 550 I
year

Ann ual Mai ntenance
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2.3 Document Software and Conversion (PDF to RTF) Training (if
customer wishes to do the conversion and com p l iance
themselves without the mai ntenance contract q uoted above)
VGlobalTech team shall complete the following critical tasks for client website.
Al l costs below are per website / CDD:

Task
1 . Setup VGlobalTech PDFBatchConvert
Software for customer (customer drops the
PDF's onto dropbox or a local folder setup by
VGlobalTech). All P DFS wil l be converted to
RTF and placed in the destination folder for
customer to u pload to the website. Support
shall be provided for any conversion issues.

Estimated
h rs

----

Cost
$750 I Year

*only valid PDF formats can be converted
2. ADA Compliance Training (Doc conversion , 2 h rs on site $650 onetime
visit by
readers, accessibility ADA Act, WCAG
VGlobalTech
Standards etc)
training
team
2 hrs
$ 1 00 I year
3. Update footer with VGlobalTech's ADA
Compliance Seal (extended for current year)

Software and Training

$850 I year
$650
onetime
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This proposal includes following points, stipulations terms and conditions:
*(1 ) conference call or in person meetings per month with client to review metrics,
results and monthly recaps *unless otherwise noted
* email and phone communication
*Anything out of the scope of work in the above proposal will be addressed and client
will be immediately notified. After notification of additional work, a subsequent q uote will
be provid ed to cover that work.
*Client is responsible to adhering to timelines as far as information required to complete
the task is concerned . If timelines are not adhered to and exceed 1 5 business days past
the current marketing months, last day, all work will end . A new month with new allocated
costs will be presented for future work to commence. No refunds and owed work will be
due unless otherwise agreed upon. An Invoice will be provided once signature
approval of this project proposal. Payments will be made to VGLOBALTECH
*Client is responsible for verifying quality of work, providing feedback, verifying that compliance
has been met as required . VGlobalTech team shall not be responsible for any legal ramifications
arising from work not done as per external agencies / organizations / associations needs if
proper feedback is not provided by the customer. VGlobalTech's work will be in best faith but
cannot guarantee all compliance / legal needs since we are not the SME's in the compliance
area. VGlobalTech shall not be liable for any legal ramifications arising from compliance issues.
Refund Policy: The client may halt work and request for a refund within seven days of the
date of signing this services agreement by mailing a signed letter to the main address listed
on www.VGlobalTech .com website. If client requests a refund within seven days of the date
of signing their agreement they shall be liable to pay for all work completed and will be
refunded the remaining balance of the initial payment if billable work has not exceeded a
charge that would be greater than client's initial payment. If client requests a refund after the
seven days from the date of the signing of the agreement client is liable to pay for all work
completed plus an additional 25% of any remaining balance that may still be due. Once line
item projects are complete no refunds will be issued. Confidentiality: All information between
client and service provider inclusive of technical and business information relating to
proprietary ideas, patentable ideas and/or trade secrets, existing and/or contemplated
products and services, research and development, production, costs, profit and margin
information , finances and financial projections, customers, clients, marketing, and current or
future business plans and models, regardless of whether such information is designated as
"Confidential Information" at the time of its disclosure and will be treated as such and with
absolute confidentiality and will not be shared or used, which will be maintained at all times.
The client is not allowed to disclose their price with any third parties. Doing so is in breach of
this agreement. All information development will be shared and proprietary information and
property between client and service providers.
VGlobalTech.com - Experience Innovation
Your strategic partner for Web Design, Software, Marketing, and SEO solutions.
Call: 321 -947-7777 1 Email: contact@VGlobalTech.com
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Private and Confidential Document. No part of this document shall be produced to any parties it is not intended for (as listed here).

3.0 Proposal Acceptance:
To accept these project, associated costs and conditions as listed above please sign
and date below.
The VG/obalTech proposed solution has been accepted by the customer and the VG/obalTech
team can proceed with the project. All payments shall be made according to this agreement.

For Customer

Date

VB Joshi
For VGlobalTech

Date

VGlobalTech.com - Experience Innovation
Your strategic partner for Web Design, Software, Marketing, and SEO solutions.
Call: 321 -947-7777 1 Email: contact@VGlobalTech.com
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Private and Confidential Document. No part of this document shall be produced to any parties it is not intended for (as listed here).

4.0 References :
ADA Best Practices Tool Kit for State and Local Governments:
https://www.ada.gov/pcatoolkit/chap5toolkit.htm

U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Disability
Rights Section https://www.ada.gov/websites2.htm

Web design Standards: https://www.w3schools.com/

Web Content Accessibility G u idelines (WCAG) https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG2 1 /

VG lobalTech Web Content Accessibility Implementation and
C heckpoints: http://vglobaltech.com/website-compliance/
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S ECTION D

FIRST AMENDMENT TO
SMALL PROJECT AGREEMENT
(Open Air Covered Pavilion)

11= . ,

TIDS FIRST AMENDMENT TO SMALL PROJECT AGREEMENT (the "First
Amendment") is made and entered into this
day of
201 8, by and between:

2#

BAYTREE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, a local unit of special
purpose government established pursuant to Chapter 190, Florida Statutes, located in
Brevard County, Florida, and with offices at 135 W. Central Blvd, Ste. 320, Orlando,
Florida 32801 (the "District"),
and
BELLA CUSTOM BUILDERS, INC., a Florida Corporation, having as its principal
business address, 464 North Harbour City Blvd., Melbourne, FL 32935 (the
"Contractor").
RECITALS
WHEREAS, District and Contractor entered into the Small Project Agreement (Open Air
Covered Pavilion), dated March 27, 201 8 (the "Agreement"), with respect to the design, construction,
and installation of the Project, as defined in the Agreement; and

• WHEREAS, the parties have determined that it is necessary to amend the warranty section of
the Agreement to provide for the issuance of a surety bond in connection with the Project.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants contained
herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are
acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
Section 1.
The parties agree that the foregoing recitals are true and correct and are hereby
incorporated into this Agreement.
Section 2.
follows:

Section 10, entitled "WARRANTY," of the Agreement is hereby amended as

SECTION 10. WARRANTY. The Contractor warrants its work and the Project for
workmanship and against leaks and defects due to normal wear and tear for a period
of seven (7) years after final acceptance of the Project by the District.
Notwithstanding, it is understood and agreed that the workmanship and material
warranty shall only obligate the Surety under any applicable surety bond for a period
of two (2) years from the date of final acceptance ofthe Project by the District. The
Contractor shall provide all labor, equipment, and materials necessary to remedy such
First Amendment - Pavilion Project
Rev. 08-29-18

-1-

defect(s). Contractor shall take all necessary steps to preserve and assign to District
the any applicable manufacturer's warranties associated with the Project. Any
defects noted within this time period shall be timely corrected by Contractor at
Contractor's expense. Contractor shall make the necessary corrections within twenty
(20) days of receipt of the written notice from District.
Except as otherwise set forth in this First Amendment, all other terms of the
Section 3.
original Agreement between the parties dated March 27, 2018, are hereby ratified, reaffirmed and shall
remain in full force and effect as provided by their terms.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto execute this First Amendment and further agree that
it shall take effect as of the date first above written.

ATTEST:

BAYTREE COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

J-�, 'iil::dQ.__7,µ_Charrm/Vice-Chairman

/0 day of
WI1NESSES:

.5L,�

, 2018

CONTRACTOR:
BELLA CUSTOM BUILDERS, INC., a
Florida corporation

J.lAM

coo
Coltm(ll)
OF WITNESS]

��

:tbhntA

Y)\jLJ\__,
, 2018

[PRINT NAME OF WITNESS]

First Amendment - Pavilion Project
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SECTION 1

From: Stacie Vanderbilt svanderbilt@gmscfl com �
Subject: Fwd: resend; Worsened deterioration of Baytree Lake 5, Suntree bank
Date: September 1 2, 201 8 at 2:00 PM

To:

From: The Ta hernias
Sent: Wednesday, August 1, 2018 3:31 AM
To: jshowe@gmscfl .co m; rbosseler@gmail.com; carolyn@.Reriisoft. com; jsdarb.v.14@grnail .co m
Subject: FW: Worsened deterioration of Baytree Lake 5, Suntree bank
Importance: Low

Hello CDD,
While the Baytree homeowners along lake 5 initial ly were positive and saw
progress in the CDD's attention to the matter of the decl i ning landscaping, it
appears that after a year and a half this project has been l eft to rot away,
along with our views and property values.
In review of the last 16 or so months:
2015 - Myrtle b ushes that have obscured the views of Su ntree homes for
years are looking sickly and u n kept, a few Suntree owners cut them down or
trim them. Noticeable change i n the look of ban k 5.
2016 - More and more Baytree homeowners a re d isturbed by the failing
bushes/trees, and the aesthetic impact on their own homes. Neighbors a re
talking amongst themselves about the issue. A few residents send emails to
the CDD in efforts to get the problem resolved.
April 2017 - A neighborhood meeting is held at M r. Bowman's home with
many of the concerned residents, as well as M r. M ills. It is agreed that no
one wants to look i nto u nsightly Suntree yards and this was never intended
for Baytree homeowners. At the fol lowing CDD meeting, many affected
residents attend and a cou ple speak on the matter and it is suggested that
low maintenance or native landscapi ng such as bamboo or no maintenance
landscaping such as letting the periphera l lake border grow (the same as the
back gate lakes) be considered as options. M r. Mills suggests a nursery i n
Melbourne that specializes i n natural vegetation. Everyon e leaves optim istic
that the CDD is i nvolved and wil l finally resolve the proble m .

M ay 2017 - M inutes from COD meeting show that they a re going to look at
proposals and they met with "a lady that resides in Kingswood" who is doing
a proposa l for $750.00. It is discussed that a survey is im portant to proceed,
however, motion for a survey by Maria Hernandez dies.
J u ne 2017 - Minutes from CDD meeting show that the l a n d scape blueprints
and drawings were received "just as the meeting started ". Topic was tabled
and it was suggested that d rawings be distributed among affected residents
but they never were.
August 2017 - Minutes from CDD meeting indicate they "received a plan"
(from who?) Is this from the Kingswood Lady? Previously she said bamboo
would not work, a lthough it is included in her recommended plan for
"Bamboo, Bottlebrush, Cocoa Plum, Lilies on Kingswood, Holly trees,
Firebush, Fakahatchee grass, Florida red daylilies, Fidd lewood, Live Oaks.
Plumbago. Powder Puff, Florida Red Cedar, River Birch, Florida red Maples,
Phi lodendron, Sim pson Stopper, South Magnolia, Sweet Bay Magnolias,
Sable Palms, a nd Wax Myrtles."
Wow, that plan was way off than the suggested native landscaping of natu ral
growth that was i nitially d iscussed, I hope it inclu des rai n bows, unicorns and
garden fairies ! If this is the same person that did the Kingswood
landsca ping, she was pro ba bly seeing $$$ signs, as 60K to over landscape a
small area must have been a really fun job !
One estimate was obtain ed from this one fairytale plan ...Tropi-Care estimate of 61k. But for landscaping a lone was 27k. The rest was irrigation.
The big issue here was irrigation, and it is understandable that this be
researched beforehand. It is brought up that we need more than one plan
for sustainable landscape without irrigation. CDD suggests we rethink this.
October 2017 - COD says they have met with a landscaper, again no mention
of who it is, I assume it is Tropi-Care, although it has been brought up before
that we need more than one proposal/opinion. Anyway, they say they have
come up with a less expensive plan to remove the old myrtle and replace it
with red cedar and bald cypress. Why would we remove the old myrtle at an
expense of almost 10k when you can clearly see from attached photos that

the poor little plants are coming back from destruction a nd can grow 4-5 feet
a year? What a waste of money ! The Board ta lks about getting plans to
residents but fizzles out.
February 2018 - COD meeting states that they "reached out to residents"
with plan. Real ly? My husband or I have met at Mr. Bowma ns with Mr. Mills,
been at severa l meetings, am included in all group emails concerning the
matter, and have personally e-mailed everyone on the board but have not
received a ny plans, nor have my neighbors.
This Feb. meeting is very confusing :
Board members ...
Talk about the su rvey, then tal k about a lower cost/low maintenance
pla n/strapping the new trees they are going to plant a long the bank, then
tal k about being sued, then tal k about trees could be donated, then talk
about how great a job Tropi-Care is doing and there is no eyesore (are you
kidding-PI EASE look at attached photos), then talk about "one individ ual over
there" ??? . Basically they go from talking about mainta i n i ng the new trees
to not having any at all.
Comments from the minutes are "I suggest tabling this m atter for now"
then "I stil l don't wa nt to take it off the table" then "I thi n k we should ta ble
this matter."
SO, the original plan was to get m u lti ple plans for natura l
landscaping/xeriscaping, and Baytree obtained O N E plan from "unknown"
(natura list ha ... ha ... expert)?
What happened to the residents' suggestion to let it grow out like the other
lakes along the back gate of Baytree?
What happened to the simple plan of planting bamboo? I know, there was
ONE landscaper that said it wouldn't work, but it was never explained why
and she included bam boo i n her fairytale plan. Also, bamboo was planted
for several miles along 1-95 last year and is doing great !

Why was M r. Mills suggestion of working with a nursery t h at specializes in
native plants not followed u p on? We are not the first
highway/community/road to look for a successfu l landscaping plan without
irrigation. It has been done thousands of times. In fact j u st a couple of
google searches gave me tons of websites with great i nfo. UF has a very
informative site.
Why do some Board members seem more sympathetic about the Suntree
property owners than us? They were N EVER entitled to a lakeview ... it was
cow pasture and now a super bonus for them and some a re capitalizing on it
at our expense. It was ALWAYS our property and we pay for the "upgrade"
and maintainance.
And why was there only one landscaper to give a proposal when plenty of
them do this for low cost or even free? I believe Mrs. Witcher suggested
more than one proposal over a yea r ago, this seems like a very reasonable
and smart request.
Also, it seems like Mrs. Hernandez has understood the concerns of the
residents up here from the get go, but so many of her attem pts to help us
have gone unsupported by the CDD and we would like to u nderstand why?
And just i n general why wou ldn't the CDD see this as an u rgent issue??
Actual ly, I'll answer myself on that one,
Idiotic q uestion: Somebody is gon na say wel l it doesn't affect the whole
com m u nity. Only 15 homes can see that ugly side.
Also idiotic: Well those homeowners knew those houses were there when
they bought their lots.
Response: When we purchased our lot, we, and all other i nitial homeowners
over here, paid a very large premiu m for a landscaped lakeview and were
assured that the Baytree covenants protected it. We were i nformed by
Baytree that it would be landscaped so that the Suntree h omes would not be
visible. Any intelligent resident wou ld realize this affects the entire
comm u nity.

I'm also sure this will be brought u p : 60k $$$ to Kingswood for landscaping affects 3-4 homes. I can hear it now from CDD . . . well lots of people drive by
there, bla h blah, blah, so we needed to do all the over the top/close
landscaping. And that's ok except it was too much - but- guess what? Lots of
people walk dow n to our lake at the end of Bradwick Way a nd H U N DREDS of
golfers see this now trashy view every single day. So if you real ly want to
keep u p the "premiere golf com munity" reputation put you r money where
your m outh is.
On a personal note, we moved here from the Washington D.C suburbs in
2000. We had a beautiful home there but many neighbors had hideous 6 ft.
wood fences. I called them fortresses. The main reason we moved to Baytree
was to avoid seei ng any homes/fences or houses behind or to the side of us.
We moved here when all of the "back of Baytree" lots had j ust become
available, but there were no lots with lake views and we l oved this gorgeous
location, where we were assured by Baytree sales that everything would be
beautifu lly maintained, and it was for a very long time. N ow, we don't get
golf course or CDD maintainance like we used to. Many of the trees have
expired, we are looking at satellite d ishes, fences, even a new led "landing
strip" around a garden across the way from our bedroom at night.
The wax myrtle p lantings were actually a very simple plan, unlike most
landscaping in Baytree. They are h u m ble, resilient trees that can take a
beating and still su rvive. I n fact, most of the ones stil l surviving a re there
because they were broken off or trim med back sometime during their
lifetime. They were a good choice for landscaping and there is no doubt they
would still be hearty if properly mai ntained. Tropi-Care does a nice lawn job,
but their trimming, at least along this lake- is way subpar and you have seen
that in M r. Bowman's photos. U nfortunately, the lack of proper maintainance
has ca used many of these beautiful, mature Myrtles to fall. More came down
during I rma a nd 4 of the largest cam e down this spring on the North bank.
With proper trimming, they could have survived.
In Mr. Bowmans, (attachment} it is clearly illustratrated how ineffective
Tropicare's "trimming" of the Myrtles was, and he even predicted their
outcome after a storm a year ago, yet nothing was done about it, and now

we have lost at least another ten trees, just on the north side i n the last year
since this d iscussion even began.
Anyway, it is time to move forward with a solution. We d on't need to
resu rface tennis courts that no one, oops - take that back- the Suntree ladies
use ... or pave new parking lots; we need our home values reestablished, not
just to benefit us, but the entire community. We were a lso told when we
moved here 18 years ago that the assessment would be gone in a few years
(ha, ha hah-haha) and now with this extravaga nt increase our needs should
defi nitely be addressed.

Your responses and solutions would be greatly appreciated,
Thank you so m uch for your time and devotion,
The Ta hernia family,
Established 2000
Sent from my iPhone
On Apr 4, 201 7, at 1 1 :02 PM, <thetahernias@earthlink. net>
<thetahernias@ earthlink. ne wrote :
Hello All,
Regarding tomorrow's meeting, I certainly hope that the Board acts in the best
interests of the homeowners on Lake 5. We have never had irrigation yet for 1 4
years the Myrtles were maintained properly, (albeit some years better than others)
and you cou ld barely tell there were homes behind them. (See more attached
photos) The last three years they have been neglected. Now we have wide open
views of the Suntree homes and anything t hey want to put in their yards (fences,
swing sets, boats, fire pits, above ground pools, trampolines, lawn furniture, etc.) It
is incorrect that only one home owner is concerned . I can assure you that
everyone on lake 5 wants to have their view and corresponding property value
reestablished. Just because we have not been complaining does not mean we
don't care. Personally, we did not send anything to the COD until December
because we (incorrectly) assumed they were getting around to it. After all, it has
been maintained for 20 years through h u rricanes, drought and more. Why would
we ever suspect that the COD would d iscontinue care and repair, especially when
they were making frivolous expenditures elsewhere?
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can't blame those who either have not been properly informe d it is not their property
or got tired of staring at our half dead stick trees. Not doing a nything to replant or
replace the landscaping cannot be an option. We were told when we purchased the
property at a premium in 2000 that the lake landscaping was protected by the
Baytree Covenants. I would hope that our property values are as much a priority as
any other residents'.
The Suntree neighborhood is not entitled to a view and the original owners knew
that. Their home values increased when Baytree developers made their homes
"lakeview" at no charge to them and maintained it for free ! ! If new Suntree owners
were not informed of that when they purchased their home they can sue their
Realtor for nondisclosure, it is not Baytree's problem. We do need to remind them
on a regular basis that it is Baytree property with friendly letters, especially since
some of the homes are rentals and people frequently move in and out.
It would be wonderful if instead of spending MORE money on pet projects and
updating landscaping in areas that already look nice the COD took care of the areas
that have been left to deteriorate and are depreciating our home values, and to a
larger extent affecting the values of the entire neighborhood. We should strive for
landscape consistency in ALL common areas of the neighborhood , not have parts
that look like Disney World and parts that look like Forgotten Land.
Respectfu I ly,
Pamela and Louis Tahernia
7976 Bradwick Way
Sent from Mail for Windows 1 0
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Baytree Comn1unity Associatior1
1331 Bedford Drive, Ste. 103
Melbourne, FL 32940

June 24, 2018
Supervisor Mills and the COD Board of Supervisors:
Baytree Community Development District
135 W Central Blvd. Ste. 320
Orlando, FL 32801
Dear Supervisor Mills and the COD Board of Supervisors:
The BCA has recently completed a resident inquiry concerning the problem of speeding within Baytree.
A BCA committee was appointed to gather the results and make a recommendation to the CDD as to its
findings. This was requested by Supervisor Mills and approved at the June 8 th CDD meeting.
The committee heard from all neighborhoods within Baytree, with the exception of Arundel, either through
their Voting Member and or directly from the residents themselves. There were an estimated 75 total
responses after the Chair, Wayne Wilkerson, sent requests out through the respective Voting Members asking
that they query their residents on possible ways to control speeding in our community.
The results are summarized as follows: The residents recognize that there are 5 streets that are need of speed
control. These are prioritized according to the number of responses, not necessarily in the order of
importance.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

National Drive
Old Tramway Drive
Kingswood Way
Baytree Drive
Balmoral Way

The residents believe that the Sheriff's patrol is not as effective as it should be. The reasons are:
1. The patrols very seldom write speeding tickets.
2. They are in the neighborhoods at odd hours when there is no school or evening weekend traffic.

-

There were a total of 4 suggestions made by the residents for possible solutions:
1. Speed humps (not bumps)
2. Flashing Radar signs (permanent) showing actual speed (if speed exceeds 25 mph)
3. Signage:
a. "Speed limit strictly enforced"
b. "Slow down, this is our neighborhood"
c. "Please obey the posted speed limit"
4. Stop signs at all intersections
The Committee recognizes that the speed humps are controversial. Some residents only responded to voice
their disapproval. However, those recommending, or not disapproving of speed humps, held a slight margin
over those who disapproved altogether. Given the margin of error, it would be safe to say the votes were cast
evenly.
With regard to speed humps, the Committee feels that it must recommend its findings in accordance with not
whether the opinions w ere close but rather which drew more actual responses; yes or no.
Recommendations:
The majority of residents believe that if Sheriff Wayne Ivey agreed to addressing the concerns stated earlier
and:
1. patrols were here during school commute times and weekend evenings, and
2. wrote only speeding tickets,
then this would be the number one recommendation to control speeding within Baytree.
However, we are aware that these previous discussions have not resulted in any change as to how and when
these patrols operate.
Therefore, the residents recommend the following:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

Flashing Radar signs (permanent) be placed at strategic intervals along Baytree Drive.
Speed hump and or Flashing Radar sign be placed strategical ly along Kingswood Drive.
Spe d hu mps be strategknlly placed along Old Tramwa Drive. *
Speed hump b ·tra tegi.cal ly placed along ationnl Drive. tt
Speed h u m ps and or Flashing Radar signs be plac d strategically a long Balmora l Drive.

* The Committee recognizes that due to the winding pattem of Old Tramway Drive that Speed Humps
would be more desirable than Flashing Radar signs. Driveways are hidden and "line of sight" is
limited.
** The Committee recognizes that National Drive is too short for a Flashing Radar sign to be effective.
The Committee believes that the recommendations above are forged from the spirit of objectivity with
neighbors working collectively to solve problems. We believe that the results are unbiased in every respect
and we look forward to working together to make Baytree a safer place to live.

Sincerely,

Wayne Wilkerson,
President
Baytree Community Association
Committee Members:
Wayne Wilkerson, Chair
Carol Fox, VM Turnberry
Joann Wagner, President, Isles of Baytree
Joe Martin, Resident, Kingswood
cc:
Carolyn Witcher, Chairperson
Rick Brown, Supervisor
Richard Bosseler, Supervisor
Jerry Darby, Supervisor
Jason Showe, District Manager
Wayne Wilkerson, President, BCA
Richard Mather, ARC Director, BCA
Phil Ruhlman, Vice President, BCA
Jan Hill, Treasurer, BCA
Susan Hammerling Hodgers, Secretary, BCA
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HOLIDAY

,LIGHTSCAPES

"'

www.holidayUghtscapes.com

3855 Tucks Road
Boynton Beach , FL 33436

INVOICE
DATE: 9/1 3/201 8

Bill To:
Baytree COD
Jason Showe - jshowe@gmscfl. com

For:
Holiday Lighting and Decor 20 1 8 Season
(3-Year Lease Agreement - Season 2)

DESCRI PTION

AMOUNT
TOTAL

* ____ Baytree COD Holiday Lighting and Decor 20 1 8

-

-

----;

$3,81 6.00

TAX EXEMPT

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

50% DEPOSIT D U E
Client Signature _

$1 ,908.00

_____________

Make all checks payable to Holiday Lightscapes
If you have any q uestions concerning this invoice, please contact Sean Wolfe at 561 .827.4357 or
swolfe@holidayliqhtscapes.com
THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSIN ESS!
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Baytree CDD Action Items
9/26/201 8
Item #

1
2

Action Item

Fountain LED Light Replacement
LiQhtinQ Front Monument Sides

Updated 9/1 9/1 8

Assioned To:

Scheerer
Scheerer

Status

Quote Received
Complete

$ 1 , 600

Comments

SECTION 8

S ECTI O N 2

P.O. Box 236067
Cocoa, FL 32923-6067

Telephone: (321) 631-5523 / FAX (321) 639-0497

May 3 1 , 20 1 8
TO: Atkins
ATTN: Maryelen Samitas
FROM: Chris Brunais
RE: Baytree 201 8 Milling & Paving (#6664)

Scope of Work:

PROPOSAL

Milling and Resurfacing (Old Tramway from National to Baytree, Linford Ct., National Drive)

Milling
Manhole Risers
Tack Coat
Pave w/1 .0"SP-9.5
Striping & RPMs (paint only)

5,595 SY @ $2.00
8 EA @ $225.00
5,595 SY @ $0.25
5,595 SY @ $7.90
1 LS @ $300.00
TOTAL - BID A

Notes

=$ 1 1, 1 90.00
=$ 1 ,800.00
=$ 1,398.75
=$ 44,200.50
300.00
=$
=$ 58,889.25

1 . Prices will be honored for 60 days from the date of this proposal.
2. This estimate is based on quantities provided by Atkins. Payment shall be made on actual field
measured quantities determined upon completion of the work.
3 . Payment is to b e made within 6 0 days after completion of the work. A late payment fe e of
1 .5% will be applied to balances exceeding the 60 day limit.

Exclusions are as follows:
Fees or Permits
Weekend, Holiday, or Night Work
Survey or Layout
Testing

Page 2 of 2 - Baytree 2018 Milling & Paving

APPROVED & ACCEPTED BY:
GOODSON PAYING:

ATKINS:

Signature

Signature

Print Name

Print Name

Title

Title

Date

Date

P.O. Box 236067
Cocoa, FL 32923-6067

Telephone: (321) 631-5523 / FAX (321) 639-0497

September 10, 20 1 8

TO: Atkins
ATTN : Maryelen Samitas
FROM: Chris Brunais
RE:

Baytree Parking Lot (#5508) - 2nd Revision

PROPOSAL - 2nd REVISION
Scope of Work:

This proposal includes the excavation of the entrance ways, limerock base, priming, and paving with
SP-9.5 asphalt at the Baytree Subdivision located in Melbourne, Florida. Estimate is based on field
measured quantities. Payment is to be made based on actual construction quantities determined upon
completion of work.
Excavation (Entrance Ways)
6" Limerock Base (LBR 1 00)
Priming
Paving w/1 .5" SP-9.5 (One Lift)

1 LS @ $2,300.00
1 ,024 SY @ $ 1 7.95
1 ,024 SY @ $0.75
1 ,024 SY @ $ 1 6.50
TOTAL:

= $ 2,300.0 0
= $ 1 8,380.80
768.00
=$
= $ 1 6,896.0 0

= $ 38,344.80

Notes:
1 . Payment is to be made within 3 0 days after completion of work. Atkins agrees to pay all costs
associated with collection including costs and attorney fees (including those incurred in
appellate and bankruptcy proceedings). Past due invoices shall bear interest at 1 .5% per month
or the highest rate allowable by law, whichever is less.
2. Prices will be honored for 30. days from the date of this proposal.

Page 2 of 2 - Baytree Parking Lot - 2 nd Revision
Notes (cont.):

3. New asphalt pavement takes approximately 60 days to cure. During this period it is possible for
pavement scuffing (i.e. tire marks) to occur as a result of vehicles making hard turns or rapid
starting and stopping. This scuffing is more likely to occur in warmer months and will become
less visible over time as the pavement lightens in color.

Exclusions are as follows:

Fees, Bonds, or Permits
Sunday, Holiday, or Night Work
Survey or Layout
Testing
Striping or RPMs

APPROVED & ACCEPTED BY:
GOODSON PAVINO:

ATKJNS:

Signature

Signature

Print Name

Print Name

Title

Title

Date

Date
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z

0
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SECTION A

Baytree

Community Development District
Summary of Check Register
July 25, 2018 to September 18, 2018

Fund
General Fund

Pavillion - JPA Fund

Payroll

Date

Check No.'s

7/27/ 18
8 / 6 / 18
8 / 10 / 18
8 / 16 / 18
8 /20/ 18
8 /24/ 18
8 /27/ 18
8/31 / 18
9 / 5 / 18
9 / 10/ 18
9 / 13 / 18
9 / 14 / 18
9 /17/18

53248-53253
53254-53267
53268-53274
53275-53276
53277
53278-53281
53282
53283-53285
53286
53287-53300
53301
53302
53303-53305

8 / 6 / 18
9 / 17 / 18

August 2018
Carolyn E. Witcher
Gilbert M. Mills Jr
Jerome S. Darby
Richard C. Bosseler
Richard L. Brown

2
3

50406
50407
50408
50409
50410

Amount
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9,224.84
18,117.85
6,807.90
10,211.52
89.00
8,761.16
714.87
17,025.22
89.00
11,142.61
3,614.67
3,347.83
13,171.20

$

102,317.67

$
$

7,203.29
29,891.09

$

37,094.38

$
$
$
$
$

184.70
184.70
184.70
184.70
184.70

$

923.50

$ 14o,33s.ss I

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
AP300R
* * * CHECK DATES 0 7 / 2 5 / 2 0 1 8 - 0 9 / 1 8 / 2 0 1 8 * * *
BAYTREE GENERAL FUND
BANK A BAYTREE COD-GENERAL
CHECK
DATE

VEND#

7 / 2 7 / 18 0 0 0 1 2
7 / 2 7 / 18 0 0 0 4 7

7 / 2 7 / 1 8 00200
7/27/18 00008
7 / 2 7 / 1 8 0 0 05 3

. . . . • INVOICE . . • . • • • • EXPENSED TO . . .
DATE
INVOICE
YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB

SUBCLASS

VENDOR NAME

7 / 1 1 / 1 8 1 8 8 5 1 8 7 2 0 18 0 6 3 1 0-5 1 3 0 0-3 1 1 0 0
ENG . -GENERAL COORDINATION
ATKINS

-----

- - - - - - - - - -

----

7 / 13 / 1 8 S 1 0 2 4 0 8 2 0 1 807 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0-4 1 1 00
LABOR/TRAVEL/ARM/FREIGHT
7 / 1 3 / 1 8 S l 0 3 0 6 9 2 0 1807 3 2 0- 5 3 8 00-4 1 1 00
ENTRANCE IRONWORK
7 / 1 3 / 1 8 S 1 0 3 0 9 8 2 0 1807 3 20-5 3 800-4 1 1 0 0
WELDING ENTRANCE
ACCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES

- - - - - -

--------

- - - -

-

7 / 1 8 / 1 8 1 8 2 0 2 7 4 2 0 1 8 0 7 320-53800-34500
SECURITY 7 / 1 2 / 1 8 - 7 / 1 8 / 1 8
DOTHAN SECURITY INC

-----

- - - - - - - - - - -

---

7 / 1 0 / 1 8 6-2 3 9 -2 4 2 0 1 8 0 7 3 1 0-51300-42000
DELIVERY 0 7 / 0 2 / 1 8
FEDEX

-----------

- - - - - - -

-

-----------

-

7 /2 7 /1 8 0 0 17 0

7 / 0 7 / 1 8 8 0 8 5 3 3 3 2 0 1805 3 2 0-53800-34500
SECURITY 5 / 1 1 / 18-5 / 1 7 / 1 8
7 / 0 7 / 1 8 8 0 8 5 3 3 7 2 0 1805 320-53800-34500
SECURITY 5 / 1 8 / 18-5 / 2 4 / 1 8
UNIVERSAL PROTECTION SERVICE , LP

8/06/18 00021

8/01/18 305
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 1 0-5 1 3 0 0 - 3 4 0 0 0
MANAGEMENT FEES AUG1 8
8 / 0 1 / 1 8 305
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 1 0-5 1 3 0 0 - 3 5 1 0 0
INFO TECHNOLOGY AUG1 8
8 / 0 1 / 1 8 305
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 1 0- 5 1 3 0 0 - 5 1 0 0 0
OFFICE SUPPLIES
8 / 0 1 / 1 8 305
2 0 18 0 8 3 1 0- 5 1 3 0 0 - 4 2 0 0 0
POSTAGE
8 / 0 1 / 1 8 305
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 1 0-5 1300-42500
COPIES
8/01/18 306
2 0 1 8 0 8 320-53800-34000
FIELD MANAGEMENT AUG1 8
8/01/18 306
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 2 0-53800-4 6 2 0 0
POOL SUPPLIES
GOVERNMENTAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES

-

----------

- -

-

- - - -

-

BAYT --BAYTREE--

KCOSTAC

9 / 19 / 1 8
AMOUNT

*

1 , 0 85 . 0 0

*
*

330 . 97

300 . 32

*

2 , 7 1 1 . 52

*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

PAGE

1

. . . . CHECK • . . . •
#
AMOUNT
1 , 0 85 . 0 0 0 5 3 2 4 8

240 . 00

*

*

7 / 1 6 / 1 8 3 32-42 1 2 2 0 1 8 0 7 3 2 0-53800-49000
1-18X12 SHOW YOUR ID SIGN
FASTSIGNS

- - - - - - -

STATUS

RUN

-

- -

----

24 . 7 1

8 7 1 . 29 053249
2 , 7 1 1 . 52 0 5 3 2 5 0

- - -

2 4 . 7 1 053 2 5 1

--

4 0 . 0 0 053252

4 0 . 00

- - - - - - - -

2 , 246 . 16

2 , 246 . 16

- - - - - - - - - 3 , 4 1 1 . 50

- 4 -, 4 9- 2 -. 3 -2

053253

133 . 33

23 . 28
15 . 46

175 . 6 5

*

2 , 32 0 . 75

*

8 .31
6 , 08 8 . 2 8 053254

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
AP3 0 0R
* * * CHECK DATES 0 7 / 2 5 / 2 0 1 8 - 0 9 / 1 8 / 2 0 1 8 * * *
BAYTREE GENERAL FUND
BANK A BAYTREE COD-GENERAL
CHECK
DATE

VEND#

. • • • • INVOICE . . • • • • • • EXPENSED TO . . .
DATE
INVOICE
YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB

SUBCLASS

VENDOR NAME

8/06/18 00012

7 / 3 0 / 1 8 1 8 8 6 4 7 2 2 0 1806 3 1 0-5 1 3 0 0-3 1 1 00
ENG . -GENERAL COORDINATION
ATKINS

8/06/18 00046

7/30/18 9378
2 0 1 8 07 3 2 0-53800-49000
POOL TIMER/REINSTALL PUMP
AMERICAN PUMP

8/06/18 00047
8/06/18 00004
8/06/18 00132

8/06/18 00162
8/06/18 00192
8/06/18 00193

- - - - -

----

--

- -

---

- - -

---

-

- - - -

---

- - -

---

-

*

---

6 / 3 0 / 1 8 150757
2 0 1 8 0 6 3 10 - 5 1 3 0 0 - 3 1 5 0 0
MEETING/CORRESPOND/AUDIT
BILLING, COCHRAN , LYLES , MAURO&RAMSEY
7 /03/18 32309
2 0 1807
ADMINISTRATIVE
7/05/18 32341
2 0 1807
ADMINISTRATIVE
7/10/18 32427
2 0 1807
ADMINISTRATIVE
7 / 12 / 1 8 3 2 4 5 4
201807
ADMINISTRATIVE
7 / 17 / 1 8 32535
2 0 18 0 7
ADMINISTRATIVE
7 / 18 / 1 8 3 2 5 3 9
2 0 1807
ADMINISTRATIVE
7/24/18 32626
2 0 1 807
ADMINISTRATIVE

320-53800-34600
FEE
320-53800-34600
FEE
320-53800-34600
FEE
3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
FEE
3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
FEE
3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
FEE
320-53800-34600
FEE
BREVARD COUNTY SHERIFF ' S OFFICE

7 / 12/18 32454
2 0 1807 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
SECURITY 0 7 / 1 2 / 1 8
CHAD MASSOLINI

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

7/17/18 32535
2 0 1 807 320-538 00-3 4 6 0 0
SECURITY 0 7 / 1 7 / 1 8
CHRISTIAN DAUGIRDAS
7 / 1 3 / 1 8 15800028 2 0 1 8 0 6 3 20-5 3 800-4 6 200
SPECIAL SERVICES 6 / 1- 6 / 3 0
7 / 13 / 1 8 1 58 0 0 0 2 8 2 0 1 8 0 6 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 6 2 0 0
SPECIAL SERVICES 7 / 1- 7 / 3 1
8 / 0 1 / 1 8 1 5 800032 2 0 1 808 320-53800-46200
JANITORIAL SERVICES AUG1 8
COVERALL NORTH AMERICA, INC DBA
BAYT --BAYTREE--

KCOSTAC

9 / 19/18

STATUS

*
*
*

. . . . CHECK . • • • •
#
AMOUNT

-

- -

-

- - 1 -, 7 -0 8 -. 0 -0

053255

- - - - -

-

- -

-

- -

- 2 -4 4 -. 00-

053256

--

-

- - -

-

- - - 8 8- 7 -. 1 -2

053257

--

- - -

-

- - 3 -, 5 -0 0 -. 0 -0

053258

- -

- - -

244 . 00
887 . 1 2

3 , 5 00 . 0 0
9 . 00
9 . 00

*

9 . 00

*

9 . 00

*

9 . 00

*

9 . 00

*

*

2

- -

- -

-

1 , 708 . 00

*

*

PAGE

AMOUNT

*

7 / 1 9 / 1 8 S l 0 1 952 2 0 1 806 3 20-5 3 800-4 1 1 0 0
LABOR/TRAVEL/PART/FREIGHT
ACCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

RUN

- - - - - - - -

-

9 . 00

- - - -

---

9 0 . 00

- - -

90.00

*
*

1 1 7 . 00

*

289 . 00

117. 00

63 . 00 053259
90 . 00 053260
9 0 . 0 0 053 2 6 1

5 2 3 . 00 0 5 3 2 6 2

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
AP3 0 0R
BAYTREE GENERAL FUND
* * * CHECK DATES 0 7 / 2 5 / 2 0 1 8 - 0 9 / 1 8 / 2 0 1 8 * * *
BANK A BAYTREE COD-GENERAL
CHECK
DATE

VEND#

8/06/18 00200
8/06/18 00198
8/06/18 00186
8/06/18 00181

8/06/18 00016
8/10/18 00047

• • • • • INVOICE • • • • • • • • EXPENSED TO . . .
DATE
INVOICE
YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB

SUBCLASS

VENDOR NAME

7 / 2 5 / 1 8 1 8 2 0 2 8 6 2 0 1 8 0 7 3 2 0-53800-34500
SECURITY 7 / 1 9 / 1 8- 7 / 2 5 / 1 8
DOTHAN SECURITY INC

-----

- - -

-----------

7/03/ 1 8 32309
201807 320-53800-34600
SECURITY 0 7 / 0 3 / 1 8
FELICIA LABRON

- - - - - - - -

-

- -

---

- - - --

7/05/18 32341
2 0 1 8 0 7 3 20-5 3 8 00-3 4 6 00
SECURITY 0 7 / 0 5 / 1 8
HEATHER CIERA BIVINS

--

- - - - - - - -

---

- - -

--

-

7 / 10/18 32427
2 0 1 8 0 7 3 20-5 3 8 00-3 4 6 00
SECURITY 0 7 / 1 0 / 18
7/18/18 32539
2 0 1 8 0 7 3 20-5 3 8 00-3 4 6 00
SECURITY 0 7 / 1 8 / 1 8
7/24/18 32626
2 0 1 807 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
SECURITY 0 7 / 2 4 / 1 8
ROBERT W MANLEY I I I

---

- -

-----

- - - - - - -

--

7/26/18 39244
201807 320-53800-47400
IRRIGATION RPRS JUL 1 8
TROPIC-CARE O F FLORIDA, INC .
8 / 0 1 / 1 8 S 1 0 3 5 2 4 2 0 1 8 0 7 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0-4 1 1 0 0
BATT . BACKUP QUOTE/TRAVEL
ACCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES

8/10/18 00019

8 / 0 4 / 1 8 1 8 3 4 9 0 8 0 2 0 1 8 0 8 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 6 2 0 0
MTHLY POOL SRVC AUG1 8
BEACH POOL SERVICE

8/10/18 00132

7/25/18 32632
201807 320-53800-34600
ADMINISTRATIVE FEE
BREVARD COUNTY SHERIFF ' S OFFICE

8/10/18 00201
8/10/18 00200

- - - - -

----

- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-----

7/25/18 32632
2 0 1 8 0 7 3 20-5 3 8 00-3 4 5 00
SECURITY 7 / 2 5 / 1 8
BLAKE E . CARPENTER

-

- - - - - - -

----

- - - - -

--

8 / 0 1 / 1 8 1 8 2 0 3 2 4 2 0 1 8 0 7 3 20-5 3 8 00-3 4 5 00
SECURITY 7 / 2 6 / 1 8 - 7 / 3 1 / 1 8
8 / 0 1 / 1 8 1 8 2 0 324A 2 0 1 8 0 8 3 2 0-53800-34500
SECURITY 8 / 1 / 1 8
DOTHAN SECURITY INC
BAYT --BAYTREE--

KCOSTAC

RUN

9/19/18

STATUS

AMOUNT

*

----

- - - -

*

-

- -

- -

-

- - - -

-

-

- -

*

*
*
*
*

*
*

--

2 , 703 . 45 053263

- - -

90 . 00 053264

-

9 0 . 00 0 5 3 2 6 5

90 . 00

9 0 . 00

- -

90 . 00

9 0 . 00

*

*

3

• • • • CHECK • . . • .
#
AMOUNT

2 , 703 . 45

*

*

PAGE

-

-----

9 0 . 00

- - - -

- - 2 -7 0 -. 0 -0

053266

-

- 1 -, 7 -7 1-. 0 -0

053267

-

- 2 -4 0 -. 0 -0

053268

--

-8 0 0 . 00

053269

1 , 7 7 1 . 00

- -

--

- - - - -

- -

--

- -

-

240 . 00

-

800 . 00

------

--

---

- -

9 . 00

- -

--

9 . 0 0 053 2 7 0

- - - - -

--

90 . 00 053271

- -

--

- - -

9 0 . 00

2 , 5 82 . 4 0
129 . 12

2 , 7 1 1 . 52 053272

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
AP300R
* * * CHECK DATES 0 7 / 2 5 / 2 0 1 8 - 0 9 / 1 8 / 2 0 1 8 * * *
BAYTREE GENERAL FUND
BANK A BAYTREE COD-GENERAL
CHECK
DATE

VEND#

8/10/18 00039

• • • • • INVOICE • • • • • • • • EXPENSED TO . . .
DATE
INVOICE
YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB

SUBCLASS

VENDOR NAME

-------

- - - - - - -

---

- - -

8/10/18 00008

7 / 3 1 / 1 8 6 - 2 6 0-52 2 0 1 8 0 7 3 10 - 5 1 3 0 0 - 4 2 0 0 0
DELIVERY 0 7 / 2 5 / 1 8
FEDEX

8/16/18 00200

8/08/18 1820338 201808 320-53800-34500
SECURITY 8 / 2 / 1 8 - 8 / 8 / 1 8
DOTHAN SECURITY INC

- -

---

- -

--

- - - - - - - - -

---

- - -

---

-

-

- -

-

-

8/16/18 00016

8 / 03 / 1 8 3 9 3 1 5
2 0 18 0 8 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 7 3 0 0
MTHLY LANDSCAPE AUG1 8
TROPIC-CARE O F FLORIDA, INC .

8 / 2 0 / 18 0 0 0 8 4

8 / 17 / 1 8 4 9 1 0 1
2 0 18 0 8 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 9 0 0 0
RENT STORAGE FEE-SEPT1 8
VIERA STORAGE COMPANY

8/24/18 00046

- - - -

----

--

- - - -

---

------

- - - - -

- - - - - -

-------

- - -

--

--

- - -

---

- - - -

8 / 16 / 1 8 9 4 0 1
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 9 0 0 0
REPAIR SUBMERSIBLE MOTOR
AMERICAN PUMP

-

8 / 2 4 / 1 8 00004

7 / 3 1 / 1 8 15 1 1 3 6
2 0 1 8 0 7 3 1 0-513 00-3 1 5 0 0
CORRESP/AUDIT/AGENDA/MTG
BILLING, COCHRAN , LYLES , MAURO&RAMSEY

8/24/18 00200

8 / 1 5 / 1 8 1 8 2 0 3 5 4 2 0 1 8 0 8 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 5 0 0
SECURITY 8 / 9 / 1 8 -8 / 1 5 / 1 8
DOTHAN SECURITY INC

8/24/18 00023

8/27/18 00021

----

- - - - - - -

- - - - - - -

-----

- - - -

--

-

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

7 / 13 / 1 8 1 8 7 5 0 3 6 2 0 1 8 0 7 3 1 0 - 5 1 3 0 0 - 4 8 0 0 0
F Y 1 9 BUDGET/ASSESS/BOS
7 / 1 3 / 1 8 1 8 7 5 0 3 6 2 0 1 8 0 7 3 1 0- 5 1 3 0 0 - 4 8 0 0 0
FY1 9 BUDGET/ASSESS /BOS
FLORIDA TODAY

*

8/20/18 307
2 0 1 8 0 7 3 2 0 - 5 3 8 0 0 -4 1 1 0 0
GUARDLAMP/SPEEDBUMP INSTL
8/20/18 308
2 0 1 8 0 7 3 2 0-538 00-4 9 0 0 0
LIGHT/SCREWS /DRILL
GOVERNMENTAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES

*

- - - - - - - - - -

--

- - - -

--

-

BAYT --BAYTREE--

KCOSTAC

*

4

• • . . CHECK • • • • •
AMOUNT
#

2 , 4 1 3 . 00
60 . 0 0

*
*

PAGE

AMOUNT

*

--

9/19/18

STATUS
*

7/03/18 333802
2 0 1 8 0 7 3 2 0 - 5 3 8 0 0- 4 7 0 0 0
AQUATIC WEED CTRL JUL1 8
7/05/18 335201
2 0 1 807 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0-4 1 1 0 0
QTRLY PEST CONTROL JUL 1 8
7/26/18 333803
2 0 1 8 0 7 3 2 0 - 5 3 8 00-4 7000
NATURAL AREAS MGMT JUL1 8
ECOR INDUSTRIES

- - - - - - -

RUN

-

-

-

- -

-

--

- -

----

- -

- - -

350 . 00

- - - 2 -, 8 2- 3 -. 0 -0

053273

134 . 38

- 1 3- 4 -. 38-

053274

- - - - 2 -, 7 -1 1 -. 5 -2

053275

2 , 7 1 1 . 52

-

- - - - - -

-

- -

-----

-

--

- -

7 , 50 0 . 0 0

7 , 500 . 00 053276

- - -

8 9 . 00 053277

1 , 334 . 00

-

- -

--

- 1 -, 33- 4 -. 00-

053278

--

- -

- - - - - 2 -, 02- 5-. 0 -0

053279

-

- - 2 -, 7 -1 1 -. 5 2-

053280

- - - - - - 2 -, 6 -9 0 -. 6 -4

053281

- - - -

--

- -

8 9 . 00

- -

2 , 02 5 . 0 0
2 , 7 1 1 . 52

- - - - - -

- -

1 , 45 4 . 4 0
1 , 23 6 . 24

- - - - -

595 . 00
119 .87

7 14 . 87 053282

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
AP3 0 0R
* * * CHECK DATES 0 7 / 2 5 / 2 0 1 8 - 0 9 / 1 8 / 2 0 1 8 * * *
BAYTREE GENERAL FUND
BANK A BAYTREE COD-GENERAL
CHECK
DATE

VEND#

8 /3 1 / 1 8 0 0 2 0 0
8 / 3 1 / 1 8 00085

8/31/18 00123
9/05/ 18 000B4
9/10/18 00012
9 / 1 0 / 1 B 00047

9/10/18 00019
9/10/18 00132

• . . . . INVOICE • • . . . . . • EXPENSED TO . . .
DATE
INVOICE
YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB

SUBCLASS

VENDOR NAME

B / 2 2 / 1 8 1 8 2 0 3 6 6 2 0 1 8 0 8 3 20-5 3 8 00-3 4 5 00
SECURITY 8 / 1 6 / 18 -8 /22 / 1 B
DOTHAN SECURITY INC

- - - - -

--

- - - -

---

- -

---

8/23/18 7491
2 0 18 0 8 3 0 0-15 5 00-10000
FY 1 9 PROPERTY INSURANCE
B/23/18 7491
2 0 18 0 8 3 0 0-155 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0
FY1 9 GEN . LIAB/PUBLIC OFFC
EGIS INSURANCE ADVISORS , LLC .

-----

- - - -

---

- - - - -1 2 -, 5 -4 7 -. 0 -0

053284

7 , 744 . 00

- - -

-

--------

3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
FEE
3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
FEE
32 0-5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
FEE
3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
FEE
3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 0 0
FEE
BREVARD COUNTY SHERIFF ' S OFFICE
BAYT --BAYTREE--

KCOSTAC

*

1 , 766 . 70

*
*
*

-

--

- - - -

155 . 00

8 9 . 00 0 5 3 2 8 6

---

- - 3 -, 6 -0 5 -. 2 -1

053288

--------

- - - 6 -2 5 -. 0 -0

053289

- -

-

1 , 76 6 . 70 053285

053287

- - -

1 , 873 . 16
288 . 53

*

*
*

89 . 00

-

- 1 5- 5 -. 00-

- - - -

*

*

• • . • CHECK . . • . .
AMOUNT
#
053283

4 , 80 3 . 0 0

- -

5

- - 2 -, 7 -1 1 -. 5 -2

*

9/01/18 1B349090 201809 320-53800-46200
MTHLY POOL SRVC SEP 1 8
BEACH POOL SERVICE
8/02/18 32736
20 1808
ADMINISTRATIVE
8/08/18 32829
2 0 18 0 8
ADMINISTRATIVE
8 / 15 / 1 8 3 2 9 B 3
2 0 18 0 8
ADMINISTRATIVE
8/26/18 33175
20180B
ADMINISTRATIVE
8/31/18 33274
201808
ADMINISTRATIVE

*

----

--

- - - - - - - -

- - - -

- -

*

8 / 2 9 / 1 B S 1 0 35 6 4 2 0 1 B 0 B 3 2 0 - 5 3 8 0 0-4 1 1 0 0
BATT . BACKUP/ARM/TRAVEL
B / 2 9 / 1 B S l 0 4 0 1 8 2 0 1 B 0 B 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0-4 1 1 0 0
RPLC 2 SWITCH MAIN GATE
8 / 3 1 / 1 8 P50 1 6 8
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 2 0 - 5 3 8 0 0-4 1 1 0 0
2 0 0 SECURAKEY CARDS/SHIP
ACCESS CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES

-

-

- - - - - -

8 / 2 3 / 1 8 1 8 8 7 85 7 2 0 1 8 0 7 3 1 0-5 1 3 0 0-3 1 1 0 0
ENG . -GENERAL COORDINATION
ATKINS

- - - - - -

- -

2 , 7 1 1 . 52

---

8 / 1 7 / 1 B 4 9 1 0 1A
2 0 1 B 0 B 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 9 0 0 0
RENT STORAGE FEE - SEP 1 8
VIERA STORAGE COMPANY

- - - - - -

*
*

PAGE

AMOUNT

--

- - - -

----

STATUS

------

--

8 / 3 1 / 1 8 Wl 4 8 9 1
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 7 5 0 0
RPLC 5 LAMP/CONNECT PANEL
EAU GALLIE ELECTRIC INC .

-----

9/19/18

*

- -

- - - - - - - - - -

RUN

- -

--

1 , 4 4 3 . 52

- -

625 . 00
9 . 00

9 . 00

9 . 00
9 . 00

9 . 00

4 5 . 00 053290

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
AP3 0 0R
* * * CHECK DATES 0 7 / 2 5 / 2 0 1 8 - 0 9 / 1 8/ 2 0 1 8 * * *
BAYTREE GENERAL FUND
BANK A BAYTREE COD-GENERAL
CHECK
DATE

VEND#

9/10/18 00162
9/10/18 00120
9/10/18 00159
9/10/18 00192

. . . . . INVOICE • . . . . . . . EXPENSED TO . . .
DATE
INVOICE
YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB

SUBCLASS

VENDOR NAME

- - -

--

- - - - - - -

-----

----

- -

------------

4 / 3 0 / 1 8 W58 0 8 5 9 2 0 1 8 0 4 320-538 00-4 1 1 0 0
RPLC ENTRY GATE CAM/UPS
CONVERGINT TECHNOLOGIES LLC

-

8/08/18 32829
201808 320-53800-34600
SECURITY 8 / 8 / 1 8
CHRISTOPHER LITTLE

--

- - - -

--

- - - - - - - - -

----

- -

*

-

9 / 10/18 00200

8 / 2 9 / 1 8 1 8 2 0 3 8 0 2 0 1 8 0 8 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 3 4 5 0 0
SECURITY 8 / 2 3 / 18- 8 / 2 9 / 1 8
DOTHAN SECURITY INC

9 / 1 0 / 1 8 00202
9 / 1 0 / 1 8 00186
9 / 1 0 / 1 8 00039
9 / 1 0 / 1 8 00203

9 / 1 3 / 1 8 00021

-----

---

- - - -

------

- - -

------

- - - - -

- - - -

--

*

-

*

-

8/31/18 33274
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 20-53 800-3 4 6 00
SECURITY 8 / 3 1 / 1 8
FRANKIE E MAYS JR

- - - - - - -

*

-

9 / 0 1 / 1 8 1 5 800038 2 0 1809 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 6 2 0 0
JANITORIAL SERVICES SEP 1 8
COVERALL NORTH AMERICA, INC DBA

- - - -

*

*

9 /10/18 00193

---

STATUS

--

8/26/18 33175
2 0 18 0 8 3 20-53 800-3 4 6 00
SECURITY 8 / 2 3 / 1 8
CHRISTIAN DAUGIRDAS

- - - - - - - - - - -

---

8/15/18 32983
2 0 1 8 0 8 320-538 00-3 4 6 0 0
SECURITY 8 / 1 5 / 1 8
HEATHER CIERA BIVINS
8/31/18 335643
2 0 1 8 0 8 3 2 0-5380 0-4 7 0 0 0
AQUATIC WEED CTRL AUG1 8
ECOR INDUSTRIES

*
*
*

4 / 0 4 / 1 8 CW0 4 0 4 2 0 2 0 1804 3 1 0 - 5 1 3 0 0 - 1 1 0 0 0
SUPERVISOR FEE- 0 4 /0 4 / 1 8
4 / 0 4 / 1 8 CW0 4 0 4 2 0 2 0 18 0 4 3 1 0-51 3 00- 1 10 0 0
SUPERVISOR FEE-04 / 0 4 / 1 8
CAROLYN E WITCHER

V

9/04/18 309
2 0 1 809 3 1 0-513 00-3 4 0 0 0
MANAGEMENT FEES-SEP1 8
9/04/18 309
201809 3 10-51300-35100
INFORMATION TECH-SEP1 8

*

-

---

- - - - - - -

-

- - - -

---

BAYT --BAYTREE--

9/19/18

*

KCOSTAC

PAGE

AMOUNT

*

8 / 0 2 / 1 8 32736
201808 3 20-53 800-3 4 6 00
SECURITY 8 / 2 / 1 8
CHAD MASSOLINI

--

RUN

• . • . CHECK . . . . .
AMOUNT
#

90 . 00

- - - - -

-

- -

- - -

9 0 . 00 053291

- - -

848 . 88 053292

-

- -

90 . 0 0 0 5 3 2 9 3

- - - -

9 0 . 0 0 053294

- - -

--

9 0 . 00
9 0 . 00

289 . 00

-----

- -

2 , 7 1 1 . 52

- - - - -

- -

848 . 88

-----

- - -

--

----

--

--

053295

2 , 7 1 1 . 52 0 5 3 2 9 6

- - - - - -

9 0 . 00 053297
90 . 00 053298

90.00
90 . 0 0

---

- -

--

-

---

- -

---

- -

- - 2 -8 9 -. 0 -0

--

- -

-

-

6

- -

2 , 4 13 . 00

--

184 . 7 0

- - 2 -, 4 -1 3-. 0 -0

184 . 70-

- - -

--

3 , 4 1 1 . 50

133 . 3 3

. oo

053299

053300

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
AP3 0 0R
* * * CHECK DATES 0 7 / 2 5 / 2 0 1 8 - 0 9 / 1 8 / 2 0 1 8 * * *
BAYTREE GENERAL FUND
BANK A BAYTREE COD-GENERAL
CHECK
DATE

VEND#

9/14/18 00021

9 / 1 7 / 18 0 0 20 0
9 / 1 7 / 1 8 0 0 0 16

9/17/18 00084

• . • • . INVOICE • • • . • . • . EXPENSED TO . . .
DATE
INVOICE
YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB

SUBCLASS

VENDOR NAME

STATUS

9/04/18 309
2 0 1 8 0 9 3 1 0-5 1 3 00-5 1 0 0 0
OFFICE SUPPLIES
9/04/18 309
2 0 1 8 0 9 3 10-5 1 3 00-4 2 0 0 0
POSTAGE
9/04/18 309
2 0 1 8 0 9 3 10-51300-42500
COPIES
GOVERNMENTAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES

9 / 0 4 / 1 8 3 10
201809 320-53800-34000
FIELD MANAGEMENT-SEP1 8
9 /04/18 310
2 0 1 8 0 9 3 1 0-5 1 3 00-42000
MAILED NOTICE POSTAGE
9/04/18 310
2 0 1 80 9 3 1 0-5 1 3 00-42500
MAILED NOTICE PRINTING
2 0 1 8 0 9 3 2 0-53800-4 9 0 0 0
9/04/18 310
PLAQUE
2 0 18 0 9 3 2 0-53800-4 1 1 0 0
9/04/18 310
GUARDHOUSE SUPPLIES
2 0 1809 3 2 0- 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 9 0 0 0
9/04/18 310
DIAL PLUMBING & AIR COND
GOVERNMENTAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES
9 / 0 5 / 1 8 1 8 2 0 4 1 5 2 0 1 809 3 2 0-53800-34500
SECURITY 8 / 3 0 / 1 8- 9 / 0 5 / 1 8
DOTHAN SECURITY INC

- -

--

- - - - - - -

--

- - - - - -

9/04/18 39415
2 0 1 809 3 2 0-53800-4 7 3 0 0
MTHLY LANDSCAPE SEP 1 8
9/05/18 39515
2 0 1 8 09 3 2 0 - 5 3 8 0 0 - 4 7 4 0 0
IRRIGATION RPRS SEP 1 8
TROPIC-CARE O F FLORIDA , INC .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9/17/18 49659
2 0 1 8 0 9 320-53800-49000
RENT STORAGE FEE-OCT18
VIERA STORAGE COMPANY
TOTAL FOR BANK A

TOTAL FOR REGISTER

BAYT --BAYTREE--

KCOSTAC

RUN

9/19/18
AMOUNT

*

1 . 62

*

-

- -

-

4 3 . 05

- 3 -, 3 -4 7-. 8 -3

053302

- - - - 2 -, 9 -05 -. 2 -0

053303

235 .00
3 79 . 10

*

279 . 00

*

28.98

*

*

053301

2 , 320 . 7 5

*

*
*

• . • • CHECK . . . . •
AMOUNT
#

- 3 -, 6 -1 4 -. 6 -7

- - - - - -

*

*

7

25 . 1 7

*
*

PAGE

105 . 0 0

-

-------

- -

2 , 905 . 2 0

- - - - - - -

7 , 500 . 00

- - - -

-

2 , 677 . 00

- - - - 89 . 0 0

1 0 , 1 7 7 . 00 0 5 3 3 0 4
89 . 00 053305

102 , 3 1 7 . 67

1 02 , 3 1 7 . 6 7

YEAR-TO-DATE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PREPAID/COMPUTER CHECK REGISTER
AP3 0 0R
BAYTREE PAVILION PROJECT
* * * CHECK DATES 0 7 / 2 5 / 2 0 1 8 - 0 9 / 1 8 / 2 0 1 8 * * *
BANK E BAYTREE CDD-JPA
CHECK
DATE

VEND#

8 / 0 6 / 1 8 00004

9 / 1 7 / 1 8 00005

. . . . . INVOICE • • . . . . . . EXPENSED TO . . .
DATE
INVOICE
YRMO DPT ACCT# SUB

SUBCLASS

VENDOR NAME

STATUS

7 / 10 / 1 8 17923
201807 600-53800-46000
7-6 ' EXTRA H . DUTY TABLE
7 / 10/18 17923
2 0 1 807 600-53800-46000
8 ' DOUBLE SIDED HD TABLE
7 / 10/18 17923
2 0 1 8 0 7 600-53800-46000
FREIGHT
BLISS PRODUCTS AND SERVICES INC .

- - - - - - - - - -

---

- - -

---

8 / 3 1 / 1 8 BCB-83 1 1 2 0 1 8 0 8 600-538 00-4 6 0 0 0
PAVILION PROJECT-DRAW#2
BELLA CUSTOM BUILDERS
TOTAL FOR BANK E
TOTAL FOR REGISTER

BAYT --BAYTREE--

KCOSTAC

*
*
*
*

RUN

9/19/18
AMOUNT
5 , 244.26

PAGE

1

• • • • CHECK . . . . .
AMOUNT
#

942 . 4 8

1 , 01 6 . 55
29 , 8 9 1 . 0 9

7 , 2 03 . 2 9 000002
2 9 , 8 9 1 . 0 9 000003

3 7 , 09 4 . 38

3 7 , 094 . 3 8
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Baytree

Communitlr'. Develo9men1 Dlstrig
Combined Balance Sheet

August 3 1, 2018

General
Fund
Assets:
Cash:
Wells Fargo
SunTrust - Capital Reserves
SunTrust - Pavement Management
Regions - Community Beautification
Suntrust - Pavillion Project
Investments:
Custody
Prepaid Expenses
Tota I Assets
Liabilities:
Accounts Payable

Capital Projects
Fund

Pavillion
Project

$140,156
$37,676
$184,344
$71,878
$90,803

$293,898

$10,318

Fund Balances:
Assigned
Assigned
Assigned
Unassigned

$143,410

Total Liabilities and Fund Equity
& Other Credits

$153,728

2018

$140,156
$37,676
$184,344
$71,878
$90,803
$1,026
$ 12,547

$1,026
$12,547
$153,728

Totals
(Memorandum Only)

$90,803

$538,429

$29,891

$40,209

$37,676
$184,344
$71,878

$60,912

$293,898

$90,803

$37,676
$184,344
$132,790
$143,410
$538,429

Baytree
Community Development District

General Fund
Statement of Revenues & Expenditures
For The Period Ending August 31, 2018

Revenues;

Adopted
Budget

Prorated Budget
Thru 08/31/18

Actual
Thru 08/31/18

Variance

Maintenance Assessments
Interest Income - Investments
Miscellaneous Income (10B Cost Share Agreement)
Miscellaneous Income
Transfer In

$695,968
$0
$29,502
$4,000
$0

$695,968
$0
$22,126
$3,667
$0

$698,512
$2
$23,313
$4,498
$40,720

$2,544
$2
$1,187
$831
$40,720

Total Revenues

$729,470

$721,761

$767,045

$45,284 I

$8,000
$612
$25,000
$7,500
$17,750
$3,300
$40,938
$1,600
$150
$1,500
$13,800
$13,980
$1,700
$1,200
$1,700
$200
$250
$234
$175

$7,333
$561
$22,917
$7,500
$16,271
$3,300
$37,527
$1,46 7
$138
$1,375
$13,800
$13,980
$1,558
$1,200
$1,558
$183
$250
$234
$175

$5,400
$413
$12,023
$7,500
$25,078
$3,300
$37,527
$1,467
$0
$866
$12,547
$13,962
$951
$3,447
$819
$163
$228
$234
$175

$1,933
$148
$10,894
$0
( $8,807)
$0
$0
$0
$138
$S09
$1,2 53
$18
$608
( $2,247 )
$739
$20
$22
$0
$0

$ 126,098

$5,228 1

Expenditures:
Adminlstrotive
Supervisor Fees
FICA Expense
Engineering
Assessment Administration
Attorney Fees
Annual Audit
Management Fees
Information Technology
Telephone
Postage
Insurance
Tax Collector Fee
Printing & Binding
Legal Advertising
Other Current Charges
Office Supplies
Property Taxes
Property Appraiser
Dues, Licenses & Subscriptions
Total Administrative

$139,589

2

$131,327

Baytree
Community Development District
General Fund
Statement of Revenues & Expenditures
For The Period Ending August 31, 2018
Adopted
Budget
Q1!11rgtl211 and. Mai11t�aaa,e

Prorated Budget
Thru 08/31/18

Actual
Th ru 08/31/18

Variance

Security Contract
Security - Speed Control
Gate Maintenance Contract
Maintenance - Gate House
Telephone - Gate House/Pool
Transponders
Field Management Fees
Electric
Water & Sewer
Gas
Maintenance - Lakes
Maintenance - Landscape Contract
Maintenance - Additional Landscape
Maintenance - Pool
Maintenance - Irrigation
Maintenance - Lighting
Maintenance - Monuments
Maintenance - Other Field (R&M General)
Maintenance - Playground
Maintenance - Tennis court Area
Holiday Landscape Lighting
Operating Supplies
Sidewalk/Curb Cleaning
Miscellaneous

$119,566
$10,296
$1,200
$10,000
$7,500
$4,500
$27,849
$55,000
$6,200
$6,800
$36,600
$90,000
$ 19,000
$17,000
$6,000
$9,000
$6,000
$4,000
$500
$1,000
$4,000
$750
$11,000
$1,000

$109,602
$9,438
$1,200
$9,167
$6,875
$4,015
$25,528
$50,417
$5,683
$6,233
$33,550
$82,500
$17,417
$15,583
$5,500
$8,250
$5,500
$3,667
$458
$917
$4,000
$688
$10,083
$917

$108,720
$5,256
$1,100
$27,192
$5,599
$4,015
$25,528
$45,441
$9,863
$7,531
$28,293
$82,500
$37,350
$13,214
$9,594
$16,767
$725
$4,729
$0
$1,060
$4,116
$0
$1,700
$768

$882
$4,182
$100
($18,025)
$1,276
$0
$0
$4,975
($4,179)
($1,298)
$5,257
$0
($19,933)
$2,369
($4,094)
($8,517)
$4,775
($1,062)
$458
($143)
($116)
$688
$8,383
$149

Total Operation and Maintenance

$454,761

$417,187

$441,060

($23,873)1

$61,542
$20,108
$8,202
$45,268

$61,542
$20,108
$8,202
$45,268

$61,542
$20,108
$8,202
$45,268

Toto/ Reserves

$135,120

$135,120

$135,120

Total Expenditures

$729,470

$702,278

Excess Revenues (Expenditures)

$0

$64,766

Fund Balance • Beginning

$0

$78,644

Fund Balance • Ending

($0)

$143,410

Reserves

Transfer Out - Capital Projects - Paving Baytree
Transfer Out - Capital Projects - Paving IOB Funds
Transfer Out - Reserves
Transfer Out - Community Beautification Fund

3

$0
$0
$0
$0

so I

Baytree

Community Development District
Capital Reserves Fund
Summary of Revenues & Expenditures
For The Period Ending August 31, 2018
Adopted
Bud et

Prorated Budget
Thru 08/31/18

Actual
Thru 08/31/18

Variance

Revenues:
Transfer I n
Interest Income

$8,202
$100

$8,202
$92

$8,202
$24

$0
($68)

Total Revenues

$8,302

$8,294

$8,226

($68)1

Lake Bank Restoration
Sidewalk/Gutter Repair
Drainage Maintenance
Curb - Tree Trimming/Replacements
Benches
Gate Maintenance
Transfer Out

$15,000
$12,500
$10,000
$6,500
$0
$0
$0

$13,750
$11,458
$9,167
$5,958
$0
$0
$0

$0
$11,097
$0
$0
$2,970
$11,350
$23,654

$13,750
$361
$9,167
$5,958
($2,970)
($11,350)
($23,654)

Total Expenditures

$44,000

$40,333

$49,071

($8,737)1

Expenditures:

Excess Revenues (Expenditures)

( $35,698)

($40,845)

Fund Balance - Beginning

$60,358

$78,520

Fund Balance • Ending

$24,660

$37,676

4

Baytree

Community Development District
Pavement Management Fund
Summary of Revenues & Expenditures
For The Period Ending August 31, 2018
Adopted
Budget

Prorated Budget
Thru 08/31/18

Actual
Thru 08/31/18

Variance

Revenues:
Transfer In - Baytree
Transfer In - IOB
Interest Income

$61,542
$20,108
$75

$61,542
$20,108
$69

$61,542
$20,108
$66

$0
$0
($3)

Total Revenues

$81,725

$81,719

$81,716

( $3)1

Roadway Paving

$0

$0

$0

$0

Total Expenditures

$0

$0

$0

so

Expenditures:

Excess Revenues (Expenditures)

$81,725

$81,716

Fund Balance - Beginning

$103,715

$102,628

Fund Balance - Ending

$185,440

$ 184,344

5

I

Baytree

Community Development District
Community Beautification
Summary of Revenues & Expenditures
For The Period Ending August 31, 2018
Adopted
Budget

Prorated Budget
Thru 08/31/18

Actual
Thru 08/31/18

Variance

Revenues;
Transfer In

$45,268

$45,268

$45,268

$0

Total Revenues

$45,268

$45,268

$45,268

so

Bank Fees
Transfer Out

$36
$0

$36
$0

$150
$17,066

( $114)
($17,066)

Total Expenditures

$36

$36

$17,216

( $17,180)1

Expenditures:

Excess Revenues (Expenditures)

$45,232

$28,052

Fund Balance - Beginning

$23,411

$43,826

Fund Balance - Ending

$68,643

$71,878

6

I

Bayt ee

Communi\l Development Distict
Pavillion Proj ett

Summary of Revenues & Expenditures
For The Period Ending August 31, 2018
Prorated Budget
Thru 08/31/18

Proposed
Budget

Actual
Thru 08/31/18

Variance

Revenues:

Baytree BCA Funding

$0

$0

$ 108,000

$108,000

Total Revenues

$0

$0

$ 108,000

s108,ooo 1

Pavillion

$0

$0

$47,088

($47,088)

Total Expendillres

$0

$0

$47,088

( $47,088)1

Excess Revenues (Expendltires)

$0

$60,912

Fund Balance - Beginning

$23,411

$0

Fund Balance - Ending

$23,411

$60,912

Expendltires:

7

Baytree
Community Development District
O<t

Nov

Dec

___!gb

Jan

April

March

June

May

July

�
Malntenance Assessments
Interest Income • Investments
Miscellaneous Income (108 Cost Share Agreement)
Miscellaneous Income

$491,375
$0
$0
$420
$0

$25,987
$0
$8,563
$189
$0

$22,875
$0
So
$500
$0

$3,044
so
S7,375

$40,720

$127,661
$0
$0
$190
$0

$41,066

$127,952

$491,795

$34,739

S800
$61
$1,403
$2,768
$7,500
$0
$3,412
$133

$0
$0
S465
$743
$0
$0
$3,412
$133
$0
$14
$0
$13,962
$27
$0
$99
$24
$228
so
Sl7S

$0
$0
So

$0
$0

so
$0
So

$346

Transfer In

I

Total Rewenues
Expenditures:

$0

$16,477
$0
$0
$186
$0

$4,738
So
$0
$2S6

S23,375

Sl0,901

$800
$61
$2,403
$2,948
$0
$0
$3,411
$133
$0
$46
$0
$0
$1S0
$0

$0
$0
Sl,480
$1,128
$0
$0
S3,412
$133
$0
$116
$0
$0
$43
$0

$481

Aun

Sept

Tot�t

$0
$0
$0
$801
so

$20
So
$0
$571
So

so
$0
$0
$0
$0

$698,512
$2
$23,313

$0

$6,334
so
$7,375
$357
$0

$16,763

$4,994

$14,067

$801

S592

$0

S767,045

$800
$61
S1,325
$4,658
$0
so
$3,412
$133
$0
$149
$0
$0
$101
so
$70
$23
So
$0

$1,200
$91
so
$4,410
$0
$3,300
$3,412
$133
$0
$149
$0
$0
$173
$756
$80

S800

$0
$0
Sl5S
$2,025
$0
$0
$3,412
$133

Sl,000
$77
$0
$0
$0
$0
$3,412
$133
$0
$1S
$0
$0
$176
$0
$70
$23
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
so

$5,400
$413
$12,023
$15,078
S7,500
$3,300
$37,527
$1,467

$4,498

$40,720

Adm/nfstrgtiue

Supervisor Fees
FICA Expense

Engineering
Attorney Fees
Assessment Administration
Annual Audit
Management Fees
Information Technology
Telephone
Postage
Insurance
Tax Collector Fee
Printing & Binding
Legal Advertising
Other Current Charges
Office Supplies.
Propertv Taxes
Property Appraiser
Dues, licenses & Subscriptions
Total Administrative

$0

$10
$12,547
$0
$114
$0
$63
S13
$0

$0

so

I

S29,843

$19,182

$58S

$0
so
$3,412
$133
$0

$14
$0
$0
$1
$0
$61
$1
$0
$0
so
$4,207

So
$1,215
$0
$0
$3,412
$133
$0

$143
$0
$0
$0
so
S76
$1
so
so
so

$81
$14

$4,979

8

$88
$1

so
$134
So

$0
so

$10,291

S7,510

$0

$18

$0

$0
$0
so

$11,732

$13,712

S6l
$2,793
$3,500
$0
$0
$3,412
$133
$0
$19
$0
$0
$122
$0
S67
$24
$0

so
so
$10,930

$0

$171
$0
$0
$41
S1,69l
S65
$1
$0
$0
$0
$8,695

$4,906

$0

so
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0
$0
so

S866
$12,547
$13,962
$9S1
S3,447
S819
$163
$118
$234
$17S

So

$126,098 1

$0

I

Baytree
Community Development District
Oct

El£!!!;
Security Contract
Security · Speed Control
Gate Maintenance Contr.ict
Maintenance - Gate House

$9,412
$792
so
S610

Telephone - Gate House/Pool

$563

Transponders
Field Management Fees

so
S2,321
$4,114
$653
$97
$2,413
S7,500
S12,550
$1,124
$1,970
$478
so
Sl,389
so
so
$1,908
$0
so
$0

Electric:

Water & Sewer

Gas
Maintenance - lakes
Maintei'lance - Landscape Contract
Maintenance - Additional Landscape
Maintenance - Pool

Maintenance - Irrigation

Maintenance • Lighting
Mainternmce - Monuments

Maintenance - Other Field {R&M General)
Maintenance - Playground
Maintenance - Tennis Court Area
Holiday Landscape Lighting
Operating Supplies
Sidewalk/Curb Cleaning
Miscellaneous
Totolfi,/d

lrumw.
Transfer Out- Capital Projects - Paving Baytree
Transfer Out- Capital Projects - Paving 10B Funds
Transfer Out - Reserve5
Transfer Out -Community Beautification Fund
TotalReun1n

Total Expenditures
Excess Revenues (Expenditures)

I

I

'
I

Dec

Nov

S9,747
$594
So
Sl,699
$566
$4,015
$2,321
S4,103
$760
$467
$2,763
S7,500
SB25
$1,300
$0
$244
so
$317

Feb

Jan

Sl0,108
so
so
$1,941
$605
$0
$2,321
$4,306
$626
S906
$2,413
S7,500

Sl,125
$625
Sl,740
so
$0
S89

$9,787
$891
$1,100
$1,759
$416
$0
$2,321
$4,435
$48
$1,490
S2,763
S7,500

March

Ma:.:

�ril

$9,306
S495
so
$1,364
$490
so
S2,321
$4,267
$2,013
$1,695
$2,413
S7,500
so
S914
$0
$0
$0
S312
so
so
so
$0
$0
$157

S9,820
$0

so

$4,SOl

$492
$0
$2,321
$4,086
$504
$806
S2,763
$7,500
S250
S987
so
$1,786
so
S89

$9,626
S792
so
$2,965
$492
$0
$2,321
S4,201
$691
Sl,146
S2,413
$7,500

J u ll

June

Sl0,349
S495

so

AUE

$9,760
so
$0
$1,833

$9,830
$702
so
$1,841

$492

$494

Sl0,975
$495

so

$0
$2,321
S3,832
$855
$35
$2,763
S7,500

$0
$0

so
$0
so
$0

$0
S2,321
$4,042
$1,303
S276
$2,413
$7,500
SG,500
$1,476
$0
$5,183
$0
$129
so
$0
so
so
$0
$0

$0
$0
so
$0

$3,679
$498
so
S2,321
$3,738
$679
$35
S 2,413
S7,500
So
Sl,097
$0
Sl,835
so
Sl,512
so
$0
so
$0
$0
$20

$5,001
$492
$0
S2,321
S4,318
$1,732
S578
S2,763
$7,500
so
S2,816
$1,165
S7,241
$0
$222

so

Total

Sept

$0
$0
so
$0
so
$0
$0
$0
$0

so

so
So
so
$0
$0
$0
so

$108,720
$5,256
Sl,100
$27,192
$5,599
S4,015
$25,528
$45,441
S9,863
S7,531
S28,293
SB2,500

$0
so
$1,700
$0

$2,208
so
$0
$448

$16,100
$873
so
$0
$0
S89
so
$1,060
$0
$0
$0
$0

$47,892

$38,920

S36,959

$50,631

$33,245

$36,048

$36,055

$46,991

$43,229

$34,293

$36,797

So

$441 ,0601

So
$0
$0
$0

so
so
so
so

so
$0
so
$0

$0
$0
so
$0

$0
so
$0
$0

S61,542
$20,108
$8,202
$45,268

$0
so
$0
$0

so
$0
$0
so

so
so
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
so

so
so
$0
$0

$0
$0
so
so

$61,542
$20,108
$8,202
$45,268

$0

so

so

$0

so

$135,120

$0

so

so

so

$0

$0

sm.1201

S77,735

$58,202

$41,167

$55,610

$43,536

$178,678

$47,787

S60,714

$54,159

$42,989

$41,702

so

S702,2781

(S20,87ll

($20,161)

($167,777)

(S31,024!

!S55,719)

(S40,092)

(S42,188)

(S41,110!

so

S64,766

(53b,669)

so

so

S69,750

so
so

$450,629

9

so

so

so
$0
so
S144

so

S914
$2,180
$0
S725
S89

so
so

$0

so

so

so

Sl,089
S2,539
$0
$0
$493
so

so

so
so

S37,350
$13,214
S9,594
$16,767
S725
$4,729

so

so

$0
$0
$0
so

$1,060
$4,116
so
$1,700
$768

I

BAYTREE
COM MUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT RECEIPTS - FY2018
TAX COLLECTOR
Gross Assessments $
Net Assessments $
Date
Received
1 1 /1 6/1 7
1 1 /28/1 7
1 2/1 4/1 7
1 2/21 /1 8
1 /1 1 /1 8
1 /30/1 8
2/9/1 8
3/8/1 8
4/1 2/1 8
5/1 0/1 8
5/25/1 8
6/8/1 8
6/1 5/1 8
8/1 4/1 8

Totals

Dist.

ACH
ACH
ACH
ACH
ACH
INT

ACH
ACH
ACH
ACH

Gross Assessments
Received
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$

8,556.81
1 24,53 5.40
482,544.48
29,1 89. 3 6
26,503.1 9
23,439.95
3,074.92
1 6,476.75
4,61 2.38

INT

$

3,074.92
3 ,074.92

INT

$
$
$

$

725,083.08

ACH
ACH

Discounts/
Penalties
449.23
$ 4,981 . 5 6
$ 1 9,298.47
$ 1 ,060. 1 7
795.05
$
$
5 64.83
$
30.75
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 27,1 80.06

1 1 /29/1 7 Distribution includes commission fees of $ 1 3,962.07
2/9/1 7 Distribution has postage expense of $25.35 deducted
4/1 2/20 1 8 Distribution has postage expense of $.96

10

Interest
Income

Net Amount
Received

$

$

$

$

$
$
$
$

$
$

278.57

$
$

$
$
$
$
$

92.24
3 3 .46
92.26
92.24
1 9.96

$

608.73

$

725,083
696,080

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

8, 1 07. 5 8
1 1 9,55 3.84 *
463 , 246.0 1
28, 1 29. 1 9
25,708.1 4
278.57
22,875. 1 2 *
3 ,044. 1 7
1 6,476.75
4,704.62
3 3.46
3 , 1 67.1 8
3 , 1 67.1 6
1 9.96

$ 698,5 1 1 .75

